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We have performed direct numerical simulations (DNS) of quasi-2D (that is with flow parameters 

independent of longitudinal coordinate) decaying and forced turbulence and 3D turbulent chan-

nel flows in order to ascertain the sustenance mechanism of near-wall turbulence by investigating 

the mechanism of streak formation. We found the existence of streaks in quasi-2D flows thus 

demonstrating that contrary to many proposed theories, feedback from longitudinal flow is not 

necessary for streak formation. Passive scalars having different mean scalar profiles were intro-

duced in forced quasi-2D and 3D turbulent flows in order to compare the streak spacing of the 

scalars deduced from two-point correlations of DNS results with results obtained theoretically. 

It has been found that even for the same vortex structure for all the passive scalars there is a 

marked variation in streak spacing implying that the preferential streak spacing is not necessarily 

equal to twice the vortex spacing, as has been suggested by several proposed theories. Moreover, 

the formation of scalar streaks in a velocity field prescribed as a sum of a mean turbulent velocity 

profile and random potential perturbations, conclusively supports the fact that organised vortices 

are not needed for generation of near-wall streaks. It has also been demonstrated that the lift-up 

mechanism responsible for generation of streaks is also responsible for the cross-flow spacing. 

The obtained qualitative numerical results are in favour of theory of streak formation based on 

optimal perturbations (Butler and Farrell, 1993) but at the same time the quantitative agreement is 

poor. So a modification of the same - Generalized optimal perturbation (Chemyshenko and Baig, 

2003) theory has been proposed and it offers significantly better agreement with the DNS results. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Genesis of the Problem 

Turbulence near walls is a subject of prime technological importance, as well as a fascinating 

problem from the physical point of view. It is one of the last canonical incompressible turbulent 

flows that cannot be considered as being completely understood though the structure of near-wall 

turbulence has been extensively investigated over the past thirty years. Despite the large effort 

devoted to the subject, the basic self-sustaining mechanism for near-wall turbulence is not well 

understood. There is no consistent dynamical picture due to lack of understanding of complex 

interactions between various structures and between the flow in the near-wall region and that in 

the outer layer. The kinematics of coherent structures have been well characterised [44], but the 

dynamics of the various mechanisms involved in the regeneration process, including the factors 

which govern the spanwise spacing of the streaks, have proven extremely difficult to ascertain. 

1.1.1 Coherent structures in near-wall turbulence 

Theodorsen [62] started the "structural approach" in turbulence by proposing conceptually that 

the "molecule" of turbulence is a horseshoe-shaped vortex. Townsend [64] supplemented this 

approach on basis of his two-point correlations by suggesting that dominant near-wall structures 

1 



1.1. GENESIS OF THE PROBLEM 

are streamwise-oriented vortices. Kline and Runstadler [35] used the hydrogen bubble technique 

to show that the sublayer streaks exist and have a spanwise streak spacing scale of 100 wall units. 

Schraub and Kline [51] also found the same streak spacing for both positive and negative pressure-

gradient flows. Kim et. al. [30] were able to demonstrate that turbulence production mainly occurs 

when these streaky structures (primarily low-speed streaks) lift and burst. 

Robinson [45] using the Spalarts' [57] low-Reynolds-number boundary layer DNS data noted the 

presence of near-wall counter-rotating streamwise vortices which are tilted upwards in downstream 

direction. He hypothesised that these vortices generate cross-flows that create and lift streaks. 

The lifted low-speed streaks burst and transform into free-shear layers which undergoing some 

instability generate more vortices. Thus it was conjectured that by these processes self-sustaining 

cycle of turbulence is ensured. Moreover, it was found that the low-speed streak structures become 

progressively more broadly spaced and disorganized as we move away from the walls. 

This gradual transition from the low-speed streaks near the surface to multiple shape and size vor-

tices farther away suggests that primarily inner streaky structure wall-layer exist simultaneously 

with an outer-region dominated by vortices of all orientations. It has been observed that for long 

time intervals of "quiescent periods" the two layers do not interact and then for brief intervals 

of time strong interaction occurs resulting in localized breakdowns of the low speed streaks: an 

event which is critical for sustenance of turbulence. This "bursting" of low-speed streaks is char-

acterized by outward ejection of near-wall fluid, often well into the outer-region of the boundary 

layer [54]. The majority of turbulent kinetic energy and Reynolds stresses are generated during 

the bursting event [8, 69]. Moreover, the near-wall vorticity that has been generated during the 

quiescent periods, also gets ejected. 

The event of "ejection" is immediately followed by "sweep" event [12] in which high-speed outer-

layer fluid swoops down into the wall-layer and the process of development of new streaks ensues. 

Thus the wall-layer undergoes a spatially random cyclic process of slow streak development, fol-

lowed by a rapid, strong interaction with the outer region. Some researchers [18],[55] are of the 

view that large scale outer flow structures are created by coalescence and reconnection of several 

small-scale active vortical structures. This systematic growth resulting in a "hierarchy" of hairpin 

vortices has been conceptually idealized by Perry and Chong [41] and observed numerically in 

DNS of turbulent flows by Zhou et. al. [70]. 



1.2. OVERVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE 

Turbulent drag reduction can be achieved if the physics of the regenerative mechanism is un-

derstood and then will it be possible to disturb the sequence of turbulent near-wall structures, 

especially by reducing the strength of the streaks so that they result in weaker burst/sweep events. 

1.2 Overview of Relevant Literature 

The innermost layer, reaching approximately a height of 100 wall units i.e. =100 on a smooth-

wall and including the viscous sublayer, the buffer layer and the inner part of the logarithmic zone, 

is responsible for most of the production of turbulent energy and is the zone where crucial dynam-

ics responsible for regeneration of turbulence occurs. The experimental presence of streamwise 

streaks was observed by Kim, Kline and Reynolds [30] which consist of long , x"*" =1000, sin-

uous arrays of alternating streamwise jets, with an average spanwise wavelength =100 [52]. 

The presence of quasi-streamwise vortices and shear layers protruding from the wall have also 

been documented by various investigators (see ref [3],[28]). These quasi-streamwise vortices are 

slightly tilted away from the wall and are roughly %+ =200 long [23]. These vortices might have 

a longitudinal spacing of x'^ = 400 [25] and they merge into disorganised vorticity after leaving 

the immediate wall neighbourhood [44]. These quasi-streamwise vortices are believed to cause the 

streaks by advecting the mean velocity gradient [3] and thereby producing turbulent wall drag [39]. 

In the outer-layer, hairpin like vortices have been visualised experimentally [18] and in numerical 

simulations [33]. 

Jimenez and Moin [25] used DNS in turbulent channel flow at Re's (based on channel centreline 

velocity and halfwidth of the channel) from 2000 to 5000 for streamwise and spanwise periodic 

boundary conditions. They observed turbulent structures such as sublayer streaks, streamwise 

vortices, and near-wall shear layers, yet they did not provide a suitable regeneration mechanism for 

them. Aubry et al. [2] used a dynamical systems approach to study the behaviour of streamwise 

vortices, but could not ascertain the cause responsible for the origin of these vortices. Vortex 

formation must recur for turbulence to be sustained, i.e. existing vortices must ensure subsequent 

vortex regeneration. The numerous proposed regeneration mechanisms, involve either : (i) the 

direct action (induction) of existing vortices ("parent-offspring" scenarios) or (ii) local recurring 

instability of a quasi-steady base flow, in which previous vortices play an indirect role in generating 



1.2. OVERVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE 

an unstable base flow. 

In the "parent-offspring" mechanism, it is suggested that there is generation of new vortices near 

an existing spanwise arch and beside each of the streamwise legs by direct induction [53]. In 

their model Smith and Walker [53] propose that low-speed streaks are created by the advection of 

hairpin vortex on wall-region fluid. This process which is a local viscous-surface interaction cre-

ates sufficient adverse pressure-gradient at the surface resulting in ejection of portion of the streak 

which further through inviscid-viscous interaction with the outer-layer fluid results in generation 

of hairpin vortices. While Smith and Walker propose that hairpin vortex formation mechanism is 

based on unsteady separation of localized streaks as mentioned above, Zhou et. al.[71] propose 

that only quasi-streamwise vortices are generated which later by mutual self-induction and viscous 

reconnection generate offspring heads. Vortex formation is also attributed to 2D Kelvin-Helmholtz 

type roll up of near-wall streamwise vorticity sheets (see [26]). Brooke and Hanratty [4] proposed 

a mechanism in which streamwise vortices themselves generate secondary streamwise vorticity 

by their interaction with the wall, and this vorticity eventually rolls into new streamwise vortices. 

In their model there is a formation of an opposite-signed vortex underneath an inclined parent 

vortex. The generation of vorticity is brought about by the vorticity-tilting term, generated by the 

spanwise inclination of the parent vortex. However, in the numerical experiments performed by 

Jimenez and Pinelli [27] a transverse free-slip wall, at which ^ -0 , was introduced and its effect 

seen on secondary streamwise vorticity. The findings of these numerical experiments conclusively 

proved that 'secondary streamwise vorticity' was not responsible for the generation of streamwise 

vortices. 

Of the numerous mechanisms developed to explain near-wall vortex formation, there is consid-

erable disagreement as to the dominant mechanisms of instability and feedback. The various 

mechanisms include: 

1. Direct resonance of oblique modes (Jang, Benney & Gran [22]), 

2. Selective amplification (Waleffe et. al. [68]), 

3. Lateral instability waves (Jimenez [25]), 

4. Centrifugal instability (Sreenivasan, [59]), 

5. Shear-driven instability (Hamilton, Kim & Waleffe, [16]) and 
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6. Streak instability with parent vortex (Swearingen and Blackwelder, [61]) 

7. Streak instability without any parent vortex (Schoppa & Hussain, [48]). 

8. Travelling wave solutions (Waleffe [66]). 

The origin of the streamwise vortices was considered by Jang, Benney & Gran [22] using 'di-

rect resonance' theory to explain the observed spanwise spacing of the vortices and the streaks. 

According to them, this nonlinear mechanism involves algebraic growth of wall-normal vorticity 

due to vertical velocity generated by nonlinear interaction of oblique vorticity modes. This large 

wall-normal vorticity oô  is then oriented in streamwise direction to generate streamwise vortices. 

Waleffe, Kim & Hamilton [68] challenged this theory by stating that it is the nonlinear interac-

tion of the oblique modes of vertical velocity, rather than wall-normal vorticity oblique modes as 

required for scale selection in the direct resonance theory. Waleffe et. al. [68] also examined 

the possibility that the spanwise spacing of the streaks is determined by a length scale associated 

with the thickness of the high-gradient layer of the mean velocity profile. However, this selective 

amplification mechanism also could not give the correct spacing of the streaks. 

Another approach to understanding turbulence regeneration is to assemble various known dynam-

ical processes into a conceptual model which includes some sort of feedback mechanism to close 

the cycle. Jimenez [25] proposed a model in which lateral instability waves form in regions of 

large wall-normal vorticity i.e. the interfacial regions of streaks. Streamwise vortices form as 

this vorticity is tilted into the streamwise direction by the shearing of the main flow. The cycle 

is closed with the formation of new streaks by the streamwise vortices. Sreenivasan [59] pro-

posed that Gortler, or centrifugal instability mechanism generates streamwise vortices which in 

turn generate new streaks. According to him, the local concave curvature of near-wall streamlines 

in x-dependent shear flows can cause generation of near-wall vortices through Taylor-Gortler in-

stability mechanism (see [5]). Even the presence of streamwise undulations in x-dependent shear 

flows can lead to generation of near-wall vortices through Craik-Leibovich instability [13]. The 

underlying shortcoming of these instability mechanisms is that namely no instability-generated 

streamwise vortices can induce unstable base flows with streamline curvature or streamline undu-

lations; hence the necessary feedback mechanism is not evident [49]. 

Swearingen and Blackwelder [61] suggested that vortex regeneration can occur due to local in-
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stability of the spanwise U(y) shear layers flanking low-speed streaks. This streak waviness in 

(x,y) (or sinuous mode) is apparently induced by vortices advecting upon the streaks. Robinson 

[45] proposed that lifted low-speed streaks contain a locally unstable wall-normal U(z) profile (or 

varicose mode) which gives rise to new spanwise "arch" vortices. These "arch" vortices subse-

quently generate legs or stream wise vortices, which in turn again generate a new unstable streak 

to close the cycle. Both the above mechanisms relying on sinuous and varicose mode instabilities 

are x-dependent. It was later found by other researchers that Robinson's mechanism is unlikely 

to form new arches, since the varicose mode associated to U(z) profile is stable for typical U(y,z) 

distributions at low Re shear flows and hence there would be no generation of hairpin vortices. 

Schoppa and Hussain [48] demonstrated via DNS that instability of streaks - without any initial 

(parent) vortex - directly generates new streamwise vortices, internal shear layers, and arch vor-

tices. They proposed that there is repeated instability of vortex-less streaks left behind by previous 

streamwise vortices. From their DNS results they show that a new streamwise vortex is created 

by the instability of a streak, from the wall-normal (0% vorticity sheet flanking the streak. Subse-

quently the opposite-signed vortices are stretched by the mean shear, causing them to stack on each 

other. Then mutual induction of the stacked vortices flattens them into vorticity layers which are 

then annihilated by viscous cross-diffusion and then the whole process repeats itself. According 

to Jimenez [24], where further references can be found, the details of this process are still unclear. 

Hamilton, Kim & Waleffe [16] and Waleffe [65] studied the vortex regeneration mechanism of 

near-wall turbulence structures in plane Couette flow with the minimal domain size and Re for 

sustained turbulence. They found a regular quasi-cyclic process of three distinct phases: forma-

tion of streaks by streamwise vortices, breakdown of the streaks via its wake-like instability, and 

regeneration of the streamwise vortices by nonlinear interactions of chaotic flow. The first phase 

consists of redistribution of streamwise momentum by streamwise rolls. For x-independent flows, 

the cross-flow velocities that form the streamwise rolls, decouple from streamwise velocity and 

the rolls decay. But before decaying they induce spanwise modulation of U(z) by redistribut-

ing momentum. The slowest decaying rolls have preferential wavelength of 5h, where h is the 

half-channel height. 

The typical U(y,^) profile is subject to two dominant types of inflectional instability modes: fun-

damental sinuous mode with subharmonics and fundamental varicose mode. It is known that fun-
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damental sinuous mode leads to the typical staggered row of vortices [23], while the subharmonic 

sinucose mode and the fundamental varicose mode, would lead to generation of horseshoe-like 

structures [1]. The mean shear provides the feedback on streamwise rolls by bringing about non-

linear interactions of streak instability modes. Though the study elucidates a detailed dynam-

ics of the coherent structures yet it is not able to explain the effect of large spatio-temporal domain 

and high Re on the dynamics of coherent structures. All the theories that have been cited above 

essentially imply 3D mechanism, so that the feedback from longitudinal flow to the cross-flow is 

crucial. 

There are two theories, however, where the streaks are formed from a chaotic background even 

in the absence of feedback from the longitudinal flow direction. One is the optimal perturbation 

(OP) theory proposed by Butler and Farrell [7] and the other is Reynolds normal stress anisotropy 

instability (RNSAI) mechanism by Nikitin and Chemyshenko [38]. In the first mechanism, Butler 

and Farrell [7],[6] employed a variational approach to find 'optimal' perturbations - perturbations 

that produce the greatest growth in kinetic energy of the perturbations over a given time - to study 

streak spacing. In their study, Butler and Farrell calculated the optimal perturbations in a plane 

channel turbulent flow at a /?e=180 (based on channel half-height and wall-friction velocity Ui). 

They found that optimal perturbations generate streamwise vortices which in turn generate streaks 

by lift-up mechanism leading to a significant (by a factor of 235) growth of kinetic energy of the 

perturbations, but the streak spacing was 540 wall units (instead of being 100 wall units) and the 

time (scaled by v/u\) needed for the energy to attain maximum value turned out to be quite large 

i.e. 2340 non-dimensional units [6]. But as streak spacing near the wall is of the order of 100 

wall units, they suggested an assumption that in reality the perturbations can grow only over a 

limited time equal to the so-called eddy-turnover time Tg because after this time the perturbations 

get disrupted by the turbulent fluctuations. With this additional constraint of eddy turnover time 

they found that the streak spacing turned out to be approximately 100 wall units, in agreement 

with experiments. 

The other mechanism based on Reynolds normal stress anisotropy instability (RNSAI) by Nikitin 

& Chemyshenko [38], in contrast to previous work, explains the formation of longitudinal vor-

tices in terms of instability induced by the Reynolds normal stress anisotropy without reference 

to any other organised structures. In this theory, the natural starting point for the vortex gener-

ation/regeneration cycle is just a chaotic motion of the fluid near the wall. Since the wall re-
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stricts fluctuations in the direction normal to the wall, there is non-zero difference between normal 

Reynolds stresses in spanwise and transverse (perpendicular to the wall) directions; in other words, 

the turbulence is anisotropic. If averaged statistical characteristics do not depend on the spanwise 

coordinate, the difference in normal stresses can be balanced by a pressure gradient only. If, how-

ever, there is a perturbation which is non-uniform in the spanwise direction, non-zero difference 

in normal stresses inevitably causes fluid motion in the cross-flow plane. 

In the case of a cross-flow perturbation whose length scale is much greater than the characteristic 

length scale of chaotic motion, normal Reynolds stresses are simply advected by the cross-flow 

motion and this advection of normal stresses results in an instability. Formally, this instability 

is similar to an instability in a fluid layer heated from below and its generation is due to the 

persistence over time of the quantity < 0 where z is the wall-normal direction. The 

z-derivative of Reynolds normal stress distribution plays a role similar to that of the density distri-

bution, with the sign reversed. 

This instability has been analysed mathematically using a simple passive-admixture transport 

equation for the Reynolds-stress perturbations. The calculated eigensolutions describe the lon-

gitudinal vortices with spanwise period of 100 wall units. 

1.3 Outline of the research 

The overall objective of this study is to improve the fundamental understanding of near-wall tur-

bulence which can be used to develop methods of control of turbulent flows especially for drag 

reduction. The most important aim of our study is to seek out the sustenance mechanism of neai-

wall turbulence by uncovering the mechanism of streak formation. Initially it was planned to 

do so by showing the existence of streaks in quasi-2D (that is with flow variables independent of 

stream wise direction x) turbulent flows (both decaying and forced) thereby excluding several theo-

ries that depend on longitudinal feedback, hence leaving two main competitors namely the RNSAI 

mechanism of Nikitin and Chemyshenko [38] and optimal perturbation theory of Butler and Far-

rell [7]. This aim was also to let us determine whether even in the absence of vortex stretching, 

the longitudinal vortices can be created. 
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It was realised right from the start that to achieve the main aim of this study, a rigorous analytic 

approach is quite difficult and addition of simplifying assumptions is likely to make the study 

inconclusive. So it was decided to solve numerically the Navier-Stokes equations using Direct 

Numerical Simulation (DNS) for incompressible flow in a quasi-2D formulation (gradients of all 

the dynamical variables in the streamwise direction are zero i.e. d/dx — 0). Since a DNS code for 

turbulent channel geometry [47] was available, it was decided to modify and use this code to suit 

our purpose. In quasi-2D case, natural perturbations decay. Therefore, random perturbations have 

to be introduced externally. Two methods have been considered for introducing external random 

fluctuating motion in the quasi-2D domain, for the decaying and forced cases, respectively. For the 

decaying turbulence case, a random velocity spatial distribution was used as the initial condition. 

As the flow decays and comes to rest coherent organised structures in the form of vortices or their 

by-products streaks near the walls in the streamwise direction were expected to emerge. For the 

case of forced quasi-2D turbulence, we examined the motion resulting from the introduction of a 

randomly fluctuating body force applied to a band of wavenumbers or a single wavenumber at a 

particular forcing frequency till a statistically stationary state is obtained. 

While investigating the formation of coherent structures in quasi-2D domains, we also had the ob-

jective to determine the dependence of characteristics of the coherent structures on the parameters 

of the initial random motion for quasi-2D decaying turbulence and on the forcing parameters for 

the case of quasi-2D forced turbulence. Regarding this, for the first case we needed to generate the 

initial random velocity field devoid of any organised structures and also being divergence-free. To 

this end, two types of initial random velocity were considered: one which generates anisotropic 

eddies using sinusoidal perturbations covering a range of high wavenumbers and the other which 

generates isotropic eddies using the concept of Gaussian vortices distributed with a particular 

probability density function simulating a real turbulent flow. For the forced quasi-2D turbulence 

case, the statistical properties of the random body force such as its amplitude, its distribution in 

space, forcing frequency and the wavenumbers excited were expected to significantly influence 

the results. 

The other main objectives were to determine the scalar streak spacings by applying RNSAI mech-

anism to the case of quasi-2D randomly forced and 3D turbulent channel flows having several 

passive scalars in the flowfield and compare the results with two-point correlations of DNS and 

visual observations. Later on we intended to compare results of scalar streak spacings obtained 
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using two-point correlations of DNS results with theoretical predictions of OP theory. To realise 

these objectives, we conducted numerical experiments for the forced quasi-2D and 3D turbulent 

channel flows with several passive scalars introduced. The simulation was performed till station-

arity was achieved and then higher-order statistics like two-point correlations were gathered for all 

the dynamical variables. Besides this for each mean scalar profile, wavelengths were computed for 

which maximum energy growth occurs under the constraint of eddy turnover time based on ideas 

from OP theory. Finally streak spacing based on wavelengths from OP theory and from RNSAI 

mechanism were compared with DNS results using two-point velocity and scalar correlations. 

We have discussed briefly in the above paragraphs the outline of the research we have pursued in 

this study, but now we present a succinct summary of aims and objectives that have been realised 

in this research: 

1. By performing numerical experiments in quasi-2D decaying turbulence we have shown that 

streaks can form even in case when there is no feedback from the longitudinal flow profile, 

including the streaks, to the cross-flow vortex structure. 

2. We have demonstrated that passive scalar streak spacing varies significantly even when 

the vortical structure generated by the velocity field is fixed. This clearly demonstrates that 

organised vortices play no direct role in the development of streaks (either velocity or scalar 

concentration streaks.) 

3. It has been shown that vortex regeneration theories which assume the streak spacing being 

equal to twice the vortex spacing, like, for example, RNSAI, are not able to explain this 

fact. 

4. We have illustrated that the scalar streak spacing strongly depends on the mean profile of 

the scalar and this behaviour is only described by OP theory. We also found though that 

in many cases the theoretical prediction of streak spacing by OP differs considerably from 

DNS results. 

5. We expound the fact that scalar streaks can be generated in a random potential velocity field 

with a mean turbulent velocity profile, thereby strongly corroborating the fact that organized 

vortices play no significant role and it is the lift-up mechanism [60] which is responsible 

for formation of streaks as well as their cross-flow spacing. 

10 
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6. Finally, we provided the DNS data in support of the modification of the OP theory to the 

Generalized Optimal Perturbation (GOP) theory. 

1.4 Outline of the thesis 

We close the introduction by outiining the contents of this thesis. The chapters are presented 

in such a sequence that the emphasis is shifted from background aspects needed to conduct this 

study starting with introduction to the numerical implementation of the pseudo-spectral code at the 

beginning to the physical aspects of turbulence regeneration mechanisms at the end of the thesis. 

Specifically, in chapter 2, we present the mathematical aspects of the tools that have been used 

in order to achieve the aims of this study. These relate to the numerical model elaborating upon 

the specifics of the pseudo-spectral code that has been used to solve the Navier-Stokes equations. 

Besides this a brief introduction as well as numerical implementation of the OP code has been 

discussed. In chapter 3, we present the numerical experiments concerning simulation of quasi-

2D decaying turbulence for two different initial random conditions - one dealing with anisotropic 

eddy field generation using sinusoidal perturbations while the other pertains to isotropic "random 

eddy" field generation. The results from both show the formation of near-wall streaks, but no 

definite conclusion could be reached regarding the regeneration mechanism or the scale selection 

mechanism. 

In chapter 4, we present statistically stationary results of numerical simulation of quasi-2D forced 

turbulence subjected to divergence-free random forcing which leads to generation of near-wall 

streaks. The number of near-wall streaks obtained using two-point correlation and visual ob-

servations is then compared with theoretical predictions of RNSAI mechanism. The theoretical 

predictions of RNSAI mechanism are obtained on solving an eigenvalue problem utilising source 

term obtained from DNS results. 

In chapter 5, we present modifications performed on the pseudo-spectral code in order to solve an 

arbitrary number of passive-admixture equations. We present results relating to quasi-2D forced 

turbulence simulation with different mean scalar profiles solved simultaneously with the Navier-

Stokes equations, which show a significant variation of streak spacing for the scalar variables. 

In later sections, OP theory is applied to flows with various mean scalar profiles and from this 

11 
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analysis, scalar streak spacings have been computed based on wavelengths for which maximum 

energy growth occurs over an appropriate turbulent eddy turnover time. The DNS results of two-

point correlations for various passive scalars are then compared with theoretical predictions of OP 

theory and RNSAI mechanism. 

In chapter 6, we present results of DNS of 3D turbulent channel flow with eight passive scalar 

equations solved simultaneously using the modified pseudo-spectral code. A hnear combination 

technique has been employed to generate new scalar profiles that give an order of magnitude vari-

ation in streak spacing. These results are then compared with theoretical predictions of OP theory 

and RNSAI mechanisms and conclusions derived on that basis. Besides this, results are presented 

related to numerical simulations which show the generation of scalar streaks in a flow having 

random potential fluctuations. Later on a brief introduction has been given about Generalized 

Optimal Perturbation (GOP) theory and its theoretical predictions compared with DNS results for 

the passive scalar mean profiles in appendix A. In chapter 7, a brief discussion about the physical 

mechanism responsible for variation of streak spacing has been included. Subsequently, an opin-

ion has been proposed on origin of structures in turbulence based on the findings of our results. 

This is followed by listing of major conclusions and finally suggestions for future work have been 

proposed. In appendix A we have attached a copy of the manuscript entitled "The mechanism of 

streak formation in near-wall turbulence", which we have submitted for pubUcation to Journal of 

Fluid Mechanics. 

12 



Chapter 2 

BACKGROUND 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter briefly describes the numerical tools which were made available for this research. 

For our direct numerical simulations we used the pseudo-spectral channel flow code of Sandham 

and Howard [47]. The following sections 2.1-2.4 give a brief overview of the numerical model 

used in this code and its implementation on parallel computers. Further details can be found in 

Kleiser and Schumann [34] and in the text by Canuto et.al. [9]. A brief background introduction 

to OP theory is outlined in section 2.5. The mathematical details specific to the numerical OP code 

written by Prof. Sergei Chemyshenko are given in subsection 2.5.1. 

2.2 Governing Equations and the Numerical Approach 

The governing equations of incompressible turbulent flow i.e. the continuity equation and the 

momentum equations, are non-dimensionalized with the channel half-width h*, and the friction 

velocity Ux* = !?*', where is the wall shear stress and p* is the density. Here asterisks 

are used to denote dimensional quantities. The Reynolds number is Rcx = Ux*h*/v*. The non-

13 
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dimensional quantities are then defined as 

ui = u*/ux*, xi=x*/h*, p = p*/{p*Ut:*Ut:*), t = t*Ux*/h* (2.1) 

The normalised mean pressure gradient for the turbulent plane channel flow obtained using control 

volume analysis on a fluid element turns out to be dP/dx = — 1. 

The continuity equation is 

V -u = 0 (2.2) 

while the governing momentum equations, cast in rotational form, are 

^ = u X C O - V ^ - e i ^ + --^V^u (2.3) 
at dx Rex 

where ei is the unit vector of x-axis. In the above equations, velocity is denoted by u and vortic-

ity by O). The pressure term has been split into mean and fluctuating pressure p = P + p' and a 

modified pressure given as g = p' + u • u /2. The bold quantities indicate vectors in all the formu-

lations. The coordinates are set as x in the streamwise direction, y in the spanwise direction and 

z in the wall-normal direction, with the channel walls at z = ±1. The time advancement uses a 

compact third-order Runge-Kutta scheme [58] for the convective terms and Crank-Nicolson im-

plicit method for the viscous and pressure terms. The need for implicit treatment of viscous and 

pressure terms is to avoid extremely small time steps owing to the behaviour of the Chebyshev 

discretisation in the near-wall region. For each Runge-Kutta substep, the discretised equation can 

be written as 

= «(u X 00)" + »(u X 0 0 ) - - e. ^ 
ZAf cZ A ^ ^£\ c.̂  

where a and b are Runge-Kutta substep coefficients while n — 1, n and n-l-1 refer to successive sub-

steps. Taking all the terms a t« 4-1 substep to the left hand side and then taking Fourier transform 

in the two periodic directions x and y gives 

2 I ' 

Here u refers to Fourier-transformed velocity while prime denotes differentiation with respect to 

z, the wall-normal direction. On multiplying by 2 throughout and putting all the right hand side 
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terms in the residual vector R, one gets 

- ~ u +Xu + 'Vq = R (2.6) 
R B i 

where A, — 2/A^ + k^/Rcx with = kl + ky. Here we dropped the supei'script n+l. The momen-

tum equation in the wall-normal direction can be written as 

— ——w -\-'Kw-\-q — Rz (2.7) 
R c i 

Terms on the left-hand side are at time level n+\ while terms on the right-hand side are known 

at time level n and n—l. Taking the divergence of the momentum equations, using the Fourier 

transformed continuity equation 

ikxU + ikyV + w =0), m>'(±1)=0 (2.8) 

we can get Poisson equation of the form 

g"-jk^g = V.R (2.9) 

The boundary conditions are vv'(±l) = 0 and no-slip at the walls given as m(±1)=0, v (± l ) =0 

and vi>(±l) =0. The eqns. (2.7), (2.9) with the boundary conditions constitute a complete set 

for w and q and are called 'A-problem'. As there are no boundary conditions for the modified 

pressure q, the 'A-problem' is recast into another problem called 'B-problem' such that boundai-y 

conditions on q are appUed at the walls. So the 'B-problem' comprises solution of eqns. (2.7), 

(2.9) and boundary conditions i?(±l) = q± that are consistent with the conditions w (±1) = 0. 

Let (qp,Wp) be the solution of 'B-problem' but with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions 

on q. Let (g+,w+) and (g_,w_) be the solutions of the homogeneous B-problems, with boundary 

conditions ^ + ( - 1 ) — 0, <^(-H) = 1, and ^ l ( - l ) = 1, 4 ' i(+l) = 0, respectively. The solution of 

the 'A-problem' can be written as 

q = qp-\-^+q++ ^-q- (2.10) 

M> = vi>p-1-5-1-vi>+-l-5_vi>_ (2.11) 

The constants 6-t- and 5_ are found from solution of a 2 x 2 'influence' matrix, obtained by 

imposition of m>'(±1) = 0 boundary condition on equation (2.11) at each wall. This gives us the 

correct pressure boundary condition ^(±1) = 5±. Hence the solution of the 'B-problem' with 

correct boundary condition leads to solution of the 'A-problem'. 
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The next step is to perform Chebyshev-tau discretization of 'B-problem' in wall-normal direction. 

The equations for the discretised variables w and q i.e. discrete 'B-problem' read 

+ + + W(H:1)=0 (2.12) 

which applies for m = 0,...,N and 

~^^^m'=l{kxRx,m + kyRy^m)+Rz,m + '̂ m̂  ? ( i l ) = ? ± (2.13) 

which applies for m = 0 , . . . ,A^ — 2. Exponents p and 2p refer to first and second derivatives. 

Though the tau term %„ is zero for m = 0 , . . . , iV - 2 modes but we get coupling of eqns. (2.12) and 

(2.13) through the derivative term The equations are coupled through the recurrence relation 

9m' 
tm' (2.14) 

where in! is equal to N for all odd m and / / - 1 for all even m, and Cm is equal to 2 for m = 0 or 

m — N and equal to 1 otherwise. Kleiser and Schumann [34] further decomposed the discrete 'B-

problem' into 'B 1-problem' and 'BO- problem'. For the 'B 1-problem' all the Xm terms are ignored 

and we get the equations 

— ^^w^^ + Xwm + qf„ = Rz^mi vv ' (± l )=0 , m — 0,...,N — 2 (2.15) 

fm -k^qm='i{kxRx,m + kyRy,ni)+Rlm^ q{±l) = q±, m^O,...,N-2 (2.16) 

and for the 'BO-problem' 

+ + — m = 0,...,N — 2 (2.17) 

^ = , m = 0,... ,N — 2 (2.18) 
c, 

The superposition yields 

qm — qim ^m'qOm (2.19) 

Wffi = Vpini "l" jy WOm (2.20) 

where subscripts 0 or 1 refer to the 'BO' and ' B l ' problems and 

= (2.21) 

The solution procedure is to solve the discrete 'BO' and ' B l ' problems to get To,,„ and com-

pute the tau term from equation (2.21) and then use eqns. (2.19) and (2.20) to compute w,„ and 
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q,n i.e. solutions with homogeneous boundary conditions on q. The constants 5+ and 5_ can be 

found by inverting the influence matrix, and the solutions to the homogeneous problem can be 

added to get the solution q and w. Then we can solve further two more Helmholtz equations to 

get u and v, so in total 6 Helmholtz or Poisson equations need to be solved, each of which has a 

quasi-tridiagonal form. 

In evaluating the right-hand side of eqn. (2.4), the nonlinear term u x co must be computed. This 

is most efficiently done using a pseudospectral transform approach. For practical computations 

aliasing error will result, due to forming non-linear products when using a finite number of modes. 

This error can be explicitly eliminated if the '3/2 rule' is used. The implementation of dealiasing 

involves extending the number of modes by 50% by padding with zeros, transforming to real space 

using the fast Fourier transform (FFT), computing the nonlinear products in real space, inverse 

transforming and then truncating the result by dropping the upper-third of the modes. Moreover, 

the other advantage of dealiasing is that the simulations can be carried out even in under-resolved 

situations. 

2.3 Spatial Derivatives 

It is widely known that Fourier spectral methods impose periodic boundary conditions, while 

Chebyschev methods can be applied to non-periodic boundary conditions. In the Sandham and 

Howard spectral code [47], Fourier discretization is used for the horizontal planes while the 

Chebyschev tau method is used for the wall-normal direction to account for the non-periodicity in 

that direction. As per the details given in Hu et. al. [19], in the horizontal plane, a two-dimensional 

Fourier transformation (real to complex) from real to wave space is performed in the streamwise 

direction, followed by a complex to complex Fourier transformation in the spanwise direction. In 

the streamwise direction, only half the Fourier modes need to be stored due to conjugate sym-

metry of positive and negative wavenumber modes for real variables. A real quantity q{x,y) is 

transformed to q{kx,ky) in discrete Fourier space by the successive operations: 

= TT IE] (2/22) 
,-=0 

^ Y (2.23) 
'^y j=Q 
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where i — and Ny are the total number of grid points (both even) in the streamwise and 

spanwise directions. If uniform grids are used, then 

= 0 < y < A 4 (225) 

The spatial wavenumbers kx,, ky,,̂  are given by 

OjkI 
kx, = —— — Nx/2 < l < Nx/2 (2.26) 

== m <:7Vy/2 (2.27) 
Ly 

where and Ly are non-dimensional computational box lengths in the streamwise and spanwise 

directions. Here I and m are number of Fourier modes in streamwise and spanwise directions, 

respectively. The two-dimensional backward transformation is done with a spanwise complex to 

complex transformation, followed by a streamwise complex to real transformation 

N,/2 
y,) == C2.28) 

m=—Ny/2 

A&/2 
= 9(0,yy) + 2 2 (2 29) 

/ = 1 

Chebyschev transforms are used for the wall-normal direction: 

A'̂—1 
^ Q.m{Zn)Tk(Zn) (2.30) 
k=0 

_ 2 /•! 
Qm — I (lm{Zn)Tk{Zn)^{Zi\)dz (2.31) 

TlCk J-1 

Here is the number of wall-normal grid points, while Chebyshev polynomials of first kind 

T/cizn), Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobato coordinates z„ and weights are given as: 

T/c{zn) = cos{k arccos{zn)) (2.32) 

(2.33) 

Wn=~ 1 < 1 < Âz - 1 

= ^ n = 0,N (2.34) 
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2.4. IMPLEMENTATION ON PARALLEL COMPUTERS 

2.4 Implementation on Parallel Computers 

The Sandham and Howard [47] code used in the present study is parallel. The domain decompo-

sition technique is employed to divide the domain into blocks where each block is assigned to a 

certain processor. Hence different modes of Fourier and Chebyshev discretised velocity, modified 

pressure and vorticity are stored on different processors. In the Fourier space, all the mathemati-

cal manipulations on these variables can be performed locally except evaluation of the nonlinear 

terms. In the pseudospectral approach the nonlinear terms are computed in physical space and 

for that forward and inverse transforms of the variables need to be performed. Hence information 

from all the processors is required which means devising an efficient strategy for data transfer 

between the processors. 

The data storage approach is based on data decomposition analogous to slicing a loaf of bread, 

with each slice stored on one processor. Fourier or Chebyshev transforms in two of the three 

directions can be performed locally on each processor. However, to perform transformation in the 

third direction a global transpose needs to be performed. After the transpose, the data is "re-sliced" 

in a perpendicular direction allowing the transform in the remaining direction to be carried out and 

the nonlinear terms to be computed. 

MPI Library has been used to transfer small chunks of data from each processor in order to perform 

global transpose. The whole process entails labelling the address of each processor that requires 

the information, transferring the data, reading it by the receiving processor, and reconstructing the 

flow field. As the process involves data transfer from all the processors to each single processor, 

it can lead to choking of the buffer memory on the Myrinet bus especially on Linux clusters. The 

'choking' problem can be alleviated by allocating substantial buffer memory to each processor 

and this approach has been incorporated in the code. The dimension of the arrays used to store 

flow variables is + 2)*Ny* {N^ + 2), but due to dealiasing larger arrays of the size {3/2Nx + 

2) * 3/2Ny * (3/2A^ -{- 2) has been used in the code. Efficient parallelisation [47] requires that 

3/2N; + 2 is close to and less than an integer multiple of the number of processors. 
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2.5. OPTIMAL PERTURBATION THEORY: INTRODUCTION 

2.5 Optimal Perturbation Theory: Introduction 

It is well known from linear algebra that even if all the eigenvalues of a linear system are distinct 

and lie in the stable zone, inputs to that system may result in an arbitrarily large response if 

the eigenfunctions are not orthogonal to each other. A matrix or operator whose eigenfunctions 

are orthogonal is said to be 'normal', like the linear operators that result from linearisation of 

the governing Navier-Stokes equations for Benard and Taylor-Couette flows. Operators that have 

non-orthogonal eigenvectors such as those found in flows governed by non self-adjoint differential 

equations have the property that small perturbations to these flows may be amplified by factors of 

many thousands, even when all the eigenvalues are in the lower half-plane. This results in an 

algebraic laige growth during the early transient period although decay occurs as time goes on. 

The essential feature of this nonmodal amplification of perturbations of viscous flows is that it 

applies to 3D perturbations of the laminar flow field and lays more stress on them in comparison 

to 2D perturbations of classical hydrodynamic stability theory. 

The results of the various investigations of the channel flows suggest that the early transient growth 

can be extremely large (factors of 20 to 1000) at subcritical values of the Reynolds number when 

considering optimal growth determined from variational techniques. The discovery that Poiseuille 

and Couette flows have non-normal operators led to the optimal formulation of the problem as 

given by Farrell [14], Butler and Farrell [6] and further corroborated by Reddy and Henningson 

[43]. The optimal perturbation theory considers initial value problem for the linearised Navier-

Stokes equations and offers a linear explanation for the ubiquitous presence of streaks in all inter-

nal and boundary layer shear flows. 

In order to understand the idea of non-normal operators which lead to the algebraic growth we 

start with linearised Navier-Stokes equations for small perturbations u! in which all the quadratic 

terms have been neglected. The mean velocity profile U is assumed to be the turbulent velocity 

profile. The linearised Navier-Stokes and continuity equations can be written as: 

^ - t - U - V u ' + u ' -VU = - V / + - j - V V (2.35) 
at Re 

Vu' = 0 
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2.5. OPTIMAL PERTURBATION THEORY: INTRODUCTION 

Assuming normal expansion u' = reduces the above form to an eigenvalue problem 

a u + U-Vu + u-VU = - V p + - ^ V ^ u (2.36) 
Re 

Vu = 0 

All the solutions of this problem have the real part of a as negative and hence they decay. So 

in order to explain the transient growth, let us assume two eigensolutions 0i < CT2 < 0 and that 

u' = u[ + U2 at t-0. Then m' ^ 0 as ? —>•. If W] ~ —U2 then u' ~ {e^^' — e^-')u\. I f o i ^ Oz then u' 

may grow because the exponentials decay at different rates. For this phenomenon to happen the 

eigenvectors should be non-orthogonal i.e. almost opposite to each other and it has been found 

generally that eigenvectors of the linearised Navier-Stokes operator are non-orthogonal. 

In order to state mathematical formulation of the optimal perturbation theory one has to define 

a measure of the perturbations u' using the definition of the norm | |u ' |p as given in eqn. (2.37) 

i.e. the norm is the kinetic energy of the perturbation and henceforth we will call it as energy 

norm. The exact formulation of the optimal perturbation problem can be written as: find the initial 

condition = UQ and the corresponding u' that ||UQ|| = 1 and the max,>o||u'| | is the largest 

possible. The energy norm is the perturbation energy density averaged over the entire channel, but 

for few cases as m = 0 at ? = 0 it basically amounts to the cross-flow perturbation energy density. 

, . 1 rx,y,z=a,b,+\ 
l ull = l i m a / (w + v +w )dxdydz (2.37) 

ab Jx,y,z=Ofi-\ 

The contributions of cross-flow perturbation energy (v^ + w^) may become quite small compared 

to longitudinal kinetic energy as time progresses i.e for t > 0. As eqn. (2.35) is linear, 

u'(r) = A(?)u'(0), where A{t) is a non-normal linear operator depending on time t. The optimal 

perturbation problem can be formulated as variational problem whose functional is 

F = + K((u;)X) - 1) (2.38) 

Here K is the Lagrange multiplier for the fixed initial norm. During the numerical implementation, 

the velocity Uq can be represented as a vector y of finite dimension, which leads to introduction 

of matrices Et and Eq such that {A{t)uQ,A{t)uQ) = y*Ety and (mq,Mq) = "fEoy. Here, * denotes 

transposition. Then the Euler-Lagrange form can be given as 

£',Y + k£'oY = 0 (2.39) 

This is a generalized eigenvalue problem whose eigenvalues K are the ratios of energy at time t 

to energy at time 0. The governing equation for evolution of longitudinal flow is solved by the 
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2.5. OPTIMAL PERTURBATION THEORY: INTRODUCTION 

eigenfunction expansion approach and the details are given below. The numerical code based on 

the OP theory was developed by Prof. Sergei Chemyshenko and was validated with the results 

given in Butler and Farrell [7]. 

2.5.1 The Governing Equations 

It was found by Butler and Farrell [7] that optimal perturbations for plane channel flows are in-

dependent of the longitudinal coordinate x. Accordingly, the OP code assumes no streamwise 

dependence i.e. djdx — 0. So the governing Navier-Stokes equations (having no dependence on 

the longitudinal coordinate x) were linearized by neglecting the quadratic terms and the final form 

of the linearized perturbation equations is given below : 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 

3v' dw' 

ay dz 
(2.43) 

Here prime quantities denote perturbations of the base flow. These equations (2.41-2.43) can be 

transformed to linearized vorticity-streamfunction formulation by taking the curl of cross-flow 

velocity equations to get 

^ = i v ^ c o ' (2.44) 
ot Re 

V V = (2.45) 

where co' = dw' Jdy — 3v'/9z and v' = 3x(;'/9z and w' = —d^'/dy while the boundary conditions at 

the two walls are 

1 /̂(̂ =1) = =( ) (2.46) 

Assuming 

y = (2.47) 

(o' = 
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2.5. OPTIMAL PERTURBATION THEORY: INTRODUCTION 

the above equations (2.44)-(2.45) can be simphfied as 

(z) - (z) + X" (z) = A(a^^ (z) - X (z)) (2.48) 

with the boundary conditions 

y k ( ± l ) = 0 , ^ ( ± l ) = 0 (2.49) 

This is a self-adjoint positively determined eigenvalue problem. Here the spanwise wavenum-

ber a is related to non-dimensional spanwise wavelength through the relation a = InRe/X'^. 

Assuming similar spanwise variation as given in eqn. (2.47) 

==g'"?M(z,f) (2.50) 

w' = e'"^w(z,f) 

we get eqn. (2.40) modified as 

v' = g'^v(z, t) 

One of the solutions of eqns. (2.44-2.45) can be written as 

V = //(g+'ay) (2.52) 

with the boundary conditions as given in eqn. (2.46). 

Equation (2.48) can be solved analytically using Mathematica package. Since it is a fourth-order 

differential equation we get the general solution as sum of four independent solutions each multi-

plied by an arbitrary coefficient. The requirement that the solution should satisfy the four boundary 

conditions gives a homogeneous system of four equations. The eigenvalues A can then be calcu-

lated by making the determinant of this system equal to zero. This approach leads to a complicated 

expressions and hence was abandoned in favour of the approach cited below. The new approach 

consists in finding a solution satisfying only three of the boundary conditions while the eigenval-

ues A are determined from the fourth boundary condition. Finally it was decided to choose two 
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2.5. OPTIMAL PERTURBATION THEORY: INTRODUCTION 

solutions of eqn. (2.48), /^(z) and fa{z), satisfying the boundary conditions 

y ^ ( - i ) = y^(i) (2.53) 

y : ( - i ) = y : ( i ) = o 

/ : ( - ! ) =/%(!) = 0 

and having the normalized form 

_ e^" ( -H-e^" )acos (zP)+ e " ( l + e^^")|35m(P) (2 54) 

_ e " ( - l + e^^")Pcoj((3)-e^®'(l + g^")a«'R(z(3) (2 55) 

where |3 = VA — a^. Hence the streamfunction solution can now be expressed as 

V = (2.56) 

where s is the parameter which is either 0 or 1 depending on whether we want to choose sym-

metric or anti-symmetric streamfunction variation. Now these functions provide eigenvalues A as 

solutions to / i ( l ) = 0 and / a ( l ) = 0. To obtain different eigenvalues from the fourth boundary con-

dition, an iterative numerical procedure was employed with initial approximations for (3 varying 

as O.Vn, 1.771,... for symmetric solutions and 1.371,2.371,... for anti-symmetric solutions. For the 

initial conditions at r = 0, the streamfunctions can be computed for a range of spanwise wavenum-

bers a and eigenvalues A. From these the cross-flow velocity components v = 3\|//3z = /^ and 

w = — Bitz/By = —o.fk can be computed and their squares numerically integrated in the wall-normal 

direction to get the energy norm. 

As the governing source eqn. (2.40) is linear homogeneous partial differential equation (PDE) 

with homogeneous boundary conditions, use has been made of separation of variables approach 

on the homogeneous PDE to get the eigenfunctions (])̂ (z) = sin{kTi/2{z+ 1)) which form a full 

orthonormal basis. The solution of u can then be expressed as 

/•+' dV 
M = y (2.57) 

where Uk{t) = — A). In order to compute the term 

w(z)#(z ) , we need to compute the coefficients such that 

—^^hn^m{z) (2.58) 
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that is 
r+l 

Bkm = J ^ 

The coefficients Bk,„ can be further expanded as 

r'+l /• + ! 
Bkn = j ^ [fk{z){U'{z)-zU'{l))<S?m{z))dz+U'{l) j ^ fk{z)z^m{z)dz 

The second integral can be calculated analytically. The first integral involves expanding fk{z) 

in (t)m(z) as Y,nifkm^m{z) and then expanding {U'{z) -zU'{\)) in (|),„(z) to get Y.mU'rJ?m{z). These 

expansions can be expressed analytically using the integrals of the triple products of eigenfunctions 

4)(z) ^ 

HjWm = y # W X (|)f ( z ) X (|)m 

Then 

Bkm = [ fk{z)z(?m{z)dz 
l,n •'-I 

The computed values of energy norm at time t are suitably normalized by the energy norm at t=0. 

So algorithm for computation of eigenvalues K (which are a measure of ratio of involves 

supplying as input a range of representative times and a range of span wise wavenumbers a or 

wavelengths Corresponding to these values a global maximisation is performed to find out the 

maximal energy growth while the eigenvectors of the code depict the wall-normal variation of the 

longitudinal velocity u. The numerical analysis of the OP theory as outlined above was carried out 

by Prof. Sergei Chemyshenko. 
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Chapter 3 

STREAKS IN QUASI-2D 

TURBULENCE 

3.1 Introduction 

From the introductory chapter we know that there are several vortex regeneration theories which 

reportedly explain the mechanism of streak formation and also the streak spacing. In order to seek 

out the truth, we set out with the aim of showing the presence of streaks in quasi-2D (that is with 

flow variables independent of stream wise direction x) turbulent flows thereby excluding several 

theories that rely on longitudinal feedback of the flow. Regarding this, a numerical experiment 

on quasi-2D decaying turbulent channel flow was devised in which random velocity spatial dis-

tribution is used as the initial condition. The details of generation of initial conditions and the 

corresponding results are given below. 

3.2 Generation of Initial Chaotic Velocity Field 

In order to perform numerical experiments for a quasi-2D turbulent channel flow having periodic 

boundary conditions in streamwise x and spanwise y directions, we have assumed zero-gradient 
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3.2. GENERATION OF INITIAL CHAOTIC VELOCITY FIELD 

L=2.0 

Flow direction 

L=0.005 L,=6.0 

Figure 3.1: Geometry and dimensions of the channel with the flow direction 

velocity field in stream wise direction and so the modified continuity equation is 

dv dw 
Ty^rz=^ 

Moreover, the modified momentum equations become 

du du du 1 
- : : r - - t - V ^ r - = - 1 +—— V U 
at ay oz Re^ 

(3.1) 

dv 3v 

dw dw dw 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

where p' is the modified pressure while dP/dx = —1 is the imposed mean streamwise pressure 

gradient. From the above equations, it can be seen that the cross-flow equations do not involve 

the longitudinal velocity u, that is v and w are governed by the 2D continuity and Navier-Stokes 

equations (3.1), (3.3) and (3.4). However, the evolution of u depends on v and w and is governed 

by equation (3.2) with a constant source term dP/dx = -1. 

In order to generate the initial conditions, the streamwise component u was chosen to be the mean 

turbulent streamwise velocity profile with no perturbations, while v and w are given as 

v,w = Real'^Ckje' 
kJ 

{2nky+2nlz) (3.5) 
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3.2. GENERATION OF INITIAL CHAOTIC VELOCITY FIELD 

where are complex constants. Here, k and I are the number of modes in spanwise y and wall-

normal z directions, respectively. The value of k varies from k\ to k2 while the value of I varies 

from 11 to Z2. On further simpUfication we get 

v,w = Real'Yj{C[i + iCf.i){cos{2nky + 2nlz) +1 sin(27i^ -I- Inlz)) (3.6) 
k,i 

or 

V = cos(2jz^ + 2kIz) — Cl'i sin(27tA:y + 2Ttlz)) (3.7) 
k,i 

w 
k,l 

As from the continuity equation, ^ - we get 

+ 'C%,) (3.9) 

In order to obtain a random initial velocity field, we generated random coefficients and 

using a random number generator based on uniform deviates which lie within a specified amplitude 

range {-A/2 to A/2). The amplitude A regulates the strength of cross-flow velocity perturbations. 

The relationship is given as 

=A* {random{seed) - 0.5) (3.10) 

The choice of number of modes in spanwise and wall-normal directions is dictated by the grid 

resolution in the cross-flow plane, which in turn is dependent on both the geometrical size and 

cross-flow Reynolds number, Reef = VmRei, where is the normalized root mean square cross-

flow velocity. We define Vm as the mean value of the initial velocity magnitude, namely 

[ ' [v^ + w^)dydz (3.11) 
^z^-y ^ — 1^0 

From the previous equations (3.7) and (3.8) it follows that 

wi\2 

k,i 

= 1 / 2 ^ ( 1 +^/^::)((c;^;;)" + (Cg)::) (3.12) 
ti 

Therefore, 

< &2/Z2) (3.13) 
k,i 

but can vary from realisation to realisation. The cross-flow Reynolds number can be several 

times the Re-z depending upon the amplitude A. 
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3.3 Formation of Streamwise Vortices and Streaks 

The numerical experiments have been performed in a computational box of size L;c=0.005, L y - 6 . Q 

and Lj.=2.0 on a grid having 4*384*240 (Ax"*" =0.45, Aj"*" =2.81 and more than 20 grid points 

below Az+ =5.0) nodal points at a Rcx - 180. The geometry considered is that of a plane channel 

flow with a short streamwise length Lx = 0.005 as shown in Figure 3.1. The short streamwise 

length is needed in order to satisfy the constraint of maintaining a quasi-2D channel flow i.e. all 

dynamical variables satisfying 3/9x = 0 condition while using a 3D Navier-Stokes spectral code. 

It was found that this grid was fine enough to resolve modes {ki to kj, h to I2) varying from 15 to 

20 in one period length in both the spanwise and wall-normal direction. The energy was supplied 

at these higher modes in order to realize the temporal transfer of energy from higher to lower 

modes. Calculations were made with different amplitudes of the initial velocity perturbation. The 

numerical experiments were started from A - 0.0001 and it was found that no structures form near 

the channel walls and it is only once we cross the threshold amplitude value of approximately A > 

0.001, we see the formation of weak streak-like structures near the walls. As the threshold value 

is quite small, the influence of the rounding errors cannot be eliminated. 

3.3.1 Visualization 

The code has been run for a definite period of non-dimensional time of 0.25 taking the amplitude A 

= 0.5 as the initial condition. A spanwise averaging has been performed of the velocity components 

in order to compute fluctuating velocity components (u', v',w') and mean Reynolds normal stresses 

(v'^ — w'^). Since the grid 4*384*240 used for all the simulations is quite fine, all the simulations 

have been performed on 32 processors of Beowulf Linux cluster Tridis' using a parallel code based 

on MPI protocol [47]. 

The temporal development of the streaks can be seen from the fluctuating negative streamwise 

velocity contours as shown in Figures 3.2 corresponding to non-dimensional times t from 0,025 to 

0.225. 

As can be seen from these figures, the streaks start forming near the walls after a non-dimensional 

time t = 0.025 and by the time / = 0.125 they have lifted off and reached a distance of 8% height. 
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Figure 3.2: Streamwise fluctuating velocity at various time instants. In areas marked black the 

plotted variables is < 0.25 of its minimum negative value. 
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The lifting up of the low speed streaks was at the time believed to be due to the longitudinal 

vortices which can not be visualised due to the strong random fluctuations of the velocity field. 

It has been found that for all realisations performed approximately 12-15 low-speed streaks form 

near the walls giving a spanwise spacing of streaks = 0.4. Note that in this numerical experiment 

the entire flow has a unit period in spanwise y direction due to the way initial condition eq. (3.5) 

was set. 

3.3.2 Spanwise Power Spectral Analysis 

Spanwise power spectra of spanwise fluctuating velocity v' and stream wise fluctuating velocity 

u! have been computed at different time instants (from t = 0.025 to t=0.225 ) at wall-normal 

distance of z = 0.1. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the spectra of v' and u' at z-0.10. More precisely, v' 

and u' were represented as 'ZPnCos{2my/Ly) 4- QnSin[2%ny/Ly) and the figures show the plot of 

Pn + Qn vs numerical wavenumber represented hy k = 2 m / L y . It is seen from Figures 3.3(a) to 

3.3(d) that initially at t= 0.0 the power spectrum for spanwise v' peaks at wavenumbers 90 to 125 

(i.e. wavenumbers at which initial energy is supplied) and then with increase in time these peaks 

diminish while new peaks form at lower wavenumbers i.e. for k < 30. Results for w' are similar 

to that for v' and hence are not shown here. Therefore, we can safely infer that an inverse energy 

cascade is taking place just as expected in 2D flows. 

At t=0.125 the cross-flow came almost to rest, as it can be seen by more than two-orders of 

magnitude drop in kinetic energy of the flow. The inverse energy cascade results in large-scale 

motion which can consist of chaotic and organised components. At this point it was hypothesised, 

the organised component, if present, could not be easily seen in the cross-flow field obtained since 

it is weak as compared to the chaotic component, but the presence of the organised structures in 

the cross-flow could be noticed by their effect on the longitudinal velocity. Over a long time the 

chaotic component acts as additional diffusion mechanism, which in fact does not affect u' but 

the organised structures, owing to their persistent action, do leave their signature in u', as it has 

already been demonstrated by Figure 3.2. Figures 3.4(a) to 3.4(d) further illustrate this as it can 

be seen that at t=0.025 peaks in power spectrum of streamwise u' have formed at wavenumbers 

90 to 125, which with time show decrease in power while at the same time new peaks form at 

lower wavenumbers which exhibit increase in power with time. However, such a hypothesis is in 
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contradiction with further results, see chapters 5 and 6. 
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Figure 3.3: Power spectrum of spanwise fluctuating velocity v at different time instants 

3.3.3 Behaviour of Reynolds Normal Stress Anisotropy 

The difference in the Reynolds normal stresses Q- (v'^ - w'^} has been computed at different 

wall-normal distances from the wall. According to RNSAI theory the persistence over time of 

the quantity 9%: < 0 can be responsible for the instability that causes the formation of the 
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Figure 3.4: Power spectrum of streamwise fluctuating velocity u at different time instants 
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streamwise vortices. The temporal variation of the Reynolds normal stresses can be seen from 

Figure 3.5 at four different time instants, especially the persistence of sharp humps near the 

walls. The thickness of these layers decreased with time, remaining, however, of the same order 

of magnitude as the streak spacing. This is in accord with the idea of the Reynolds stress anisotropy 

induced instability. It can be inferred from the figures that there are strong fluctuations near the 

centre of the channel, due to strong initial anisotropy. Moreover, it can be seen from the figures 

that as time advances the magnitude of the Reynolds normal stresses gradually diminish as there 

is no continual input of energy at lower modes. 

3.4 Generation of Isotropic Random Eddy Field 

Prescribing an initial velocity field by eqns. (3.7) and (3.8) gives a precise control over its charac-

teristic wavelength, thus allowing to distinguish it clearly from wavelength of organised structures 

forming later. However, as it can be seen from eqn. (3.9), in this case the initial velocity field 

is anisotropic from the start. In order to check if similar near-wall organised structures will ap-

pear if the only anisotropy in the flow is generated by the wall themselves, an alternative method 

based on isotropic initial velocity distribution was developed. In order to generate an isotropic 

but non-homogeneous velocity field for a quasi-2D turbulent channel flow, a random eddy model 

has been constructed, the details of which are given below. For the numerical experiments in 

quasi-2D turbulence, we have assumed a zero-gradient velocity field in streamwise direction and 

so the modified continuity equation and momentum equations are same as eqns. (3.1) to (3.4). The 

streamwise component u was chosen to be the mean turbulent streamwise velocity profile with no 

perturbations, while v and w are given as 

( z - z . ) 
vCy,z) = - (3.14) 

/=1 

();,%) = (3.15) 
!=1 

where A is the amplitude by which we can increase or decrease the magnitude of the random ve-

locity perturbations, N is the number of generated random eddies, fo takes ± 1 values alternatively, 

yi and z; are the coordinates of the centre of the eddies, r is given by 
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Figure 3.5: Temporal variation of Reynolds normal stresses 
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and 

jr(f) = 0, f:> 1 (3.16) 

/ ( r ) = , r < 1 

The length scale a,- of the eddies affects the cross-flow velocity field (v,w). To generate an isotropic 

but non-homogeneous random eddy field, with smaller size eddies concentrated near the wall and 

comparatively larger eddies near the centre of the channel, we need to vary the length scale a,- as a 

function of wall-normal coordinate. 

In order to have a homogeneous random distribution of eddies in the spanwise direction, we 

assume yt = where Ly is the length in spanwise direction and ^ are the random 

numbers generated based on uniform deviates which lie within a range of (0 to 1). Similarly, 

a non-homogeneous random distribution of eddies in wall-normal direction is achieved using 

Zi = = co5(7rri), where T| are the random numbers based on uniform deviates which also 

lie within a range of (0 to 1). As z; is regulated by a cosine function, we get a larger concentration 

of eddies near the walls at z = ±1. The probability density function (PDF) p(}';,z,) governs the 

distribution of random eddies in two-dimensional space and is related to the PDF in r\ space 

through the relation ([40]) 

p()'/,z/) = (3.17) 

where J is the Jacobian 

near the walls z=± I. 

. This clearly shows that the PDF of eddy distribution peaks 

From the definition of number density, we can relate the mean length scale between randomly 

distributed eddies I to the number of randomly generated eddies N and the PDF p(}'/,z,) as 

1 = , ^ = (3.18) 

where is a constant. Making a further assumption, we can take ai —I. The eddies which overlap 

with the walls are neglected i.e. if [z,- — 1| < a,- or |zi + 1 | < at, the corresponding term is not added 

to eqns. (3.14) and (3.15). Then no-slip boundary conditions are satisfied at the walls for all the 

velocity components. 
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3.5 Formation of stream wise vortices and streaks 

The numerical experiments have been performed in a computational box of size - 0 . 0 0 5 , L y = 6 . 0 

and = 2 . 0 on a grid having 4 * 4 8 0 * 4 8 0 (AJC+ = 0 . 4 5 , A J + ^ 2 . 2 5 and more than 3 0 grid points be-

low = 5 . 0 ) nodal points at a I ? E X = 1 8 0 . 0 . The amount of energy supplied using the random 

eddy model is dependent on the amplitude A and the number of eddies generated N. In prescribing 

the initial conditions, the Fourier transform was performed on the velocity field eqns. ( 3 . 1 4 - 3 . 1 5 ) . 

Fourier modes corresponding to the fifty highest and lowest wavenumbers were excluded. The 

lower modes were excluded in order that any large-wavelength structures observed were due to 

an inverse energy cascade only, while higher modes were excluded in order to ensure numerical 

resolution. Inverse Fourier transformation was then performed. The resulting flowfield did not 

contain any wavelength above 0 . 1 , while the spanwise length L y - 6 . 0 . The above mentioned pro-

cess was performed in order to get isotropic eddies in the cross-flow velocity field. The numerical 

experiments were started from A = 0 . 0 0 0 1 and it was found that no structures form near the chan-

nel walls and it is only once we cross the threshold amplitude value of approximately A > 0 . 0 0 2 , 

we see the formation of weak streak-like structures near the walls. As the threshold value is quite 

small, the role of rounding errors cannot be eliminated. 

3.5.1 Visualisation 

As per the case of anisotropic runs, for all the simulations only spanwise averaging has been 

performed in order to compute (u', v' and w') and difference of Reynolds normal stresses (2 = < 

v'2 — >. As the grid 4 x 480 x 480 contains nearly 0.92 milHon points, all the simulations 

have been performed using 32 processors on Linux Beowulf cluster using a parallel code [47]. 

The simulations have been performed for a maximum non-dimensional time of 0.4 for an ampli-

tude A — 4.0 and number of eddies N =5000 corresponding to a initial cross-flow R e e f = 305 based 

on mean kinetic cross-flow velocity The temporal development of the streaks can be seen from 

the fluctuating negative streamwise velocity contours as shown in Figures 3.6(a) to 3.6(d), corre-

sponding to non-dimensional times t from 0.03 to 0.4. It can be seen from these figures, the streaks 

start forming near the walls after a non-dimensional time t = 0.03 and by the time t = 0.05 they 

have lifted off and reached z = ±0.9. It has been found that for times t > 0.3 approximately 12-14 
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low-speed streaks form near the walls giving a spanwise spacing of streaks = 0.4. This streak 

spacing is well outside the range of the wavelengths present in the initial conditions. 
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Figure 3.6: Streamwise fluctuating velocity at various time instants. In areas marked black the 

plotted variables is < 0.25 of its minimum negative value. 

3.5.2 Spanwise Power Spectral Analysis 

Spanwise power spectrums of fluctuating velocities v' and u! have been computed at different time 

instants (from t=0.0 to t=0.4 ) at different wall-normal distances as shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8, 

respectively. It is seen from Figures 3.7(a) to 3.7(d) that initially at / = 0.0, the power spectrum 

for spanwise fluctuating velocity v' has broad range of power except at lowest and highest fifty 

wavenumbers and then with increase of time the higher wavenumbers peaks vanish immediately 

followed by diminishing of power content at lower wavenumbers. From Figures 3.8(a) to 3.8(d), it 

can be seen that at / = 0.05 peaks in power spectrum of fluctuating u' have formed for a broad range 

of wavenumbers, and with further increase of time a gradual increase in power is seen especially 

at lower wavenumber i.e. for k < 25. The evolution of the power spectrums thus shows that there 
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is a shift of energy from high to low wavenumbers due to an inverse energy cascade but there is no 

selection of particular wavelength during the initial stages. Therefore, the observed behaviour can 

be described as an initial non-linear inverse energy cascade in the cross-flow, followed by a decay 

which is most likely governed by linearised equations. 
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3.5.3 Behaviour of Reynolds Normal Stress Anisotropy 

The profile of difference of Reynolds normal stresses (v'^ — w'^) vs z has been computed at differ-

ent time instances as shown in Figures 3.9(a) to 3.9(d). It can be seen from these figures that the 

fluctuations near the centre of the channel are comparatively smaller compared to the anisotropic 

runs. Further, it can be inferred that as time advances the magnitude of Reynolds normal stresses 

gradually diminishes as there is no continual input of energy at lower modes. Further, it can be seen 

from the figures that the profile near the walls shows the persistence of the quantity < 0, 

which according to RNSAI mechanism is responsible for the generation of longitudinal vortices 

and consequently the streaks. 

3.5.4 Comparison of number of streaks 

The number of streaks varying with time, for a fixed spanwise length Ly, were counted for two 

different realisations of quasi-2D decaying turbulence based on the visualisation of streamwise 

negative contours above a certain threshold limit, as shown in Figure 3.10. The curves identified 

as seed 1 and seed 2 in the figure refer to two different realizations of the flow for two different 

random generator seeds. Moreover, using the optimal wavelengths at different optimal times as 

given in Figure 3 of paper by Butler and Farrell [7], the number of streaks have been computed for 

same fixed Ly and the results plotted as shown in Figure 3.10. It can be seen from the figure that 

there is a good agreement between the two and it seems that optimal perturbations theory might 

explain the generation of the streaks. 

3.6 Summary 

From the numerical experiments that have been performed for the random initial velocity fields, 

the following conclusions can be made: 

1. The calculations from the quasi-2D initial value flow show the presence of near-wall streaks, 

hence streaks can form even in case when there is no feedback from the longitudinal flow 

profile, to the cross-flow vortex structure. 
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of number of streaks for two different realisations of decaying quasi-2D 

turbulence with streaks computed based on optimal perturbation theory [7]. 

2. There is an inverse energy cascade from higher to lower wavenumbers yet it does not lead 

to any particular scale selection, unlike the non-linear selection mechanism favoured by 

Nikitin and Chemyshenko theory [38]. 

3. Near-wall organized structures only form when cross-flow perturbations amplitude exceed 

a critical threshold value or in other words when Reef exceeds a critical value, but the influ-

ence of rounding errors cannot be fully eliminated especially at low threshold amplitudes. 

4. The Reynolds normal stresses exhibit a strong anisotropy near the walls and their profile 

shows the persistence of the quantity < 0 which might lead to the formation of 

an instability akin to RNSA instability. For a quasi-2D decaying turbulence it is not possible 

to make a comparison with RNSAI theory as the mean flow is time-dependent. 

5. The above two points favoured the Nikitin and Chemyshenko theory [38] yet on the basis of 

the good agreement in number of streaks with time as given by DNS and as inferred using 

results of optimal perturbation theory (see Figure 3.10), it could not be ruled out that linear 

mechanism such as optimal perturbation theory might be also responsible for the formation 

of near-wall organised stmctures i.e either vortices or streaks. 
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Chapter 4 

STREAKS IN FORCED QUASI-2D 

TURBULENCE 

4.1 Introduction 

The physics of 3D turbulence is attributed mainly to the strongly nonlinear term in the Navier-

Stokes equations which accounts for the phenomenon of vortex stretching. Going from three di-

mension to two dimension removes vortex stretching from the Navier-Stokes equation, yet enough 

nonlinearity remains to produce turbulent behaviour. Despite its apparent simplicity compared 

with 3D, the 2D turbulence problem has thus far eluded rigorous theoretical interpretation. There 

is a contradiction between various theories and computer simulations even with respect to simple 

quantities such as the power spectrum of turbulent velocity fluctuation, E{k). Rutgers (1998) [46] 

presented first experimental evidence which supports some of the most important theoretical re-

sults in 2D turbulence, namely, an inverse energy cascade accompanied by a forward enstrophy 

cascade. 

The theory of 2D turbulence as proposed by Kraichnan (1967) [36], states that if energy is injected 

into the flow at a particular length scale (//„j), then E{k) will show two distinct power law regions. 

For k < kinj = 2n/linj, E{k) where 8i is the energy transfer rate. For k > ki„j, 

E{k) ~ r^l^k~^, where rj is the enstrophy transfer rate. The inverse energy cascade has been 
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observed in many simulations (e.g. by Frisch and Sulem (1984) [15] and by Smith and Yakhot 

(1993) [56]). These simulations generally failed to reproduce the forward enstrophy cascade and 

if they did as in case of Chasnov's (1997) [10] freely decaying 2D turbulence, they failed to abide 

E{k) ~ but decayed more steeply depending on the initial conditions and simulation methods. 

Experiments with flowing soap films have observed the forward enstrophy cascade (Martin et. 

al. (1998) [37]) in freely decaying 2D turbulence but only recently in experiments performed by 

Rutgers (1998) [46] on 2D soap films subjected to steady state forcing, both the simultaneous 

existence of energy and enstrophy cascades have been observed. 

4.2 Incorporation of random forcing and its validation 

In order to sustain near-wall turbulence, it is sufficient to subject quasi-2D turbulent flows to steady 

state forcing using random amplitude body force terms in the governing Navier-Stokes equations. 

To incorporate the random body forces into the mathematical model (as explained in Chapter 2) 

of the Navier-Stokes solver, there are two possible ways: 

1. To add the random body forces with the pressure and viscous terms. 

2. To assimilate the random forces with the nonlinear convective terms. 

Either one of the methods can be applied and we have preferred the second approach and modified 

the spectral code [47] accordingly. In order to validate the addition of body force into a steady-

state Navier-Stokes solver, we assume a particular analytic velocity distribution and using that we 

calculate the analytic body forces which we incorporate in the code. Then on execution of the code 

we should get the numerical velocity field same as what we assumed analytically. For our case, 

we have taken a velocity distribution that satisfies the no-slip, impermeable boundary conditions 

at the walls and periodic boundary conditions in the stream wise and span wise directions. The 

governing momentum equations with the random body forces are: 

^ = u x ( 0 - V g - h - ^ V ^ u - ^ e i - | - F (4.1) 
dt Rct: dx 
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where the terms are same as explained in the mathematical model. The divergence of the above 

equation for steady flow-field gives us the Poisson equation as 

= — V. (u. Vu) + V.F (4.2) 

Assuming a divergence-free body force field we get Poisson equation as 

= -V.(u.Vu) (4.3) 

and hence we can compute pressure from it, given a known velocity field. The non-linear convec-

tive terms, pressure gradient and viscous terms can also be computed analytically and substituted 

into the Navier-Stokes equations with the mean pressure-gradient dP/dx = — 1 to get the analytic 

expressions for the body force. As these body force terms satisfy the divergence-free conditions, 

they are incorporated into the Navier-Stokes code and time integration performed to get the known 

velocity field. 

In one of the steady-state flowfield case considered for validation use was made of symbolic maths 

commercial software MAPLE, the velocity field was chosen as (here Re is Reynolds number): 

Re 
« = -g-f l - z") (4.4) 

V = -12(1 -z^)^sin(y)z^-|-3(l (4.5) 

w =-3(1-z^)^cos(} ' )z (4.6) 

The velocity components above satisfy the no-slip and impermeability conditions at the walls. The 

body force terms computed analytically are: 

fx = 3(1-z^)^cos(y)/?e (4.7) 

fy = — l/(2/?e) * (—8i?esin(>') cos(y)e^^ — 8/?esin(}')cos()')e"^^-1-

12609 sin {y) cos {y)Re + 1260 cos {y)z^ sin(y)i?e + 8370 cos {y)z^ sin(>')/?e 

25218 cos (y)^^ sin(y)/?e — 4Recos(y)^e^^ — 30sin(y)z'^ -f- 2Re + 

—78 sin(y) + 396z^ sin()') 4- 2Re — 4Recos{y)^e~^^) 

fz = 1 / {2Re) * {4Re -f-16812 cos (y) ̂ Rez^ — 12609i?ez + 4Re sin (y) cos (y) e~^^ + 

-Scos{y)^Ree'^^ + l32cos{y)z^ - 7Scos{y)z-6cos{y)z^ + 360cos{y)~Rez^ 

252lScos{y)^Rez + 4Ree^^ + 3 3 4 8 c o s - 4Ree~^^ - 180z^9l -

l674z^Re - 8406z^7?e 4- 8 cos{y)^Ree''^^) (4.8) 
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After validating for the steady-state velocity field, validation on similar lines was performed for 

unsteady flow field. 

4.3 Generation of Initial conditions and Random forces 

Our aim is to attempt generating near-wall longitudinal vortices in quasi-2D flow via the RNSAI 

mechanism. In order to realise this aim we wish to generate a difference of Reynolds normal 

stresses Q = (v'̂  — w'̂ ) vs z profile which is similar in shape to that obtained from DNS results 

of 3D channel flow at the same Re. Specifically we aim to get the distance of peaks from the 

wall A in our g vs z profile same as that in 3D channel flow profile. In order to do so, we intend to 

simulate a quasi-2D statistically stationary turbulent channel flow and for that we have to generate 

a 2D forcing. 

For a quasi-2D turbulent channel flow with random 2D forcing, we have assumed that d/dx =0 for 

all the dynamical variables. Then the modified continuity equation is 

(4.9) 

The modified momentum equations become 

du du du dP \ ^ ^ ^ 

9v Bv 3v dp' 1 

dw dw dw dp' 1 

where the mean pressure gradient dP/dx = - 1 . The above equations emphasise that the temporal 

development of velocity field (M,V,W) is only a function of cross-flow coordinates (Y,Z,?) and 

random amplitude body forces. For the initial conditions, the stream wise component u was chosen 

to be the mean turbulent streamwise velocity profile with no perturbations, while v and w are 

generated using the "random eddy" model as described in section 3.2. 

The body forces fy and in above equations have been chosen such that they have amplitude 

governed by a random function of certain forcing frequency CO/ in time with a zero mean, a si-

nusoidal spatial variation of fixed number of modes {l,k) in spanwise and wall-normal directions 
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and a function ^ z ) controlling near-wall amplitude in wall-normal direction. In order to gen-

erate peaked near-wall forcing which reduces to zero towards the centre of the channel, various 

functions ^{z) have been used ranging from approximate Dirac delta to two-hump functions. 

4.3.1 Forcing based on approximate Dirac delta functions 

Here the function ((z) approximates a delta function centered at Zo with its width controlled by 

a factor n and is given mathematically as C(z) = it is plotted in Figures 4.1(a) and 

4.1(b). 
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Figure 4.1: Dirac delta function at particular values of exponent n and Zo 

The 2D forces are then given as 

A = 0.0 

^ = A F ( m / f ) c o s ( ^ ) ( ( z ) c o s ( ^ ^ ) 

f y ^ 
0.5AF(cO/f ) (z -Zo)«^^s in(^)^(z) c o s ( ^ ) 

{2. 
Til 

L^l 

on using divergence-free body force condition. 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 
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4.3.2 Forcing based on two-hump functions 

Here the function ^(z) approximates a function which has humps near each wall and is given as 

= a ( l •^z)Re{Re — (1 ±z)/?e)" where the value of n controls the width of the function i.e. 

higher the value of n, the smaller the width of the function. For n=8, a should be kept 0.2e-21 

so that =0(1) while for n=4, a should be 0.2e-ll . The function ^(z) is plotted for different 

values of exponent n in Figures 4.2(a) to 4.2(b), 
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Figure 4.2: Two-hump function at particular values of exponent n 

The 2D forces based on these functions are given as 

f x 

f y 

f z 

= 0.0 

A F { ( x ) f t ) c o s ( ^ ) C ( z ) c o s ( ) 

- L - d f y 

-1 dy 
(fz 

0U5) 

4.4 Numerical Simulation 

The numerical experiments were carried out by subjecting quasi-2D turbulent flows to statistically 

steady-state forcing using random amplitude body force terms in the governing Navier-Stokes 
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equations. The results presented below were obtained numerically at Re=360 on a 4 x 256 x 

160 mesh (A%+ = 0.45, Ay"*" = 8.4 and 10 grid points below = 5.5) with different number 

of modes in spanwise I and wall-normal k directions, different values of amplitude A (varying 

temporally between —A/2 and ^ / 2 ) and forcing frequency coy in terms of non-dimensional time 

and different ^(z) functions. The wavenumbers 2nl/Ly and Ink/L^ were chosen to be such that 

the scales excited were much smaller than the large scale structures that form. The important 

consideration in all these simulations was that if A is made larger than some threshold value then 

there is a blow-up due to an under-resolved mesh and if A is small then forcing is insufficient to 

sustain turbulence and the flow returns to laminar state. The forcing has been performed at high 

frequency cO/ in order to excite small-size eddies that have small time periods of overturning i.e. 

only small scales have been excited by high frequency forcing. 

The simulation for Re =360 has been performed for wall-normal two-hump function with n=8 

exponent, fixed spanwise mode 1= 55, wall-normal mode k=l, amplitude A = 0.05 and forcing 

frequency co/ = 100 in terms of non-dimensional time. For the initial conditions, the mean stream-

wise velocity u is given by linear profile till = 10 and log-law profile till the centre of the 

channel, while v' and w' are generated by the "random eddy" model as explained in chapter 2. The 

forcing of the flow leads to growth of fluctuations in all the dynamical variables and by the time t 

= 25.0 approximately the flow acquires fully-developed turbulence. The flag is then turned on to 

perform statistical averaging and the statistics gathered for a very long time till t = 330. Since the 

flow can be only space-averaged in spanwise direction we have to go for longer time-averaging. 

The spatio-temporal variation of the generation, break-up and regeneration of low-speed streaks 

by visualization of instantaneous u' can be seen in Figures 4.3(a) to 4.3(d) while the temporal 

variation of the instantaneous Q = < v'̂  — w'̂  > vs z profile can be seen from the Figures 4.4(a) to 

4.4(d). From the contour plots of low-speed streaks the number of streaks that can be visualized 

are approximately 9-10, giving an average value of streak spacing =0.6 for a spanwise length of 

Ly = 6.0. The instantaneous Q in the figures shows a spatio-temporal variation with the values 

near the wall peaking in time whenever regeneration of streaks occur. 

The statistically averaged values of < v'̂  > , < > and Q=< v'^ — w'^ > can be seen in Figures 

4.5(a) to 4.5(b). On comparison of 2 vs z profile in Figure 4.5(b) with the actual 3D DNS results 

[19] at same Re=360 it can be seen that the near-wall peak in both the cases form at A = 0.05 
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Figure 4.3: Spatio-temporal variation of negative strearawise velocity fluctuations u'. In areas 

marked black the plotted variables is < 0.25 of its minimum negative value. 
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Figure 4.4: Temporal variation of Q =< v'^ - w'^ > vs wall-normal distance z 
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from the walls. This A relates to the characteristic scale of Reynolds stress anisotropy instability 

responsible for the size of near-wall vortices. 

-0'.5' ' ' ' 0 ' ' ' 0 : 5 ' 

Wall-normal z 

3D DNS 

-1 ' ' ' '-0'.5' ' ' ' 0 ' ' • ' 0 : 5 ' ' ' ' i 

Wall-normal 2 

(a) Streamwise, spanwise and wall-normal ve-

locity fluctuations v'̂  and w'̂  

(b) Reynolds normal stresses difference Q 

Figure 4.5: Statistically averaged variation of u'^, v'^, w'^ and Q 

The statistically averaged values of u, v and w can be seen from the Figure 4.6. From this figure 

it can be seen that v is approximately ± 0.03 while w is almost zero. The mean turbulent kinetic 

energy (TKE) wjwj profile vs z can be seen from Figure 4.6(b) and it shows a peaked variation near 

the walls due to forcing. The spatial variation of mean turbulent dissipation 8 shows as expected, 

significantly large values in the viscous layer and slightly positive value in the outer region (see 

Figure 4.6(c)). Mathematically the non-dimensional mean dissipation as used in this study can be 

expressed as: 

The eddy turnover time which characterises the ratio of TKE/e shows a profile (see 4.6(d)) which 

has a step-variation as we proceed from the wall to the centre of the channel. The eddy turnover 

time increases continuously in the very near-wall region while in the region from 0.9 to 0.8 it 

shows an undulation and then again starts increasing with a smaller slope in the outer layer region. 
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4.5 Validation of the RNSAI code 

Having obtained the statistically averaged Q v s z profile from a quasi-2D randomly forced flow, the 

next step is to determine the size of near-wall vortices or in other words streak spacing as predicted 

by the Nikitin and Chemyshenko's RNSAI mechanism [38]. This amounts to the linear stability 

analysis of the ensemble-averaged two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations in a cross-flow (y -

z) plane together with the passive-admixture equation providing the closure for the Reynolds-

stress perturbations. As linear stability analysis has been performed in a plane normal to the 

streamwise direction i.e. in a cross-flow (y — z) plane the governing equations do not turn out to 

be Orr-Sommerfeld equations. The governing two-dimensional Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes 

equations in the cross-flow y-z plane are 

= (4.17) 
at ay dz oz Re az ay 

dv dv dv 9 n 1 2 9% 
—kV-—hw^—— —r h — V V—— (4.18) 

ot ay oz ay Re ay 

In a laminar flow containing unsteady small perturbations, the instantaneous modified pressure, 

velocities and Reynolds stresses can be presented as the sum of a base flow and a fluctuating 

quantity 

n = n - t -H; v = v + v-, w = w + w-, Q = Q + Q', t = x + x (4.20) 

where the bars denote the base flow which obeys the Navier-Stokes equations and tildes denote the 

perturbations. Here the modified pressure H = p-t- (v'^), Reynolds normal stress Q = (v'^ — w'^) 

and Reynolds shear stress T = (vV) . Substituting (4.20) into (4.17)-(4.19), neglecting the terms 

containing products of perturbations and nonlinear convective terms, and subtracting the equations 

for the base flow gives the resulting linearized perturbation equations in the following form: 

To provide a closure to the above equations (4.21)-(4.23), it is necessary to add equations describ-

ing the dynamics of the perturbations of the Reynolds stresses Q and x. Nikitin and Chernyshenko 
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[38] used a phenomenological model in which the Reynolds-stress perturbations are described by 

the Hnearised passive-admixture transport equations 

| = ± V ( F V , ) (4.25) 

Here, E=vg/v and F=vx/v where Vq and are positive diffusion coefficients which are a spatial 

function of wall-normal coordinate z. As eqn. (4.25) has only damped eigensolutions (see [38]), 

T can be eliminated from the solution of the problem. The modified pressure, normal stresses and 

velocity fluctuations are represented by a harmonic wave of the form 

(n, V, w, 0 = [A, V, w, (4.26) 

where {3 is the wavenumber in the spanwise y direction and A is the circular frequency which, in 

general, may be complex-valued. The real part of A gives the growth/decay rate of the perturba-

tions. 

Substituting eqn. (4.26) in the perturbation equations, gives for the case E=1 

A v = - , p n + ^ ( ^ - P 4 ) (4.28) 
Re dz^ 

==0 (4.:29) 

After further modifications which eliminate the v, one gets 

The equations (4.31) and (4.32) are 4th and 2nd order ordinary differential equations and hence 

six boundary conditions are needed, which basically are 

dw 
w = 2 = - — = 0 at z = ± l (4.33) 

dz 

resulting in the complex dispersion relation A = A(|3). 
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The above system of equations has been discretized using both the second-order and fourth-order 

accurate finite difference schemes. After the discretization, the eqns. (4.31-4.32) along with the 

boundary conditions (4.33) are formulated as a generalised eigenvalue problem 

[A][x] = A,[B][x] (4.34) 

where X are the eigenvalues and [x] is a matrix of discrete eigenfunctions. If N is the number of 

grid points in the wall-normal direction including the boundary points, then the size of the system 

matrices [A] and [B] is 2 x N. Moreover, two classes of numerical methods can be followed 

for computing the eigenvalues: global and local methods. Using a global method we get all 

the eigenvalues of the system matrix, in exchange for a large computational effort while in a 

local method, a guess for an eigenvalue is required and only the eigenvalues which lie in the 

neighbourhood are computed. 

We have based our algorithm on a global method and implemented it using the standard eigen-

value solver routines from IMSL package and then performed calculations till we attain grid-

independent results. The grid points have been generated in the channel using expansion factor of 

1.01 based on geometric series from both the top and bottom walls to the centreline, so that there 

is a fine clustering of points near both the walls. 

In order to validate the developed RNSAI code we have repeated the calculations of Nikitin and 

Chemyshenko [38]. The analytic function dQ/dz which represents the derivative of difference of 

Reynolds normal stresses Q with wall-normal distance z proposed by them as approximation to 

DNS results is 

1 + (A) (435) 
dz 18^" ( z + 1 0 ^ 

For medium to high Reynolds numbers A varies from 0.1 to 0.3. We have numerically solved the 

generalized eigenvalue problem using the eqn. (4.34) for N =241 grid points for A=0.1 and the 

results are in excellent agreement with Nikitin and Chemyshenko's [38] results as can be seen in 

Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.7: Validation of calculated results with results from [38] 

4.6 Application of RNSAI to forced quasi-2D flow 

From the numerical simulation the details of which were presented in section 4.4, we have ex-

tracted a time and space-averaged profile of Reynolds normal stresses Qvs z (see Figure 4.8(a)) 

and from it we have numerically computed its wall-normal derivative dQjdz. It can be seen from 

Figure 4.8(a) that near the wall there are two almost symmetric peaks with wall to peak distance 

' ^ o f f s e t ~ 0.05 which is reasonably good, but Q remained, in contrast to natural 3D flows, far from 

zero in the centre of the channel. This is believed to be due to insufficient averaging time, since 

fluctuations of Q in time were large. So a smoothing procedure has been used by which near-wall 

peaks exponentially decay into constant zero values away from the wall and then a cubic spline 

interpolation [42] has been used to generate numerical points which are plotted as the new Qvs z 

profile (see Figure 4.8(b)). The actual Qvs z variation that we get from a 3D DNS [20] has also 

been computed and plotted as Figure 4.8(c) and a similar value of l^offset is obsei-ved. 

Using the profile as shown in Figure 4.8(b) and Se=360 we have run our eigenvalue solver and 

computed the maximum unstable eigenvalues a which display the growth rate of streamwise vor-

tices and are plotted as shown in Figure 4.9. As can be seen from the figure we get the maximum 
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diameter (size) of the streamwise vortices at A,+ approximately equal to 155 wall units. The wall 

units are arbitrary units of measure in our quasi-2D flows because in the cross-flow plane the 

longitudinal flow is of no importance and therefore is an irrelevant parameter and hence any 

parameters using are of no relevance to cross-flow 2D plane. We prefer, however, to use the 

wall units because they provide a reference frame for comparison of results and also it is a standard 

practice to measure the streak spacing in wall units. As per the phenomenological model of two 

streamwise vortices flanking each high or low-speed streaks, we get a streak spacing of 310 wall 

units and this for our spanwise periodic length Ly = 6 and Re = 360, the number of streaks turn 

out to be 360*6/310 = 6 to 7 which is not consistent with the number of streaks visually observed 

~ 9 to 10 in our randomly-forced quasi-2D calculations. Moreover, the number of streaks com-

puted using two-point streamwise velocity auto-correlations as shown in Figure 5.3(a) turns out to 

be 360*6/220 ~ 9 to 10 which is again inconsistent with number of streaks predicted by RNSAI 

mechanism. 
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Figure 4.9; Growth rate of streamwise vortices as a function of Xy, showing the most likely size of 

vortices 
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4.7 Conclusions 

The quasi-2D forced turbulence calculations were performed to check which of the mechanisms: 

RNSAI mechanism [38] or OP theory [7] predicts correct streak spacing. It was found that Nikitin 

and Chemyshenko's RNSAI mechanism gave a streak spacing ~ 310 wall units or number of 

streaks % 6 to 7 which is not in agreement with number of streaks ~ 9 to 10 observed visually 

on basis of threshold cutoff. In order to check the streak spacing based on optimal perturbation 

theory one of the strategies can be to introduce passive scalars with different mean profiles and 

then to calculate spacing between the streaks of the scalar using OP theory and compare it with 

streak spacing as obtained from two-point spanwise correlations of the scalar using DNS results. 
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Chapter 5 

PASSIVE SCALAR STREAKS IN 

QUASI-2D FORCED TURBULENCE 

5.1 Introduction 

The findings from the DNS results of naturally decaying quasi-2D turbulence could not with cer-

tainty prove that Reynolds stress anisotropy mechanism is responsible for generation of stream-

wise vortices that in turn generate streaks. Moreover, from those findings it could not be ruled 

out that optimal perturbations do not have any significant role in generation of near-wall organised 

structures while at the same time the optimal perturbation results of Butler and Farrell [7] show 

that the streak spacing agrees with 3D DNS results, if the additional constraint of eddy turnover 

time is introduced. 

In order to further check the optimal perturbation mechanism, we introduce passive scalars in the 

turbulent flow and calculate streak spacing of the scalars. According to the optimal perturbation 

theory, the streak spacing for any variable depends on the mean profile of that variable while due 

to vortex regeneration theories (including RNSAI mechanism [38]), it is not so. Hence a number 

of passive-scalar admixture equations can be solved alongwith the Navier-Stokes equations with 

different mean scalar profiles 0 , (z) in order to ascertain the dominant theory/mechanism responsi-

ble for the observed streak spacing. Regarding this we have modified the pseudo-spectral channel 
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code of [47], in order to solve an arbitrary number of passive-scalar equations. 

5.2 Methodology for solution of passive-scalar equations 

In order to study streak spacing, it is proposed to solve an advection-diffusion equation with a 

source term for the continuous distribution of a passive scalar. Consider a continuous distribution 

Qi{y,z,t) of n number of passive scalars in the domain, the transport of which is governed by the 

advection-diffusion equations 

where Pr = v/x where % is the molecular diffusivity of the scalar and 5/ are the source terms for 

the passive scalars. The boundary condition for equation (5.1) is given by zero concentration of 

the scalars on the solid walls 6 / (± l ) = 0. 

The structure of eqn. (5.1) is very similar to that of the Navier-Stokes equation (2.3). Therefore, 

the numerical integration of this equation is performed using the techniques described in section 

2.2 for solving the Navier-Stokes equations. After discretization in time, the eqn. (5.1) can be 

modified after multiplication by 2Re as 

where (jl = u - V8. Performing Fourier transformation of the variables and their derivatives in 

homogeneous x and y directions leads to the equations cited below. 

N/2 N/2 

k:,=-N/2ky=-N/2 

N/2 N/2 

Q{x,y,z,t) = E S 

kx——N/2ky=:—N/2 

/vyz w/z 

/*(*,)', Z,f) == 
k,=-N/2ky=-N/2 

N/2 N/2 

k:,=-N/2ky=-N/2 

jV/2 N/Z 

== ] [ , ((?' - -

kx^—N/2ky~—N/2 

(5.3) 
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Here prime denotes derivative with respect to wall-normal direction z. 

The discretisation of eqn, (5.1) after Fourier transformation has been performed in spanwise and 

streamwise directions is 

(5.4) 

The term that is different in the above equation from the momentum equation is the linear convec-

tive term = u • V9 = udQ/dx + vdQ/dy + wdQ/dz. For this we first converted the scalar 6 from 

real-space to wave-space, computed derivatives in x, y and z directions, extended the number of 

modes by 50%, transformed the results to real space, computed the products of u • V6, inverse 

transformed and then truncated the result by dropping the upper-third of the modes. The evalua-

tion of the linear convective term has been performed in the subroutine CROSSA of the numerical 

code. The fourth and fifth terms on the right-hand side are Laplacian of 8 and have been computed 

using the procedure similar to that for the Laplacian terms in the scalar momentum equations. 

After all the terms on the right-hand side of the passive scalar equation have been calculated they 

are stored in new residual arrays and Runge-Kutta third-order time advancement performed to get 

the scalar values at new time step. The boundary conditions for the passive scalars are 6(±1) — 0. 

The initial passive scalar fields have a specified mean profile for each scalar and they remain 

time-invariant. 

For scalar 9i we took the source term 5 = — 1. Then the only difference between the equations 

for u and 9i is in the term dp'/dx. As in a quasi-2D flow all the streamwise gradients are zero 

i.e. d/dx = 0, the results for 8] must be identical to that of streamwise velocity component u. 

This gives a validation tool for the whole code. In order to find analytical expression for the mean 

scalar profile ©i which also holds good for mean streamwise turbulent velocity profile U, curve 

fitting has been performed on statistically averaged profile of 8i as shown in Figure 5.1 and its 

first wall-normal derivative is given as; 

/ (z) = 0.498(l + (0 .525Y( l -z^) (H-2f ) ( l -g ( - (Hz | )^« /39) )2 )0 .6_Qgg 

Bi = - z x i ? e / ( l - t - / ( z ) ) (5.5) 

This is a small modification of the Reynolds-Tiederman profile, see below. In order to obtain 

different mean profiles for 8, one has to prescribe different Si{z), but it is easier to modify the code 
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in such a way that instead of prescribing different source terms Si(z) one can directly prescribe the 

mean scalar profile 0,(z) = 9, (z). Introducing two auxiliary functions, 

= 0.5(1 + ( 0 . 5 2 5 y (1 + 2 f ) (1 - 0 . 5 

(g(z,Re) has been used to generate Reynolds-Tiederman profile, as in Waleffe and Kim [68]) and 

h{z,d,w) = 150(e^ 

the derivatives of the other seven mean profiles were prescribed as 
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03 

04 
0? 

% 

07 

08 

- z x / ( g / ( l + g ( z ) ) 

A(z, 0.20,0.15) 

/i(z, 0.10,0.075) 

%' + %' 

l X T l / 2 Cl95(l X 7t( l+z)/2) 

3xTt/2 C05(3 X 71(1+ z)/2) 

5x7 t /2 cos(5 X 7i(l+ z)/2) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

C l l l ) 

(5.12) 

The fifth mean profile is a sum of second and third mean scalar profiles. This was used to prove that 

linear superposition of profiles can be used to generate a new profile whose two-point correlations 

can be obtained from two-point cross-correlations of the imposed profiles, see below for further 

details. The source terms in the scalar equations maintain a time-invariant specified mean profile 

for each scalar 9,- except for the first scalar profile. 

5.3 Results 

The simulations were performed on a 4 x 256 x 160 mesh (Ax'̂  = 0.45, = 8.4 and 10 grid 

points below = 5.5) with spanwise and wall-normal number of modes being 55 and 1, forcing 

frequency coy of 100 in terms of non-dimensional time, amplitude A =0.01 for a two-hump forcing 

function having an exponent n=8. After a statistically stationary state has been achieved after a 

non-dimensional time t =25, auto and cross-correlation of each dynamical variable were calculated 

and time-averaging done for a long time i.e. till t=330.0. As there are 11 variables (3 velocities and 
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8 passive scalars), 121 spanwise correlations were computed at each third time step (i.e. sampling 

rate = 3At) and time averaging performed. The averaged mean profiles of the stream wise velocity 

component u and mean scalars 6 ; are shown in Figures 5.1(a) to 5.1(c). In figure 5.1(a) the 

profiles of U and 6i lie on each other exactly. It can be easily seen that the slope of the scalar 

profiles is markedly different from each other which according to optimal perturbation theory [7] 

might generate markedly different near-wall streaks. 
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Figure 5.1: Statistically averaged variation of mean scalar profiles B, 

The proof of the concept of linear superposition of profiles has been validated by taking fifth mean 
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scalar profile ©5 as the sum of second and third mean scalar profiles i.e. ©5 = ©2 + ©3. Now a 

two-point correlation of 85 with itself gives 

(̂6565) - -̂ (8262) + {̂6363) + 2 (̂9382) (5.13) 

Hence two-point auto-correlation coefficient should be sum of cross-correlation coefficients 

7̂ 8283 and auto-correlations Rq^q^, and the same has been validated by plotting them together 

in Figure 5.2. 

sum 

sum 

^383 
0 • ' • • 1 • • • • T " ' ' ' ^ 

Spanwise distance Ay 

Figure 5.2: Correlation coefficients ^858;, ̂ 8282, ^̂ 8383, 2 x Rq^Qj and their sum to validate the proof 

of concept. 

As the present computations have a sufficiently fine grid to get a resolution of A)'+ = 8.4, two-

point correlations can provide quantitative structural information regarding streak spacing in the 

wall region. 

The velocity auto-correlation function /?„„(A,z) = {u{x,y,z,t)u{x,y + A,z,t)) has a maximum at 

A = 0 and reaches a minimum at a certain value Ami,,. Streak spacing can be defined as 2A„„>,, 

Similarly, the auto-correlation function for the passive scalars can be used for determining the 

passive scalar streak spacing. Moreover, spanwise cross-correlations of each dynamical variable 

with ten other variables were computed and time-averaging performed in order to get a smooth 

spatial variation. As can be seen from the Figures 5.3 to 5.5 the auto-correlation becomes negative 

and reaches a minimum at certain spanwise distance A„„„. The separation at which this minimum 
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occurs provides an estimate of the mean separation between the high- and low-speed fluid, and 

the mean spacing between the streaks should be approximately twice the distance. The presence 

of the minimum of Rww at = 35 is consistent with the existence of streamwise near-wall 

vortical structures. Twice the separation of minimum Rww corresponds to the mean diameter of the 

streamwise vortices [33]. The presence of oscillations in Figure 5.3(c) especially their increase in 

magnitude as one moves out away from wall can be attributed to the external forcing being appHed 

to the flow. Moreover, the increase in magnitude is consistent with the shape of the wall-normal 

spatial forcing function ^(z) which peaks at some distance away from the wall as shown in Figure 

4.2. 

The streak spacing increases weakly with wall-normal distance for some scalars as can be seen 

from Figures 5.3 to 5.5 which is consistent with other researchers [33]. Moreover, the streak 

spacing of the scalars (©i to 0g) as deduced from the two-point correlations can be expressed in 

spanwise wall units Xy = XyU /̂h and these values turn out to be 500, 600, 800, 500, 800, 900, 

1400 and 700 at a wall-normal distance of z+ = 3.5. 

The time and spanwise-averaged power spectra of velocities taken at different wall-normal dis-

tances can be seen from Figures 5.6 to 5.7. It is apparent from these figures that as the distance 

from the wall increases from = 18 to z'̂  = 54 (z=0.15 from the wall), the power content of the 

streamwise velocity u' decreases while the power content of the cross-flow velocities v and w in-

creases quite significantly by a factor of two to three times. This implies that the vortices that form 

in the cross-flow plane have larger kinetic energy as we move away from wall, while the streaks 

that develop near the wall (z"*" = 18) have higher power content by a factor of two over streaks that 

occur away from wall at z'̂  = 54. The reason why cross-flow vortices have larger kinetic energy 

as one moves away from wall is possibly due to the nature of applied wall-normal forcing which 

we know possesses a peak in the vicinity of z"*" = 70. 

The spatial variation at non-dimensional time ? = 110.0 of the streamwise low-speed streaks char-

acterised by negative streamwise velocity fluctuations u' can be seen in Figure 5.8(a). It has been 

found that there are 9-10 low speed-streaks that can be seen at any time instant in the cross-flow 

plane if the threshold value of 0.25 of maximum negative values is taken as the cutoff limit. The 

spatial variation of the first mean scalar 0'^ is identical to the velocity u' as the governing equations 

for the two are identical in a quasi-2D flow and hence the streaks observed are almost similar in 
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number as well as in shape as can be seen in 5.8(a) and 5.8(b). The second mean scalar profile 62 

is the Reynolds-Tiederman profile chosen by [68] and as its slope is quite similar to the first mean 

scalar profile, the number of streaks is almost identical as can be seen in 5.8(c). 

The third and fourth mean scalar profiles as shown in Figures 5.1(b) have a markedly different 

slope and the near-wall structures such as low-speed streaks that form are slightly lower in number 

(3 to 4 streaks) as can be seen in Figures 5.8(d) and 5.9(a). It is important to note that structures 

that form away from the walls are not being considered as streaks. Similarly for spatial variation 

of other mean scalar profiles i.e ©g to ©g in Figure 5.9 several structures form near the centre of 

the channel and few form near the walls and the number of such structures is quite small (1 to 

3 streaks). The number of streaks for 85 is as low as 2 while for 67 we get only 1 streak, thus 

reinforcing the results of streak spacing obtained from spanwise correlations as shown in Figures 

5.5(a) to 5.5(c). 
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Figure 5.8: Spatial cross-flow variation of negative contours of u, 81, 82 and 83 at t=110. In areas 

marked black the plotted variable is < 0.25 of its minimum negative value. 
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(a) Fourth scalar 84 (b) Sixth scalar Og 
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Figure 5.9: Spatial cross-flow variation of negative contours of 84, Gg, 87 and Gg at t=l 10. In areas 

marked black the plotted variable is < 0.25 of its minimum negative value. 
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5.4. BRIEF SUMMARY 

5.4 Brief Summary 

The above findings can be summarised as follows: 

1. If the mean profile of one scalar is approximated by log-law profile from the wall to the 

centre of the channel, then the number of streaks of that scalar is approximately equal to 

the number of streaks observed in actual 3D DNS results. 

2. If the mean profile of another scalar eg. 63 is approximated by a different profile as stated 

above, then the number of near-wall structures that are observed can be quite different. 

3. Since in all the passive-scalar cases the vortex structure is the same, this implies that the 

preferential streak spacing is not equal to the preferential vortex spacing. 

So we can safely make a deduction that the scalar streak spacing is dependent on scalar mean 

profile, as it is the case in the optimal perturbation theory. Moreover, the above conclusions 

clearly exclude the vortex regeneration theories that rely on streak spacing being twice that of 

vortex spacing. Hence the next logical step in our study is to perform optimal perturbation analysis 

on the seven independent mean scalar profiles in order to get theoretical scalar streak spacings and 

then compare the same with DNS results of two-point correlations. 

5.5 Theoretical predictions of scalar streak spacing by 

OP theory 

We have computed optimal perturbations for different passive-admixture equations in a turbulent 

channel flow by assuming the flow can be adequately represented as a laminar flow with different 

mean scalar profiles as given in section 5.2 for different passive scalars. We can compute maximal 

energy growths for a range of representative times ?+ and a range of spanwise wavelengths A.+ 

using the OP code as explained in section 2.5. Now in order to find which representative time 

is optimal time i.e. the time during which the perturbations can grow undisturbed we follow 

the methodology as proposed by Butler and Farrell [7]. As per Butler and Farrell [7], linear per-

turbations in laminar flows may grow undisturbed for an unlimited time period but in a turbulent 
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flow the growth is disturbed by small-scale turbulent motions. According to them, the time scale 

that characterises this disruption is the eddy turnover time Tg, the ratio of the square of the char-

acteristic turbulent velocity, = uiuj, to the dissipation rate 8 = vuJjui j and hence the optimal 

disturbance development should be limited by a time equal to the eddy turnover time near the wall. 

The variation of eddy turnover time as a function of distance from the wall is shown in Figure 

4.6(d). This data was obtained from long space-time averaged statistics of our DNS of quasi-2D 

forced turbulence. From the plot one can easily discern that Tg first increases linearly outwards 

from wall and then undergoes an undulation for major portion of buffer layer and after that again 

starts increasing linearly, albeit with a small slope. Further details regarding how to select the 

optimal time for any mean scalar or velocity profile are given below. 

The first scalar profile is akin to streamwise turbulent velocity profile and the curve fit to this 

profile is obtained by iteratively changing the coefficients of the Reynolds-Tiederman profile (see 

eqn. 5.6) till we get the smallest L2-norm and the profile is then given by eqn. (5.5). For this first 

mean scalar profile, at five optimization times representative of the eddy turnover times, optimum 

energy growth has been computed as a function of spanwise wavelength using the OP code 

and plotted as shown in Figure 5.11. 

200i A 

150-

100-

SO-

1 0 0 ' ' ' ' 2 0 0 ' ' 300 ' 

Figure 5.10: Eddy turnover time Xg versus distance from the wall (—) for quasi-2D randomly 

forced flow. Also plotted (A) is optimal growth time T+ = TM /̂V versus location of peak scalar 

perturbation z+, for the first scalar 6i. 

Corresponding to these optimization times wavelengths can be computed where energy 
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Figure 5.11: Optimal energy growth versus wavelength for optimization times representative of 

the eddy turnover time for the scalar 0i. 

growth E I Eg maximizes. Knowing T+ and i.e fixing the eigenvalues E / E q , the corresponding 

eigenvectors can be computed. The eigenvectors denote the variation of scalar perturbations and 

from them the wall-normal locations of peak scalar perturbations can be ascertained. These peak 

scalars corresponding to optimization times of = 40, 80, 120, 160 and 200 occur at = 15, 17, 

20, 22 and 23 respectively and have been plotted as symbols A as shown in Figure 5.10. 

The optimal time can be determined by comparing = TH /̂V = tRe as a function of peak scalar 

location to eddy turnover time Xe as function of z+, as shown in Figure 5.10. Consider the 

optimal perturbation for T+ =200. Figure 5.10 shows that the location of peak scalar streak for this 

optimal time is z+=23, but the eddy turnover time at z+=23 is Xg — 160, so turbulent disruption 

will not allow the perturbation to reach its full growth. On the other hand, the optimal for T^=160 

has peak streak velocity at z+=22, where the eddy turnover time is Tg % 165. This perturbation 

is not highly disrupted over its growth time, although its growth is not as great as that of optimal 

perturbations with larger The best choice of 1+ occurs near the intersection of these curves 

corresponding to T+ =160. This choice produces spanwise spacing =140. 

The second passive scalar has derivative of mean flow profile as given by eqn. (5.6) and for this 

profile we get for a range of optimization times varying from T+ = 40 to 200, wavelengths A+ =75, 

110, 135, 150 and 165 at which E/Eo peaks. At these specific x"*" and we get wall-normal 

locations of peak scalar perturbations ranging from z+=15 to 29 which have been plotted together 
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with Ze as a function of distance from the wall in Figure 5.12. For this profile, at five optimization 

times representative of the eddy turnover times the optimal energy growth has been computed as 

a function of spanwise wavelength as shown in Figure 5.13. 

The optimization time for this mean flow profile can be determined by comparing T+ as a function 

of peak scalar locations to eddy turnover time Tg as function of as shown in Figure 5.12. 

Similar to the exercise carried out above we find that the best choice of occurs near the inter-

section of the two curves and correspond to T+=150 which in turn relates to a optimal spanwise 

spacing of 140 wall units. 

20CH 
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lOO ' ' 2 0 0 ' ' 300 ' 

z: 

Figure 5.12: Eddy turnover time Tg versus distance from the wall (—) for quasi-2D randomly 

forced flow. Also plotted (A) is optimal growth time %+ versus location of maximum scalar per-

turbation for the second scalar 8%. 

The third passive scalar has derivative of mean flow profile as given by eqn. (5.7) and for this 

profile for the range of optimization times = 40 to 200, we get wavelengths =120, 170, 190, 

215 and 215 at which E/Eo peak (see Figure 5.15). At these specific and Xy we get wall-

normal locations of peak scalar perturbations varying from z+=72 to 78 which have been plotted 

together with Tg as a function of distance from the wall in Figure 5.14. 

The optimization time for this mean flow profile can be determined by comparing as a function 

of peak scalar location zj" to eddy turnover time Tg as function of as shown in Figure 5.14. The 

best choice of x"*" occurs near the intersection of the two curves and correspond to x+=125 which 

in turn corresponds to a optimal spanwise spacing of 200. 
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Figure 5.13: Optimal energy growth versus wavelength for optimization times representative of 

the eddy turnover time near the wall for the scalar 83. 
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Figure 5.14: Eddy turnover time Xe versus distance from the wall (—) for quasi-2D randomly 

forced flow. Also plotted (A) is optimal growth time T+ versus location of maximum scalar per-

turbation Zc, for the third scalar 83. 
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Figure 5.15: Optimal energy growth versus wavelength for optimization times representative of 

the eddy turnover time for scalar 83 

The fourth passive scalar has wall-normal derivative of mean flow profile as given by eqn.(5.8) 

(with different d and w) and for this profile we get for optimization times ranging from - 40 

to 200, wavelengths A,+=98 to 180 at which maximas of E/Eo occur (see Figure 5.17). At these 

specific T+ and we get wall-normal locations of peak scalar perturbations varying from z+= 

36 to 44 which have been plotted together with T, as a function of distance from the wall in Figure 

5.16. 

The optimization time for this mean flow profile is determined by determining the point of intersec-

tion of the two curves as shown in Figure 5.16. The best choice ofT+ from the figure corresponds 

to T+=135 which gives an optimal spanwise spacing of ~ 150 wall units. 

The fifth passive scalar has wall-normal derivative of mean flow profile given by eqn. (5.9), and is 

basically a combination of derivatives of second and third scalar mean profiles. For this profile we 

get for representative optimization times, wavelengths 120 to 215 at which maximas of E/Eo 

occur (see Figure 5.19). At these specific T+ and A,+, we get wall-normal locations of peak scalar 

perturbations varying from z+=72 to 76 which have been plotted together with as a function 

of distance from the wall in Figure 5.18. It is seen that the optimal time corresponds to T+=125 

and the corresponding wavelength at which maximum energy growth occurs is ~ 200 wall units. 

These values are same as values obtained for third mean scalar profile and so it can be inferred 
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Figure 5.16; Eddy turnover time versus distance from the wall (—) for quasi-2D randomly 

forced ilow. Also plotted (A) is optimal growth time T"*" versus location of peak scalar perturbation 

zt, for the fourth scalar 64. 
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Figure 5.17: Optimal energy growth versus wavelength for optimization times representative of 

the eddy turnover time near the wall for scalar 84. 
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that similar slope of the mean profile results in no change in spanwise spacing of the streaks. 

SOCh 
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Zt 

Figure 5.18: Eddy turnover time Tg versus distance from the wall (—) for quasi-2D randomly 

forced flow. Also Plotted (A) is optimal growth time versus location of maximum scalar con-

centration z f , for the fifth scalar 85. 

The sixth scalar mean profile as given by eqn. (5.10) is a sinusoidal profile where for the range 

of optimization times as mentioned above we get a constant spanwise wavelengths 400 for 

all the representative times, at which the maxima of E/Eg occur (see Figure 5.20). For these 

specific optimization times and corresponding wavelengths, the wall-normal locations of peak 

scalar perturbations correspond to z+=135 to 140 which have been plotted together with Tg as a 

function of distance from the wall in Figure 5.21. It can be seen from the figure that the two curves 

intersect at the optimal time corresponding to T+=150 which subsequently results in substantially 

larger spanwise spacing A+ of 500 wall units. 

The seventh scalar mean profile as given by eqn. (5.11) is a three times higher frequency sinusoidal 

profile compared to sixth mean profile and again for the representative times varying from 40 

to 200 we get spanwise wavelengths 320 to 360 at which the maximas of E/Eo occur (see 

Figure 5.23). For these specific optimization times and corresponding wavelengths, the wall-

normal locations of peak scalar concentrations correspond to = 240 to 245. These have been 

plotted together with Tg as a function of distance from the wall in Figure 5.22. It can be seen from 

the figure that as peak scalar locations are 240 wall units, the corresponding near-wall optimal 

vortices are bigger hence we get corresponding larger spanwise streak spacing of approximately 
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Figure 5.19: Optimal energy growth versus wavelength for optimization times representative of 

the eddy turnover time near the wall for scalar 65. 
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Figure 5.20: Eddy turnover time Tg versus distance from the wall (—) for quasi-2D randomly 

forced flow. Also plotted (A) is optimal growth time T+ versus location of maximum scalar pei-

turbation for the sixth scalar Gg. 
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Figure 5.21; Optimal energy growth versus wavelength for optimization times representative of 

the eddy turnover time near the wall for scalar Gg. 

360 wall units. 

The eighth scalar mean profile as given by eqn. (5.12 ) is a still higher frequency sinusoidal 

profile, where for similar optimization times as mentioned above we get spanwise wavelengths 

ranging from 290 to 350 wall units at which the maximas of E/Eo occur (see Figure 5.24). Due 

to the larger spanwise wavelengths, the wall-normal locations of peak scalar perturbations also 

correspond to larger values i.e. 2+=285. These have been plotted together with as a function 

of distance from the wall in Figure 5.25. It can be seen from the figure that the optimal time is 

T"*" = 175 which results in larger of 380 wall units. 

The Table 5.1 shows the optimization times and wavelengths that have been computed correspond-

ing to optimal energy growth for different mean scalar profiles. 

The optimal times, respresentative of eddy turnover time, that can be inferred from Figures 5.10 to 

5.24 for different mean scalar profiles 0i to 8g are = 160, 150, 125, 135, 125, 150, 175 and 175. 

These optimization times correspond to optimal wavelengths, representative of streak spacing, Xj 

= 140, 140, 200, 150, 200, 500, 360 and 380 wall units. Now the streak spacing of scalars for 8| to 

Og that have been deduced from two-point correlations (at wall-normal height = 3.5) as shown 

in Figures 5.3 to 5.4 are A,+ = 500, 700, 800, 600, 800, 900, 1500 and 1000 wall units. The results 

mentioned above are tabulated in Table 5.2. 
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Figure 5.22: Eddy turnover time Tg versus distance from the wall (—) for quasi-2D randomly 

forced flow. Also plotted (A) is optimal growth time T+ versus location of maximum scalar per-

turbation zt, for the seventh scalar 67. 
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Figure 5.23: Optimal energy growth versus wavelength for optimization times representative of 

the eddy turnover time near the wall for scalar 87. 
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Figure 5.24: Eddy turnover time versus distance from the wall (—) for quasi-2D randomly 

forced flow. Also plotted (A) is optimal growth time versus location of peak scalar perturbation 

Zg , for the eighth scalar 8g. 
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Figure 5.25: Optimal energy growth versus wavelength for optimization times representative of 

the eddy turnover time near the wall for scalar 8g. 
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5.6. LINEAR COMBINATION OF MEAN SCALAR PROFILES 

Scalar optimization time 

range 

optimal wavelength 

range 

Peak scalar 

location 

optimal T+ optimal 

81 40-200 70-160 15-22 160 140 

62 40-200 75-165 15-29 150 140 

63 40-200 120-215 72-78 125 200 

84 40-200 100-180 36-44 135 150 

85 40-200 120-215 72-76 125 200 

86 40-200 450-550 135-140 150 500 

87 40-200 360-400 240 175 360 

Sg 40-200 340-420 285 175 380 

Table 5.1; Representative times and wavelength ranges corresponding to maximum energy growth 

for various mean scalar profiles. Also shown are the locations of peak scalar perturbations for 

different optimization times T+. Last two columns show the most optimal times on basis of 

eddy turnover time and corresponding optimal wavelengths representative of streak spacing. 

5.6 Linear combination of mean scalar profiles 

The above results show that for the mean scalar profiles considered above the streak spacing varies 

from 500 to 1500 wall units. Additional new mean profiles 6„i were generated as combinations of 

the above six basic mean scalar profiles (8%, ©3, ©4, ©6, ©7 and ©g). Since the equations for the 

passive scalar are linear, a linear combination of several solutions is a solution. If 0 = 

then the averaged profile of the passive scalar is 

8 = (8) = ^ ^ , ( 8 , ) = 
/= I / = I 

The two-point autocorrelation function for the new profiles can be calculated as 

;=1,;=1 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

Therefore, by solving simultaneously several passive scalar equations with different source terms 

and calculating the cross-correlations i?e,ey(A) we can easily calculate the auto-correlation and 

hence the streak spacing, provided we know the vector of coefficients X,-. Thus we sought for such 

a vector (Xi,... ,X„) of unit length that the corresponding auto-correlation function is as small as 
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Scalar Streak spacing 

D N S a t z + = 3 . 5 

Streak spacing 

Nikitin and Chemyshenko [38] 

Streak spacing 

Butler and Farrell [7] 

8i 500 310 140 

02 700 310 140 

03 800 310 200 

04 600 310 150 

05 800 310 200 

06 900 310 500 

07 1500 310 360 

08 1000 310 380 

Table 5.2: Comparison of streak spacing from DNS results of two-point correlations of randomly 

forced quasi-2D turbulence, from RNSAI mechanism and from OP theory. 

possible at the specific value of A = AQ. For this first we have to normalise the auto-correlation 

function (5.15) by i?9e(0) and then seek for A = AQ at which the minima of this function appears. 

This leads to a minimisation problem for the functional 

i=nj=n (i=n,J—n ^ 

mm (5.16) 

Here X is the Lagrange multiplier for the condition that (Zi,. . . ,Z„) has a unit length. The above 

formulation can be recast to a standard linear eigenvalue problem. The eigenvalues of the above 

optimization problem provide minimum values of i?e,e;(Ao) while the eigenvectors X provide the 

coefficients of the new mean scalar profile It is found during this process of linear combination 

that the minimum of the auto-correlation function does not exactly coincide with AQ, but in practice 

AQ and Amm turn out be close within a reasonable range of AQ. The computed eigenvectors for 

the five new mean scalar profiles have been tabulated in Table 5.3. Out of the six eigenvalues we 

always chose the one giving the smallest value of /?ee(Ao) and its corresponding eigenvectors were 

selected. The cross-correlations values that have been used in the computations were calculated 

at a distance = 3.5 from the wall. Using this modified technique five new mean scalar profiles, 

which we denote 0 „ i , 6 „ 5 have been computed. 

The l oca t ion o f the first m i n i m a AQ f or these five n e w prof i l e s var ies f r o m 0.123, 0.295, 0.652, 

1.31 and 2.10 g i v i n g a co iTespond ing streak s p a c i n g A,+= 85, 210, 470, 945 and 1515 wall units. 
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mean scalar %3 %4 %5 X6 

©nl 0.09507 0.001095 0.002242 -0.98364 -0.142724 41055096 

-0.02708 -0.02732 0.05651 0.98226 (116869 0.045099 

0n3 0.05671 0.034597 -0.067894 0.71535 0.62507 0.29754 

0n4 -0.01010 0.00223 0.04096 0.72825 -0.47060 -0.49637 

0«5 0.012068 0.014927 -0.025696 0.44900 -0.68640 0.57115 

Table 5.3: Eigenvectors of the new mean scalar profiles computed using linear combination tech-

nique. 

The two-point autocorrelations of the five new profiles can be seen from Figure 5.26. The shape 

of the new five mean scalar profiles which have increasing two-point correlations can be seen 

in Figure 5.27. 
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Figure 5.26; Wall-normal variation of two-point auto-correlation coefficients /?e„ie„i(A), 

^e„2e„2(A), ^6.38^(A), and ^e„59„5(A) for the new five profiles. 

For the first new mean scalar profile its derivative (as required by the OP theory) can be deter-

mined using derivatives of six mean scalar profiles together with the relevant coefficients obtained 

through eigenvectors X of the minimisation problem. For this profile for the range of represen-

tative times varying from = 40 to 200, we get wavelengths =60, 110, 120, 120 and 120 at 

which E I Eo peak (see Figure 5.28). At these specific x"*" and we get wall-normal locations of 

peak scalar perturbations as z^=12 to 22 which have been plotted together with Xg as a function of 

distance from the wall in Figure 5.29. It can be found from Figure 5.29 that the optimal time 
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Figure 5.27; Wall-normal variation of new profiles 0„i, 0„2, 6«3, 8^4 and 8^5. 

corresponds to x+=160 and corresponding wavelength at which optimal energy growth occurs is 

~ 120 wall units. 

T * = 2 0 0 

I \1V=160 

9 \ ^V=i20 

X = 8 0 

' 580 ' 10'00 
spanwise wavelength X* 

^00 

Figure 5.28: Optimal energy growth versus wavelength for optimization times representative of 

the eddy turnover time near the wall for scalar 6„i. 

The second new scalar profile can be constructed using the derivatives of the six basic mean 

profiles together with the coefficients obtained as eigensolution of the minimisation problem. For 

this profile for the range of optimization times varying from T+ = 40 to 200 in steps of 40, we get 

wavelengths =180, 180, 190, 200 and 200 at which E/Ep peaks (see Figure 5.30). At these 

specific T"'" and we get wall-normal locations of peak scalar perturbations ranging from 38 
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Figure 5.29: Eddy turnover time Tg versus distance from the wall (—) for quasi-2D randomly 

forced flow. Also plotted (A) is optimal growth time versus location of peak scalar perturbation 

for the new scalar 6„i. 

to 40 wall units which have been plotted together with Xe as a function of distance from the wall in 

Figure 5.31. From the figure one can easily ascertain that the optimal time corresponds to T+^140 

and the corresponding wavelength at which optimal energy growth occurs is ~ 200 wall units. 

The third new scalar mean profile for the similar optimization times as mentioned above has span-

wise wavelengths ranging from 200 to 220 wall units at which the maximas of E / E q occur 

(see Figure 5.32). For these specific optimization times and corresponding wavelengths, the wall-

normal locations of peak scalar perturbations correspond to z ^ - 80 which have been plotted to-

gether with Xe as a function of distance from the wall in Figure 5.33. The corresponding optimal 

time is T+ =120 and the resulting optimal streak spacing is X+=220 wall units. 

The fourth new scalar mean profile for the optimization times ranging from 40 to 200 has 

spanwise wavelengths A,+ varying between 220 to 280 wall units at which the maximas of EjEo 

occur (see Figure 5.34). For these specific optimization times and corresponding wavelengths, the 

wall-normal locations of peak scalar perturbations correspond to z+=160 which have been plotted 

together with Xe as a function of distance from the wall in Figure 5.35. The corresponding optimal 

time is T+ =160 and the resulting optimal streak spacing is i^+=280 wall units. 

For the fifth new passive scalar profile, we get for the range of optimization times T+ = 40 to 200, 
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Figure 5.30: Optimal energy growth versus wavelength for optimization times representative of 

the eddy turnover time near the wall for scalar 9„2. 
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Figure 5.31: Eddy turnover time Tg versus distance from the wall (—) for quasi-2D randomly 

forced flow. Also plotted (A) is optimal growth time T+ versus location of peak scalar concentra-

tion Zc, for the new scalar 6„2-
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Figure 5.32: Optimal energy growth versus wavelength for optimization times representative of 

the eddy turnover time near the wall for scalar 9„3. 
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Figure 5.33: Eddy turnover time versus distance from the wall (—) for quasi-2D randomly 

forced flow. Also plotted (A) is optimal growth time versus location of maximum scalar con-

centration for the new scalar 8^3. 
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Figure 5.34: Optimal energy growth versus wavelength for optimization times representative of 

the eddy turnover time near the wall for scalar 9„4. 
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Figure 5.35: Eddy turnover time Tg versus distance from the wall (—) for 2D randomly forced 

flow. Also plotted (A) is optimal growth time versus location of maximum scalar concentration 

for the new scalar 9„4. 
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wavelengths 280 to 350 at which maximas of E/Eo occur as can be seen from Figure 5.36. 

At these specific and A,+, we get wall-normal locations of peak scalar perturbations as z+=280 

which have been plotted together with Tg as a function of distance from the wall in Figure 5.37. 

It is seen that the optimal time corresponds to t+=175 and corresponding wavelength (i.e. streak 

spacing) at which optimal energy growth occurs is ~ 350 wall units. 
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Figure 5.36: Optimal energy growth versus wavelength for optimization times representative of 

the eddy turnover time near the wall for scalar 0„5. 

The optimal times representative of eddy turnover time, that can be inferred from Figures 5.28 to 

5.37 for different new mean scalar profiles 9„i to 0„5 are namely - 160, 140, 120, 160 and 175. 

These optimization times correspond to optimal wavelengths, representative of streak spacing, 

= 120, 200, 220, 280 and 350 wall units. But the streak spacing of scalars for O î to 6„5 that have 

been deduced from two-point correlations (at wall-normal height = 10) as shown in Figure 

5.27 are = 90, 210, 470, 945 and 1515 wall units. The results mentioned above are tabulated in 

Table 5.4 and a graphical visualisation of the same can be seen from Figure 5.38. 

The spatial visualisation of low-speed streaks for new profiles 9„i to 8^5 can be seen in Figures 

5.39 to 5.40. It can be seen from the figures that as two-point autocorrelation increases from = 

90 to 1515 the number of streaks decreases from almost 20 to just 1. 
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Figure 5.37: Eddy turnover time Xe versus distance from the wall (—) for quasi-2D randomly 

forced flow. Also plotted (A) is optimal growth time T+ versus location of peak scalar concentra-

tion zt, for the new scalar 9„5. 
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Figure 5.38: Comparison of streak spacing as computed using DNS of quasi-2D forced turbulence, 

RNSAI mechanism [38] and OP theory [7]. 
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Figure 5.39: Spatial variation of negative passive scalar concentrations BJ,,- for new scalar profiles 

6«i, 6„2 and 9„3. In areas marked black the plotted variable is < 0.25 of its minimum negative 

value. 
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(a) For =945 

(b)ForX+=1515 

Figure 5.40: Spatial variation of negative passive scalar concentrations Gj,,- for new scalar profiles 

9„4 and 0„5. In areas marked black the plotted variable is < 0.25 of its minimum negative value. 
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Scalar Streak spacing 

DNS 

Streak spacing 

RNSAI [38] 

Streak spacing 

OP theory [7] 

0nl 90 310 120 

0n2 210 310 2 0 0 

0n3 470 3 1 0 2 2 0 

6n4 9 4 5 310 2 8 0 

0«5 1515 310 350 

Table 5.4: Comparison of streak spacing from DNS results of two-point correlations of randomly 

forced quasi-2D turbulence, from RNSAI mechanism and from OP theory. 

5.7 Conclusions 

In light of the above results the following conclusions can be drawn: 

1. The RNSAI mechanism [38] yields a constant streak spacing and thus is not likely the can-

didate which can explain the variation of streak spacing with different mean scalar profiles. 

Theories which assume the streak spacing being equal to twice the vortex spacing and that 

includes all the vortex regeneration theories, cannot explain this fact. 

2. The streak spacings for different scalar profiles obtained on basis of DNS results from 

two-point correlation differ considerably from streak spacings obtained using theoretical 

predictions of OP theory. So qualitatively there is a similarity between DNS results and 

results of OP theory but quantitatively it is not so. 

3. The major finding of the above numerical experimentation is that a new theory needs to be 

proposed which incorporates the elements of OP theory but should give better quantitative 

predictions. 
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Chapter 6 

PASSIVE SCALAR STREAKS IN 3D 

TURBULENT CHANNEL FLOWS 

6.1 Introduction 

The conclusions of the previous study of quasi-2D forced turbulence with the passive scalars 

clearly showed that there can be an order of magnitude change in streak spacing of the scalars 

even when the vortical structure of the flow is held fixed. Moreover, the findings of the nonmodal 

analysis based on optimal perturbation theory explicitly favour the view that the streak spacing 

depends on the mean velocity profile. Therefore, the next logical step is to check whether for 3D 

turbulent flows the variation of the mean profile strongly affects the streak spacing even when the 

vortex structure (created by the velocity field) is held fixed. In order to achieve this goal, we intend 

to work again with passive scalars so that mean velocity profile is held constant while the mean 

scalar profiles are altered. 

DNS with passive scalars was first performed by Kim and Moin [32] and as they had mean scalar 

profile similar to that of mean velocity profile, the scalar streaks that developed had almost same 

streak spacing as that of velocity streaks. Kasagi, Tomita and Kuroda [29] also found the existence 

of temperature streaks in their DNS study when they considered temperature as the passive scalar 

by neglecting the buoyancy effects. They came to the conclusion that velocity and temperature 
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fluctuations had a close correlation especially in the near-wall region. In order to study streak 

spacing of the scalars, a similar procedure as described in chapter 5 has been followed for 3D 

turbulent channel flows and we have solved several convection-diffusion equations each having 

a different source term in order to regulate the distribution of a passive scalar. The governing 

equation for the passive scalars is 

where the source terms Si(z) describe a given rate of production of the passive scalar. The passive 

scalars can be considered as chemical species being produced due to a chemical reaction (the 

source). The Prandtl (or Schmidt) numbers for the passive scalars is taken as unity. The boundary 

condition for equation (6.1) is given by zero concentration of passive scalars at the solid walls. 

0 , -(±l)=O 

The initial passive scalar fields have a specified mean profile for each scalar and we have solved 

eight passive-scalar equations simultaneously with the Navier-Stokes equations in our simulation 

and each solution will then correspond to exactly the same vortex structure. This allows one to 

isolate the influence of the shape of the mean profile on the streak spacing. Out of the eight scalar 

mean profiles, one profile 85 (as mentioned in chapter 5) is a linear combination of others and is 

used for validation purposes. Therefore, the results are for seven independent scalar mean profiles 

or basic profiles. We have taken for the first scalar profile the source term 5i (z) = — 1 and hence 

the equations for u and 9i only differ in the term dp'/dx. The next three profiles have their shapes 

defined via their derivatives with respect to z and are expressed mathematically by eqns. (5.6-5.8) 

while mean scalar profiles 65 to 8g are trigonometric functions given by eqns. (5.10-5.12). 

6.2 Numerical Simulation 

The calculations were performed at Re^ = 360 in a computational box of the size L^x LyX = 

6 x 3 x 2 using 64 complex Fourier modes in span wise y and streamwise x directions and 160 

Chebyshev modes in the wall-normal z direction. The smallest scales that can be resolved are 

A%+ = 16.8, = 8.4 and Az+ — 0.07. The validation of the modified pseudo-spectral code [47] 

was performed on the same lines as has been mentioned in chapter 4 to ensure the reliability of 
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the results. The eight passive scalar equations were solved simultaneously with the Navier-Stokes 

equations. Regarding the initial conditions, the mean streamwise velocity u is given by linear 

profile till = 10 and log-law profile till the centre of the channel, while v' and w' are generated 

by the "random eddy" model as explained in chapter 3. The three-dimensionality in the run sets 

in due to inherent instability of the flow. The initial conditions for all the passive scalars except 

the first scalar were the prescribed mean scalar profiles. The mean pressure gradient dPidx is 

explicitly prescribed to be — 1. As the simulation progresses all the fiowfield soon becomes spatio-

temporally chaotic and by the time t = 12.0 approximately the flow becomes fully-developed 

turbulent channel flow. The flag is then turned on to perform statistical averaging and the statistics 

gathered with time and space-averaging performed in streamwise and spanwise directions till t = 

3&7 

The statistically averaged values of (v'^), (w'^) and Q=(v'^ — w'^) can be seen in Figures 6.1(a) to 

6.1(b). These results are well in consonance with DNS results of Hu and Sandham [20] [21] who 

performed their simulation at the same i?e=360 but in a larger computational box. The statistically 

averaged values of u, v and w can be seen from the Figure 6.2(a). Though it is not clearly seen in 

the figure it is found that v is approximately ± 0.03 while w is of the order of 10"^. The mean 

turbulent kinetic energy TKE u\u'- vs z profile can be seen from Figure 6.2(b) and it shows a peaked 

variation near the walls which gradually reduces to small value at the centre of the channel. The 

spatial variation of mean turbulent dissipation e (see section 4.4) shows its confinement to the 

viscous layer as can be seen from Figure 6.2(c). The eddy turnover time which characterises the 

ratio of TKE/e shows a profile (see 6.2(d)) which has a monotonic increase as we proceed from 

the wall to the centre of the channel. The eddy turnover time has largest positive slope in the very 

near-wall region while the slope becomes smaller as we proceed to the outer region. 

The first mean scalar 9 i = 9i is such that the source term 5 = — 1 and then the only difference 

between the equations for u and 6 i is in the term dp'/dx. Calculations show that this term is 

insignificant. The mean value of 9% is only different by 2 . 9 % at the channel symmetry plane 

with the mean value of u. In order to find an analytical expression for ©i, curve fitting has been 

performed on statistically averaged profile of by iteratively changing the coefficients of the 

Reynolds-Tiederman profile (see g{z,Re) in eqn.(5.6)) till we get minimum L2 norm for 61 data 
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Figure 6.1: Statistically averaged variation of u'^, v'^, w'̂  and Q 
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points. The first wall-normal derivative of 6 i profile is then found to be: 

^ _ z x ; ; g / ( i + / ( z ) ) 

/ ( Z ) = 0 . 4 9 8 ( 1 - I - ( 0 . 5 2 5 ^ 0 . 5 5 

(6.2) 

The profiles we have used have been defined via their derivatives with respect to z, because these 

derivatives are needed by OP theory. The other seven mean scalar profiles (from 82 to 8g) have 

been defined by their derivatives as given in eqns. (5.6-5.12) and the shape of the profiles is same 

as shown in Figures 5.1(b) and 5.1(c). The two-point span wise auto-correlation of the velocity 

components and passive scalars at different wall-normal distances ranging from 3.5 to 36 can 

be seen from Figures 6.3 to 6.5. The spanwise spacing A,+ of the velocity streaks (u primarily) and 

scalar streaks (81 to 8g, excluding 'proof of concept' profile 85) as deduced from the two-point 

correlations turn out to be 110, 110,115, 560, 500, 600, 520 and 600+ wall units at a wall-normal 

distance of = 3.5. It is quite difficult to find the actual minima for the multiple frequency 

sinusoidal profiles as there seem to be 2-3 minimas in two-point correlations (see Figure 6.5). The 

spanwise streak spacing of 110 wall units for velocity streaks is consistent with results of other 

researchers [19]. As 81 profile is almost similar to the mean velocity turbulent profile, the streak 

spacing of passive scalar Oi turns out to be same as that of velocity streaks. The second scalar mean 

profile is given by Reynolds-Tiederman profile [68] and as it follows closely the mean turbulent 

velocity profile i7, it is not surprising that streak spacing for the second scalar 02 turns out be 115 

wall units. This result is again in agreement with the basic idea of OP theory that similar shaped 

profiles should yield similar streak spacings. 

As the mean scalar profiles 83 to 8g are markedly different in shape we get a wide variation of 

streak spacing even though the vortex structure generated by the velocity field is held fixed. This 

wide variation of streak spacing is also apparent on visualization of the velocity as well as passive 

scalar low-speed streaks as has been shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7. It is seen that the number of 

streaks (approximately 9-10) for streamwise velocity profile U and for the first two mean scalars 

81 and 82 is consistent with the streak spacing of approximately 110 wall units and the size of 

computational box in spanwise direction of 1080 wall units. The number of streaks for scalars 

03 to 87 varies from 2 to 3, thus reinforcing the results of streak spacing obtained from spanwise 

correlations as shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. 
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Figure 6.3: Statistically averaged correlation coefficients Ryy, R^w and Rq̂ q̂  at different wall-

normal distances 
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Figure 6.4: Statistically averaged correlation coefficients Rq^q^, 6̂3637 ̂ 9484 and Rq^q^ at different 
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Figure 6.5: Statistically averaged correlation coefficients Rq^q^ and Rq^q^ at different wall-

normal distances 
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(a) Streamwise velocity u 

(b) First scalar 9i 

(c) Second scalar 82 

(d) Third scalar 63 

Figure 6.6: Spatial variation of negative contours of u, 9i, 8% and 83 showing low-speed velocity 

and scalar streaks at = 5.6. The areas marked black are < 0.25 of minimum negative values of 

the variables. 
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(a) Fourth scalar 84 

(b) Sixth scalar Gg 

(c) Seventh scalar 9? 

(d) Eighth scalar 8g 

Figure 6.7: Spatial variation of negative contours of 84, 06, 87 and 8g showing low-speed scalar 

streaks at = 5.6. The areas marked black are < 0.25 of minimum negative values of the vari-

ables. 
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6.3. LINEAR COMBINATION OF BASIC MEAN PROFILES 

6.3 Linear combination of basic mean profiles 

The above results show that for the mean scalar profiles considered above the streak spacing varies 

from 110 to 600 wall units. We generated additional new mean profiles from linear combina-

tion of the above six basic mean scalar profiles (©2, 63, 64, 65, 67 and 8g). This was achieved by 

following the analysis mentioned in section 5.7 but with slight modifications. The modifications 

were introduced because for certain values of AQ the minimisation problem becomes ill-posed. 

The ill-posed nature of the problem is caused due to the ill-conditioning of the coefficient matrix 

A , which in turn happens due to linear dependencies of the six basic mean scalar profiles. One of 

the ways to overcome this problem is to introduce some kind of regularisation technique such as 

Tikhonov regularisation [63, 17]. This changes the functional introduced earlier in section 5.7 to 

a new form given below: 

i=n,j=n (i=nj=n 

^ % ( % , 8 / A o ) + r 6 , . j ) - X ^ 8 y ( 0 ) - l 
'=iiy=i / 

mm ( 6 . 3 ) 

where r is the regularisation parameter and n is the number of basic mean scalar profiles, n = 6. 

The regularisation parameters and the computed eigenvectors for the new seven profiles have been 

tabulated in Table 6.1. The cross-correlations values that have been used in the computations were 

calculated at a distance = 22.3 from the wall. Out of the six eigenvalues we always chose the 

one giving the smallest value of i?ee(Ao). Using this modified technique seven new mean scalar 

profiles, which we denote 6 3 0 1 , 6 3 0 7 were computed. 

mean scalar r %2 % %4 X5 X6 

0 3 D 1 0.1 0 . 9 4 5 2 0.03027 0.3191 0.003794 -0.03407 - 0 . 0 5 1 3 2 

0 3 D 2 0.1 -0.9841 0.1426 0 . 0 4 7 0 8 - 0 . 0 0 0 7 3 8 8 4 X 0 8 9 9 3 - 0 . 0 3 1 5 0 

0 3 D 3 0.01 - & 3 1 9 8 -0.1153 0 . 7 6 4 9 -0.1601 0.5173 0 . 0 7 8 1 3 

© 3 0 4 0.001 0.1415 - 0 . 0 7 8 6 5 -0.07077 & 3 2 3 7 - 0 . 8 6 0 7 - 0 3 5 2 2 

0 3 D 5 0.1 -0.07543 - 0 . 8 6 4 5 0 . 4 3 0 5 0 . 0 2 0 9 1 -0.1787 0 J J 0 9 

® 3 D 6 0.0025 - 0 . 0 3 6 4 3 - 0 . 0 3 2 9 5 0 . 0 0 2 7 8 2 -0.2214 0.9641 0 T 3 8 0 

@2>d1 0.001 -0.006337 -0.02004 0.005644 -0.1841 0 . 9 0 9 0 - 0 . 3 7 3 3 

Table 6.1: Regularisation parameter r and eigenvectors of the new mean scalar profiles computed 

using linear combination technique. 
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Seven new profiles have been computed using this technique with location of the first minima 

Ami,, varying from 0.118, 0.140, 0.515, 0.772, 0.795, 0.937 and 1.5 giving a corresponding streak 

spacing - 85, 100, 370, 555, 570, 675 and 1080 wall units at a wall-normal distance of = 5.6. 

The two-point auto-correlations of the seven new profiles at = 5.6 can be seen from Figure 6.8. 

For the last profile it is evident that the streak spacing exceeds the spanwise computational box 

size of 1080 wall units. The variation of the auto-correlation function with wall-normal distance 

is quite substantial for some profiles as can be seen from Figure 6.9 at = 22.3. For all the new 

scalar mean profiles, except 832)3, ©304 and ©305 the streak spacing increases as the distance 

from the wall increases and the new streak spacings are 100,135, 200, 505, 570, 710 and 1080 

wall units at z+ = 22.3. 

'lC)d ' ' ' ' 500 ' ' 40o" ' ' 5C)d 

Spanwise separation 

Figure 6.8: Wall-normal variation of two-point auto-correlation coefficients 6̂302,6302' 

0̂303,0303 > 0̂3D4,63D4' 0̂305.0305'̂ 0306 |03D6 0̂3D7,03D7 ^^6 UeW prOfilCS at — 5.6. 

It can be seen from the Figure 6.10 that for the mean profile 83D1 which is similar in slope to 

the mean turbulent velocity profile as shown in Figure 6.2(a), the two-point correlation gives a 

minimum at A+ = 42 thus yielding a streak spacing of 85 wall units. This streak spacing is 

consistent with number of streaks seen on instantaneous visualization of negative fluctuating scalar 

®3Di z"*" = 5.6 as shown in the figures. The black areas in all the following figures correspond 

to regions in = 5.6 plane where the values for 0 were below the threshold values which in turn 

were so adjusted that visually the area of dark region was approximately the same in all figures. 
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' ° '^6' ' ' 'iC)d ' ' i20d ' ' 3(5d ' ' 40d ' ' 
Spanwise separation A"" 

Figure 6.9: Wall-normal variation of two-point auto-correlation coefficients ̂ 8301,830r 6̂302,6302' 

8̂303,8303' ̂ 03D4i93D4' 0̂305.0305'̂ 0306)0306 0̂3D7,03D7 UBW prOfilCS at Z 22.3. 

The threshold values were respectively 15, 16,4.5, 5, 3.6,0.7 and 1.5 percent of the scalar minimal 

instantaneous value in that plane. 

Figure 6.11 shows that as the mean profile is changed slightly so that its peaks shift away 

from the walls towards the channel centre, the two-point correlation changes slightly giving a new 

streak spacing of 100 wall units at wall-normal distance of z+ = 5.6. The number and pattern of 

streaks as seen in this figure is quite similar to that obtained for the profile 832)1. 

Figure 6.12 shows the mean profile 6303 where the peaks have shifted further away from the wails 

towards the channel centre causing the minima of the two-point correlation to change significantly. 

The streak spacing obtained with this profile is 370 wall units. This results in a significant change 

in the streak spacing as can be seen visually from the accompanying figure. 

Further variation of the mean profile leads to 63^4 (see Figure 6.13) which has got further shifting 

of "shear zone" away from the walls. This profile leads to streak spacing Xstreak = 555 wall units 

i.e. presence of two streaks in the spanwise box length of 1080 wall units and the same can be 

visualised in the accompanying figure. 

The mean profile 6305 (see Figure 6.14) has got further "shear shift" as compared to the previous 
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' -0.5' ' ' 0 • ' • 0:5 ' 
wall-normal z 

CC 0.75-

O 02s-

100 • 200 300 ' '460' ' ' '560' 
separation distance A* 

Figure 6.10: Mean profile 6301, it auto-correlation function and fluctuating scalar 63 r,, low-value 

streaks at = 5.6. 

' -0 .5 ' ' ' 0 ' ' ' 0:5 ' 

wall-normal z 

0 0.23-
1 

100 200 300 • 'Add ' ' '560 
separation distance A* 

Figure 6.11; Mean profile 8 3 0 2 , it auto-correlation function and fluctuating scalar 83^3 low-value 

streaks at z+ = 5.6. 
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0,5 • • • 0 ' • • ' 0:5 

wall-normal z 
100 200 300 • • 400 • 500 

separation distance A* 

Figure 6.12: Mean profile 8303, it auto-correlation function and fluctuating scalar 63^3 low-value 

streaks at = 5.6. 

J ^ 

• - 0 .5 ' • 0 • • 0.5 

wall-normal 2 

8 
DC 0.75-

^ 0̂9-

I - 100 2 0 0 ' 300 ' 400 500 
separation distance A* 

Figure 6.13: Mean profile 83^4, it auto-correlation function and fluctuating scalar 63^4 low-value 

streaks at z"*" = 5.6. 
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profile. This profile leads to a streak spacing of Ktreak = 570 wall units i.e. primarily two streaks 

in the spanwise box and the instantaneous visualization of streak picture confirms the view. 

' . 0 . 5 ' • • • 0 • • ' 

wall-normal z 
100 ' ' 200 ' ' 300 ' 400 ' ' 500 

separation distance A* 

Figure 6.14; Mean profile ©305, it auto-correlation function and fluctuating scalar low-value 

streaks at = 5.6. 

Finally we have chosen the mean profiles @2d6 and which have got the shear profiles signifi-

cantly shifted away from the walls and hence the auto-correlation functions give Xstreak of 675 and 

1080 wall units, respectively. This results in a single broad streak in the computational box and 

the same is apparent on visualization of the negative scalar concentration in the Figures 6.15 and 

&16. 

6.4 Theoretical predictions from RNSAI and OP mecha-

nisms 

Due to our statistically averaged Q vs z profile being slightly different from the Q vs z profile of 

Nikitin and Chemyshenko [38] case, we had to repeat the analysis [38] of applying RNSAI mech-

anism to 3D turbulent channel flows. We have used the statistically averaged Q vs z profile (see 
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I 

wall-normal z 
5-' 100 200 • ' 300 ' • 400 500 

separation distance A 

Figure 6.15: Mean profile 6306^ it auto-correlation function and fluctuating scalar low-value 

streaks at = 5.6. 

3 

k 2 

' -0.5 • ' ' ' 0 ' • • ' 0:5 ' 
wall-normal z 

8 

afo.75H 
§ 0.5-

i ] g0.26H 

o 

I . 
JS -0.25-

o.„ . 
100 ' 200 • ' 300 ' 400 • 500 

separation distance A* 

Figure 6.16: Mean profile 8307, it auto-correlation function and fluctuating scalar low-value 

streaks at z'̂  = 5.6. 
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Figure 6.1(b)) from DNS results, with the eigenvalue solver (see details in section 4.4) to compute 

the maximum unstable eigenvalues a which display the growth rate of streamwise vortices, the 

twice of which yields the velocity (and hence all the scalars) streak spacing. Figure 6.17 exhibits 

the unstable eigenvalues as function of spanwise wavelength and hence from this figure we can 

get the maximum size (diameter) of the streamwise vortices approximately equal to 70 wall units 

or streak spacing as 140 wall units. The value of 140 wall units is not too different with streak 

spacing of 100 wall units with standard deviation of ± 40 wall units as shown by other researchers 

[52]. 

0.5-

i 
1 & 
HI 

-0.5-

-1 

\ / 

0 ' ' ' ' 100 ' ' ZOO' ' 300 

S p a n w i s e w a v e l e n g t h X I 

Figure 6.17; Growth rate of vortices as a function of spanwise wavelength 

We have computed optimal perturbations for seven basic mean scalar profiles in a 3D turbulent 

channel flow following the methodology outlined in section 5.5. As the analysis is similar to that 

given in chapter 5 except that the range of optimal times representative of eddy turnover time is 

now much larger i.e. from 40 to 600 due to a different eddy turnover time Xg vs z plot, we are 

citing the results in a tabular format without presenting the figures for each basic mean scalar 

profile. The Table 6.2 shows the range of optimization times and wavelengths that have been 

computed corresponding to optimal energy growth for seven basic mean scalar profiles. 

For the first new mean scalar profile 6301 its derivative (as required by the OP theory) can be 

determined using derivatives of six basic mean scalar profiles (82 to 8g excluding 85) together 

with the relevant coefficients obtained through eigenvectors X of the minimisation problem. For 

this profile we get for the range of optimization times varying from = 40 to 600, wavelengths 
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Scalar optimization time 

range 

optimal wavelength 

range 

Peak scalar 

location 

optimal optimal 

81 40-400 7 5 - 2 5 0 1 5 - 4 3 75 95 

02 40-200 75-175 1 5 - 2 9 8 0 100 

03 40-400 1 2 5 - 2 8 0 7 5 - 8 0 2 0 0 2 3 0 

04 40-400 100-230 3 6 - 4 3 120 150 

06 40-600 425-450 130-145 310 4 2 0 

07 40-600 3 2 0 - 5 3 0 2 4 0 - 2 5 0 4 8 0 5 0 0 

08 40-600 3 3 5 - 5 7 0 2 9 0 5 2 0 5 3 0 

Table 6.2: Representative times and wavelength ranges corresponding to maximum energy growth 

for basic mean scalar profiles. Also shown are the locations of peak scalar perturbations for 

different optimization times Last two columns show the most optimal times T+ on basis of 

eddy turnover time and corresponding optimal wavelengths representative of streak spacing. 

varying from 80 to 450 at which E/Eo peak (see Figure 6.18). At these specific and A+, we 

get wall-normal locations of peak scalar perturbations as z+=13 to 160 which have been plotted 

together with Tg as a function of distance from the wall in Figure 6.19. It can be found from 

Figure 6.19 that the optimal time corresponds to T+=70 and corresponding wavelength at which 

optimal energy growth occurs is ~ 90 wall units. 

The second new mean scalar profile 6302 can be constructed similarly by the linear combination 

technique described above. For this profile we get for the range of optimization times vai-ying from 

%+ = 40 to 600, wavelengths varying from 80 to 350 at which E/Eq peaks (see Figure 6.20). 

At these specific T+ and 1+, we get wall-normal locations of peak scalar perturbations z t ranging 

from 13 to 90 wall units which have been plotted together with Xg as a function of distance from 

the wall in Figure 6.21. From the figure one can easily ascertain that the optimal time corresponds 

to T+=80 and the corresponding wavelength at which optimal energy growth occurs is ~ 100 wall 

units. 

The third new scalar mean profile for the similar optimization times as mentioned above has span-

wise wavelengths ranging from 100 to 220 wall units at which the maximas of E/Eg occur 

(see Figure 6.22). For these specific optimization times and corresponding wavelengths, the wall-
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T = 2 0 0 

f=120 

I = 4 0 

LOO ' ' 20O ' ' 30O ' • 400 ' ^ 0 

Spanwise wavelength X* 

Figure 6.18: Optimal energy growth versus wavelength for optimization times representative of 

the eddy turnover time near the wall for scalar 63^1. 

400-

^ 300-

/ 

' ' 160 ' ' 360' 

Figure 6.19: Eddy turnover time Tg versus distance from the wall (—) for 3D turbulent channel 

flow. Also plotted (A) is optimal growth time versus location of peak scalar perturbation z+, 

for the new scalar 8301. 
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Figure 6.20: Optimal energy growth versus wavelength for optimization times representative of 

the eddy turnover time near the wall for scalar 63m-

- j 300-

160 ' '260' 
r, z: 

360' 

Figure 6.21: Eddy turnover time Tg versus distance from the wall (—) for 3D turbulent channel 

flow. Also plotted (A) is optimal growth time versus location of peak scalar concentration 

for the new scalar 83^2-
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normal locations of peak scalar perturbations correspond to 36 to 43 which have been plotted 

together with Xg as a function of distance from the wall in Figure 6.23. The corresponding optimal 

time is =125 and the resulting optimal streak spacing is X+=150 wall units. 

2 5 0 i 

200-

150-

s 
100-

50-

// 

t 
- c * = 4 0 0 

\ N 
V = ^ 

S t : * = 2 0 0 

-•̂ =120 

_ I * = 4 0 

' LOO ' ' 200 ' ' 3(50 ' • 400 ' ^ 0 

Spanwise wavelength 

Figure 6.22: Optimal energy growth versus wavelength for optimization times representative of 

the eddy turnover time near the wall for scalar 8303. 

The fourth new scalar mean profile for the optimization times ranging from 40 to 400 has 

spanwise wavelengths varying between 120 to 260 wall units at which the maximas of E/Eo 

occur (see Figure 6.24). For these specific optimization times and corresponding wavelengths, the 

wall-normal locations of peak scalar perturbations correspond to z^=50 to 60 which have been 

plotted together with as a function of distance from the wall in Figure 6.25. The corresponding 

optimal time is =160 and the resulting optimal streak spacing is X+=190 wall units. 

For the fifth new passive scalar profile, we get for optimization times varying from T+ = 40 to 400, 

wavelengths X+= 130 to 280 at which maximas of E/Eg occur as can be seen from Figure 6.26. 

At these specific T"*" and we get wall-normal locations of peak scalar perturbations as z+=80 

to 85 which have been plotted together with Xg as a function of distance from the wall in Figure 

6.27. It is seen that the optimal time corresponds to T+=220 and corresponding wavelength (i.e. 

streak spacing) at which optimal energy growth occurs is ~ 240 wall units. 

For the sixth new passive mean scalar profile 83^6, we get for optimization times ranging from 

1+ = 40 to 600, wavelengths varying from 300 to 480 at which maximas of EjEg occur as 

can be seen from Figure 6.28. At these specific and Xj" we get wall-normal locations of peak 
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100 ' • 2 0 0 ' 

z \ z : 
300 

Figure 6.23; Eddy turnover time versus distance from the wall (—) for 3D turbulent channel 

flow. Also plotted (A) is optimal growth time T+ versus location of maximum scalar concentration 

zj", for the new scalar Q3d3-
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Figure 6.24: Optimal energy growth versus wavelength for optimization times representative of 

the eddy turnover time near the wall for scalar 8304. 
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^ 300-

/ 
' 11)0 ' ' 2 6 0 ' 

z \ z : 
300' 

Figure 6.25: Eddy turnover time Xe versus distance from the wall (—) for 3D turbulent channel 

flow. Also plotted (A) is optimal growth time T+ versus location of maximum scalar concentration 

for the new scalar 8304. 
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Figure 6.26; Optimal energy growth versus wavelength for optimization times representative of 

the eddy turnover time near the wall for scalar 6305. 
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V 

Figure 6.27; Eddy turnover time Xg versus distance from the wall (—) for 3D turbulent channel 

flow. Also plotted (A) is optimal growth time versus location of peak scalar concentration zj", 

for the new scalar 6305. 

scalar perturbations as z+=200 to 210 which have been plotted together with as a function of 

distance from the wall in Figure 6.29. It is seen that the optimal time corresponds to x+=440 and 

corresponding wavelength (i.e. streak spacing) at which optimal energy growth occurs is ~ 450 

wall units. 

Finally for the last seventh mean scalar profile 6307, we get for optimization times x+ = 40 to 600, 

wavelengths varying from 270 to 510 at which maximas of E/Eg occur as can be seen from 

Figure 6.30. At these specific x+ and A,+, we get wall-normal locations of peak scalar perturbations 

as z+=275 which have been plotted together with Xg as a function of distance from the wall in 

Figure 6.31. It is seen that the optimal time corresponds to x+=530 and corresponding wavelength 

(i.e. streak spacing) at which optimal energy growth occurs is ~ 490 wall units. 

The optimal times representative of eddy turnover time, that can be inferred from Figures 6.18 

to 6.31 for different new mean scalar profiles 8301 to 83D7 are namely x+ = 70, 80, 125, 160, 

220, 440 and 530. These optimization times correspond to optimal wavelengths, representative of 

streak spacing, = 90, 100, 150, 190, 240, 450 and 490 wall units. The tabulated comparsion 

between streak spacings as found from DNS results at = 5.6 with theoretical predictions of 

RNSAI and OP theory is given below in Table 6.3. 
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Figure 6.28: Optimal energy growth versus wavelength for optimization times representative of 

the eddy turnover time near the wall for scalar 6300 • 
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Figure 6.29; Eddy turnover time Tg versus distance from the wall (—) for 3D turbulent channel 

flow. Also plotted (A) is optimal growth time T+ versus location of peak scalar concentration 

for the new scalar 6306-
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Figure 6.30: Optimal energy growth versus wavelength for optimization times representative of 

the eddy turnover time near the wall for scalar 8307. 
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Figure 6.31: Eddy turnover time tg versus distance from the wall (—) for 3D turbulent channel 

flow. Also plotted (A) is optimal growth time versus location of peak scalar concentration 

for the new scalar 6307-
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Scalars Streak spacing, wall units 

DNS RNSAI OP 

8i 110 140 95 

02 115 140 100 

03 560 140 230 

04 500 140 150 

06 600 140 420 

07 520 140 500 

08 600 140 530 

03D1 85 140 90 

03O2 100 140 100 

03D3 370 140 150 

03D4 555 140 190 

03D5 570 140 240 

03D6 675 140 450 

03D7 1080 140 490 

Table 6.3: Comparison of streak spacing obtained from DNS, RNSAI and OP for 3D turbulent 

channel flow. The DNS results are at a wall-normal distance of z"*" = 5.6 wall units. 
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On the basis of above results the following conclusions can be summarised: 

1. The shape of the mean scalar profile significantly changes the streak spacing even when the 

vortex structure of the velocity field is invariant. 

2. As OP theory only provides a qualitative match, it needs a major modification in order to 

get a better quantitative agreement. 

In light of the above discussions Chemyshenko and Baig [11] (see the Appendix) proposed a new 

Generalized optimal perturbation theory. This theory overcomes the inherent deficiencies of the 

OP and provides theoretical predictions which are in good agreement with DNS results. 

6.5 Passive scalar streaks in a flow with potential velocity 

fluctuations 

If we consider the equation (6.1) for the scalar concentration, we see that the previous simulation 

mentioned above have been performed with the velocity distribution u(x,y,z,t) obtained by simul-

taneously solving the momentum equations in a turbulent channel flow. Therefore, the flowfield 

contained all the organised vortices existing in turbulent flows. In order to check whether there is 

any need of organised vortices for generation of streaks, numerical simulations were performed 

with u = ?7(z)i + V(|)(x,y,z,f) with random (j). For this configuration only spanwise vorticity is 

present and as the perturbations are potential, there should be no organised vortices present in the 

flow. 

The random perturbation velocity potential can be expressed as 

kx,ky 

The wavenumbers can be expressed askx=^ and = ^ where k and I are number of Fourier 

modes in x and y directions, respectively. As u = Vcj) is solenoidal, hence (|) should satisfy the 

Laplace equation. 

kx,ky 
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The solution of the above equation gives fk ,̂ky{z) = As the walls are a tz = ±1, (|) can 

be expressed as 

^ _|_ g - y ^ + ̂ (Z+l)) 

^xi^y 

This gives normal potential velocity distribution as 

k k 

(&7) 

Asw = O a t z = — 1 but not at z = 1, it shows that at the bottom wall the impermeability condition 

is satisfied while the potential flow is being generated by random boundary conditions at the upper 

wall. Further (j) is normalized by w at z = 1 to get the new wall-normal function 

W = (6.8) 

On leaving the imaginary parts in eqn. (6.5) we get 

(6.9) 

Further differentiation of the potential function gives us the potential velocities. In order to obtain 

a random potential flow field, we have to generate random coefficients Ck̂ ,ky,t and in time 

for all the wavenumbers, using a random number generator. For this purpose use has been made 

of a random number generator based on uniform deviates. The amplitude A regulates the strength 

of the potential velocity perturbations. The relationship is given as 

^k^,ky = random{seed) — 0.5 

Ck:„ky = A * random{seedl) 

These random coefficients (for all the wavenumbers) are generated at time intervals T and spline 

interpolation [42] is performed to get values in between. The mean scalar concentration is chosen 

to be same as the mean velocity distribution, @{z) = U (z) which is in turn given by the Reynolds-

Tiederman profile [68] as given in eqn.(5.6). 

6.5.1 Results 

The numencal simulation was performed in channel geometry of Lx = 6, Ly — 3 and L^ — 2 using 

128*128*160 grid points for the Reynolds number = 360. The numbers k and I of the Fourier 
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modes used to generate potential velocity fluctuations are 16 in streamwise direction and 16 in 

the spanwise direction. The characteristic time scale x = 0.05 has been used to generate potential 

velocity field. The amplitude A = 0.0004 has been kept small such that the flow-field is properly 

resolved by the grid points used in the simulation. The wall-normal velocity perturbations that are 

generated at the upper wall attenuate in strength significantly as we proceed towards the bottom 

wall but still they possess sufficient strength to cause lift-up of slow-moving fluid in order to 

generate streaks at the lower walls. The wall-normal velocity w perturbations corresponding to 

time r = 1.5 at = 5.6 (see Figure 6.32) at the top and bottom wall exemplify the same by 

showing energetic small eddies at the top wall and much weakened larger structures near the 

bottom wall. 

(a) At top wall (b) At bottom wall 

Figure 6.32; Wall-normal velocity w fluctuations at the top and bottom wall of the channel at 

f = 1.5 

Figure 6.33(a) shows the initial growth of the scalar streaks near the bottom wall at = 5.6 

corresponding to time t = 0.5. As time progresses, these scalar streaks get elongated and the same 

can be seen in Figure 6.33(b) at time t = 1.5. As evident from the figures the streak spacing is 

comparable to that that in Figure 6.6(a), which shows the velocity streaks in turbulent flow with 

the same mean profile and at the same Reynolds number. Figure 6.34 show the temporal variation 

of instantaneous velocity component w at a point on the central plane of the channel. 

In order to find out the effect of characteristic time scale of potential velocity perturbations on 

the streak spacing, another simulation has been performed with the characteristic time scale now 

reduced to T = 0.01. For this case, the amplitude A was taken to be constant for each wavenumber 

while the real and imaginary parts of the random complex-valued coefficients were gener-

ated independently using random numbers based on uniform deviates distributed in (0, 1) square 
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6.5. PASSIVE SCALAR STREAKS IN A FLOW WITH POTENTIAL VELOCITY FLUCTUATIONS 

(a) At t=0.5 (b) At t=1.5 

Figure 6.33: Scalar streaks at the bottom wall at = 5.6 for two time instants for characteristic 

time scale x = 0.05. 
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Figure 6.34: Temporal variation of wall-normal velocity component w at a point on the central 

plane of the channel 
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domain. Also, in this case we took = 0. The amplitude was increased to A = 0.0008 

but the number of Fourier modes used to generate potential velocity field were retained as 16 in 

homogeneous directions. The simulation was run till time 0=1.5 and a similar behaviour regarding 

attenuation of wall-normal velocity perturbations from top to bottom wall was observed. Figure 

6.35(a) shows the initial growth of the scalar streaks near the bottom wall at = 5.6 correspond-

ing to time t = 0.5. With further increase of time, these scalar streaks get elongated and the same 

can be seen in Figure 6.35(b) at time f = 1.5. As evident from the figures the streak spacing is quite 

similar to that observed for velocity streaks (see Figure 6.6(a) at same Re). Figure 6.36 shows the 

temporal variation of instantaneous velocity component w at a point on the central plane of the 

channel. 

(a) At t=0.5 (b) Att=1.5 

Figure 6.35: Scalar streaks at the bottom wall at = 5.6 at two time instants for characteristic 

time scale T = 0.01 

In the numerical experiments performed above, with the scalar concentration being advected by 

the velocity of the carrier phase taken as the sum of mean turbulent profile and random potential 

perturbations, the appearance of scalar streaks clearly proves that organised vortices are not needed 

for formation of streaks. 

6.6 Generalized Optimal perturbation theory 

Generalized optimal perturbation (GOP) theory is a modification of OP theory and in it the solution 

norm being maximised differs from the solution norm used to formulate the restriction on the 

initial condition. As it was found by Butler and Farrell [7] that optimal perturbations for plane 
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Figure 6.36: Temporal variation of wall-normal velocity component w at a point on the central 

plane of the channel 

channel flows are independent of the longitudinal coordinate x, it was decided to develop a GOP 

code which has no streamwise dependence i.e. d/dx = 0 by modifying the original OP code 

(modifications performed by Prof. Sergei Chemyshenko). The solution norm was the mean energy 

density of the longitudinal velocity component at a given distance z from the wall: 

fx—a,y=b n 1 rx=a,y=b 
hllz = — / u {x,y,z)dxdy 

ap Jx,y=0 
(6.11) 

Here U = (M,V,W). This approach gives the streak spacing as a function of distance \z- Zwaii] 

to the wall and not as a single value. This norm cannot be used for imposing the restriction on 

the initial distribution, as it does not limit the cross-flow component. Therefore, another norm 

has to be prescribed for doing the same. So GOP can be formulated as: to find Uq at which the 

solution norm ||u||^ reaches its maximum over all r > 0 and over all possible Uq such that the initial 

condition norm ||uQ||i = 1. As we are solving the linearized Navier-Stokes equations, u' can be 

expressed as u ' = A( ; )UQ , where A { t ) is a non-normal linear operator. Furthermore, assuming 

norms can be related to scalar products by the relation ||u'||? — (u',u'),- and ||u'||^ = (u',u')i the 

maximal problem can be cast in variational form whose functional is 

F — (A(f)uo,A(?)uo)i-FK((uQ,Uo)i - 1) (6.12) 

Here K is the Lagrange multiplier for the fixed norm of initial conditions. During the numeri-

cal implementation, the velocity ujj is represented as a vector y of finite dimension, and so the 

scalar products can be written as (A(?)uQ,A(?)uQ)i = ' f E i j and (uo,Uq),- = 'fEoy. The * denotes 
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transposition of the vector. Hence the above equation can be transformed to the Euler-Lagrange 

equation 

£';Y + K£'oY = 0 (6.13) 

Here the eigenvalues K correspond to the ratio of the square of the norm ||.|1j of the solution at 

time t to the square of the initial condition norm ||.||-. The initial condition norm ||.||- was taken 

as the cross-flow perturbation energy density averaged over the entire channel 

rx,y,z=a,b,\ „ 1 rx,y,z=a,b,l 
| u | | p= lim — / {v +w )dxdydz 

ab y%j,z=o,o,—1 
(6.14) 

By using the continuity equation, a cross-flow stream function \|; can be introduced of the form 

V = where the amplitude \|/p is always real. Then the velocity perturbations can be 

expressed as u' — V = and w' = w^{t,z)e'^y. Then the three functions 

Mp(r,z), vp(f,z) and determine the solution up. The solution and initial norms can now 

be expressed as ||up||^ = \u^{t,z)]^ and ||up||^ = + wpdz, respectively. The variational 

problem now consists in maximising Mp(f,z) for given t, P and ^ by varying the initial distribution 

of vp(z) and wp(z) but keeping ||up|l^ = 1. The solution to the GOP problem is then obtained by 

maximising over all (3 and all ? > 0 for a fixed wall-normal distance z. The value of [3 then provides 

the most probable streak spacing X"*" = 2nRe/^ at a fixed wall-normal distance from the wall. 

The methodology that is used to solve the governing linearised Navier-Stokes equations is very 

similar to that explained in subsection 2.5.1 with the energy norm now replaced by the definitions 

given above. The global optimal of the Lagrange multiplier K ( / , P , Z ) now provides the measure 

of the most probable streak spacing. The major advantage of GOP theory over OP theory is that 

it provides a variation of streak spacing with distance from the wall, while OP theory just gives 

a constant streak spacing for all the wall-normal distances. The results of GOP theory showing 

variation of streak spacing with wall-normal distance are compared with DNS results of streak 

spacing at three wall-normal distances (z+ = 5.6, = 22.3 and = 39.2) for the new mean 

scalar profiles 6301, . . . , 6307 and can be seen from Figure 7 in the paper by Chemyshenko and 

Baig [11] which has been included in the Appendix A. From the Figure, it is apparent that the 

GOP gives considerably much better agreement than OP for all the mean scalar profiles and even 

if there is disagreement for few cases, the qualitative trend is picked up very well for streak spacing 

variation with wall-normal distance. 

Though GOP theory is a small modification technically of the OP theory and also both theories 
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support the idea that the streak formation mechanism is the Stuart's Uft-up mechanism, there is a 

major difference between the two regarding the selection mechanism of the streak spacing. In OP 

theory [7] the streak spacing is determined by the eddy turnover time which constrains the growth 

of the perturbations which in turn is regulated by nonlinear effects and has to be ascertained either 

numerically or experimentally. In contrast, the streak spacing selection mechanism in GOP theory 

is linear and just depends on the inherent properties of the Stuart's [60] lift-up mechanism alone. 
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Chapter 7 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Physical mechanism for streak spacing 

The results for streak spacing from DNS of 3D turbulent channels flows with passive scalars 

clearly elucidate that for a fixed vortex structure we can get scalar streak spacing that varies by an 

order of magnitude and is very much dependent on the mean scalar profile. Moreover, we have 

seen that the results from the OP theory qualitatively show a similar behaviour and only on mak-

ing a modification to the OP theory, we get a good quantitative match [11]. Hence the physical 

mechanism of the selection of a certain streak spacing can be described in terms of optimal pertur-

bations. As is known from OP theory, an optimal perturbation consists of longitudinal vortices of a 

fixed initial energy and zero initial longitudinal velocity. Now as time progresses these cross-flow 

perturbations (or longitudinal vortices for kx = 0 Fourier mode) decay in time, while there is a 

substantial growth in amplitude of longitudinal velocity perturbations u'. This growth is brought 

about by the linear coupling term of the linearized Navier-Stokes equations, especially by 

the wall-normal velocity component w of the optimal vortex. For small spanwise wavelengths or 

smaller diameter vortices, the effect of viscosity is more strong and these vortices decay out faster 

before lift-up mechanism can act on the wall-region fluid. For very large spanwise wavelengths 

of the longitudinal vortices almost all the kinetic energy is concentrated in the spanwise velocity 

component, hence there is a weak lift-up effect which results in small amplitude of the streaks. 

This clearly points that there is a optimum wavelength for which maximum amplitude of streaks 
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is observed. 

Based on the above physical mechanism, the streak scale mechanism can be formulated as: Streaks 

are generated due to wall-normal motions advecting the low-speed momentum fluid away from 

the wall to high-speed momentum fluid region. The streak spacing is determined by the balance 

between the viscous diffusion, which constraints the minimal streak spacing, and reduction in 

wall-normal velocity component of perturbations as the wavelength increases which constraints 

the maximum streak spacing. 

7.2 Origin of structures in turbulence 

The theme of the present study causes one to ask the question, what constitutes the primary struc-

ture in turbulent shear flows: Is it organised vortices or is it streaks? From the results of the present 

study we know that streaks emerge from chaotic motion through the GOP with no involvement of 

organised vortices; it is possible that organised vortices are created by the streaks. Such vortex 

generation by streaks is most likely to involve lifting-up of streaks and nonlinearity to play a role 

as has been shown by Waleffe et. al. [67] and Schoppa and Hussain [50]. These organised vor-

tices are then most likely to inherit the same spacing from streaks as we know that the linearised 

Navier-Stokes equations favour longitudinal vortices of much larger spacing [67]. This is also 

evident from the results of Kim and Lim [31] that when they switched off the non-linear terms in 

their DNS simulations they recorded a substantial increase in vortex spacing. 

Based on the above discussion there can possibly be two regeneration cycles of coherent structures 

in developed turbulent flows. One of the cycle can be a closed regeneration cycle having no 

primary organised structure i.e. organised vortices produce streaks and streaks in turn produce 

vortices and the spatially random process is repeated cyclically. Another cycle can be certain 

primary structures (like streaks) appear directly from chaotic background and they in turn produce 

other structures (such as organised vortices) which subsequently by nonlinear interactions with 

each other again generate a chaotic background flow. The results of this study favour the second 

concept due to the appearance of streaks as primary structures from a chaotic background flow. 
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7.3 Conclusions 

Though we have discussed conclusions at the end of each chapter, here we aim to provide a 

succinct summary of conclusions: 

1. Our numerical experiments in quasi-2D decaying turbulence show that streaks can form 

even in case when there is no feedback from the streaky longitudinal flow profile, to the 

cross-flow vortex structure. 

2. The passive scalar streak spacing varies significantly even when the vortical structure gen-

erated by the velocity field is fixed. This clearly demonstrates that organised vortices play 

no role in the development of streaks (either velocity or scalar concentration streaks.) 

3. Vortex regeneration theories which assume the streak spacing being equal to twice the vor-

tex spacing, like, for example, RNSAI, cannot explain this fact. 

4. The scalar streak spacing strongly depends on the mean profile of the scalar and this be-

haviour is only described by OP theory, though in many cases the the theoretical prediction 

of streak spacing by OP differs considerably from DNS results. 

5. Scalar streaks can be generated in a random potential velocity field with a mean turbu-

lent velocity profile, thereby strongly corroborating the fact that organized vortices play no 

significant role and it is the lift-up mechanism [60] which is responsible for formation of 

streaks as well as their cross-flow spacing. 

6. The modification of OP to GOP theory results in development of a theory whose predictions 

are in good agreement with the DNS results of scalar streak spacings. 

7.4 Suggestions for future work 

As in our 3D DNS simulation the size of the computational box in spanwise direction was only 

1080 wall units, it became a problem to perform comparison with GOP predictions for scalar mean 

profiles exhibiting a large spanwise streak spacings. So we would like to propose that another DNS 

of 3D turbulent channel flows should be performed in a much bigger computational box so that 
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comparison of theoretical predictions from GOP theory with DNS results can be performed even 

for scalar profiles which have large spanwise streak spacing. Moreover, the basic scalar mean 

profiles that should be used must be Chebyshev polynomials, so that practically any new mean 

profile could be represented as a linear combination of them, without incurring the difficulties 

associated with ill-posed problems which need regularization of the coefficient matrix [17]. 

As has been stated earlier in the chapter, up till now the question of possible regeneration cycles is 

not clear. So we propose that future work should be performed with the intention of discovering 

organised vortices in an unstructured velocity field by supplying an initial condition of mean flow 

with random potential perturbations (so that no coherent vortices are present) to which a streaky 

velocity profile has been added. If in the ensuing numerical simulation there is the process of 

vortex generation by streaks, it would provide a proof that streaks are the primary structures and 

other organised structures follow from it and hence provide support to the idea of linear regener-

ation cycle. This numerical experiment will also be able to explain the numerous observations of 

vortices correlating with streaks but now in the context that streaks generate the vortices instead 

of the current perception that organised vortices are responsible for streaks. 

Another possible area which can be further investigated is generation of passive scalar streaks in 

a flow with potential fluctuations. There are at least three factors which can affect significantly 

the scalar streak spacing. Specifically one can examine the effect of characteristics time scale 

of the random potential perturbations on the scalar streak spacing in more detail. Besides this 

simulations pertaining to variation of the mean scalar profile can also be performed in order to see 

their effect on the scalar streak spacing. The third crucial factor is the number of Fourier modes 

used in generation of random potential velocity field. 
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It is demonstra ted t ha t the lift-up mechanism responsible for format ion of streaks in 
near-wall turbulent flows is also responsible for their cross-flow spacing, with organised 
vortices playing no significant par t in the selection of streak spacing. 

A generalisation of the optimal per turbat ion approach is proposed in which the solution 
norm being maximised differs f rom the solution norm used to formulate the restriction on 
the initial condition. Using the solution norm equal to the averaged per turba t ion energy 
at a given distance to the wall, the dependence of the streak spacing on the distance to 
the wall is obtained. The approach emphasises the fact t ha t the opt imal per turba t ion 
theory does predict the streaks but it does not predict streamwise vortices. Numerical 
calculations were performed of turbulent channel flow with several passive scalars. Streaks 
of scalar concentration were observed. Although the vortical s t ructure of the flow is the 
same, the scalar s t reak spacing varies by an order of magni tude depending on the mean 
profile of the scalar concentration in agreement with the predictions of generalised opt imal 
per turbat ion theory, thereby clearly demonstrat ing tha t streak spacing is independent 
of vortices and suppor t ing the theory. Calculations of scalar concentration were also 
performed with the velocity of the carrier phase taken as the sum of mean turbulent 
profile and random potential per turbat ion. Such velocity field has no organised vortices. 
Nonetheless scalar s treaks were observed. 

1. Introduct ion 

1.1. Streaks 

Turbulent flows are not entirely chaotic. Smoke visualisation of a turbulent boundary 
layer can look similar to the picture in figure 1 (the picture plane is parallel to the wall). 
The observed pa t t e rn is neither completely ordered nor quite chaotic. One can clearly 
see, for example, the difference between the horizontal (which is along the mean flow) 
and vertical (which is parallel to the wall and perpendicular to the mean flow, and which 
is often called spanwise) directions. In fact, one sees here some objects elongated in the 
direction of the mean flow. This is an example of organised structures. It is possible, 
although not easy, t o give a mathemat ica l definition of organised s t ructures , using, for 
example, conditional averaging. However, for the purpose of the present paper it is suffi-
cient tha t , once having a good look at them, one can recognise them and distinguish them 
from other s tructures. A variety of organised structures is observed in turbulent flows. 
The structures shown in flgure 1 are the subject of the present paper . These s tructures 
are called streaks, or, more specifically, near-wall streaks. 

Streaks observed with the help of smoke visualisation are jus t t ha t , s treaks of smoke. 
Experimental measurements and numerical calculations show tha t f rom kinematic view-
point streaks are regions of slow fluid motion. In fact, figure 1 shows the visualisation 
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FIGURE 1. Steaks in near-wall turbulent flow at Y"* 5.6 from the wall. 

of the instantaneous longitudinal velocity at the fixed distance from the wall y"*" = 5.6, 
with dark areas corresponding to lower velocity. The velocity distr ibution was obtained 
by direct numerical simulation under taken in the course of the present study. Streaks are 
universal, they are always observed in near-wall turbulent flows and their characteristic 
dimensions are always the same if expressed in wall units and measured immediately 
at the wall; the length is about 1000 and the spanwise period about 100. To be more 
accurate, the dimensions depend on the distance to the wall (Smith & Metzler 1983). As 
the wall distance increases the streak spacing increases, but streaks become less and less 
discernible. 

In direct numerical simulation of turbulent flow it is possible to observe the effect of 
removing specific te rms f rom the Navier-Stokes equations. This is an impor tan t method 
of investigating the mechanism of turbulence (see Jimenez, Pinelli & Uhlmann 2000). It 
is well-known now t h a t streaks disappear if the te rm vdu/dy is removed, were u and 
V are the longitudinal and wall-normal velocity components and y is the wall-normal 
coordinate. Moreover, u can be represented as a sum of the averaged velocity U and a 
fluctuation, and numerical experiments show (Kim & Lim 2000) t ha t it is the vdU/dy 
term which is responsible for formation of streaks. In other words, the regions of slow fluid 
motion appear because there are wall-normal motions advecting the slow-moving near-
wall fluid into the region away from the wall. The lift-up mechanism of streak formation 
was first described by Stuar t (1965). Figure 2 illustrates it. Rows of vortices elongated 
in the direction of the mean flow and rotat ing in al ternating directions capture the fluid 
and advect it f rom the wall and to the wall in al ternating stripes. The fluid advected 
from the wall is moving slower than on average at this distance f rom the wall, while fluid 
advected to the wall is moving faster. This creates the wavy longitudinal velocity profile 
at a fixed distance f rom the wall shown in figure 2. The same vortices advect smoke 
creating streaks similar to figure 1. 

Near-wall streaks are very impor tant . Numerical experiments show t h a t if streaks are 
somehow suppressed the turbulence intensity is reduced significantly. Convex velocity 
profiles are much more stable than profiles with infiection points in the sense tha t per-
turbat ions of velocity profiles with inflection points grow much faster. The mean velocity 
profile is convex while the streak velocity profiles have infiection points. It was also sug-
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FIGURE 2. Lift-up mechanism of streak formation 

gested tha t t ransient growth of per turbat ions of the streaky background flow may be of 
even more importance (Schoppa & Hussain 2002) 

Anyway, it is generally agreed tha t streaks contribute to the generation of the tur-
bulence energy. Then, the turbulence energy regeneration cycle includes formation of 
streaks, instability growth at their inflection points or t ransient growth, and, finally, 
breakdown of streaks when the per turbat ions become large. However, there is no generally 
accepted view on the mechanism of streak formation, and numerous competing theories 
and conceptual models exist. Some of them can be found in the book edited by Pan ton 
(1997). Other references are Jang, Benney & Gran (1986); Sreenivasan (1988); Brooke 
& Hanra t ty (1993); Butler & Farrell (1993); Waleffe, Kim & Hamil ton (1993); Smith 
& Walker (1994); Hamilton, Kim & Waleffe (1995); Nikitin & Chernyshenko (1997); 
Schoppa & Hussain (1998). 

Figure 2 implies t ha t the distance between streaks is equal to the period of the vor-
tices. Accordingly, almost all the theories aiming at predicting streak spacing describe 
in fact mechanisms of vortex formation and predict the vortex spacing. The si tuation 
is fur ther complicated by the fact tha t experiments and numerical calculations give no 
clear evidence of significant vortices with spanwise dimensions corresponding to streaks. 
According to Robinson (1991) in the vicinity of streaks there are longitudinal vortices 
of the length of about one fifth of streak length. On the other hand, it is also known 
tha t the spanwise autocorrelat ion function for the wall-normal velocity has a minimum 
at Az+ % 25 (see, for example, the da ta in the database of Moser et al. (1999) or Hu 
& Sandham (2001a)f ) and not at half the streak spacing (% 100/2 = 50) as implied 
by figure 2. The uncertainty concerning the numerical and experimental observations of 
longitudinal vortices of the same spacing as streaks is a serious problem for the major i ty 
of the theories of s t reak formation. 

1.2. Streaks and vortices 

Further introduct ion can be considerably simplified if we s ta te briefly one of our recent 
results (Baig & Chernyshenko 2003, see also section 3, which gives full description of the 
calculations and extensive comparisons with the theory). 

The mechanism of formation of streaks of smoke is the same as t h a t of velocity streaks. 
Indeed, t h e equation for smoke concentration 6 contains the te rm vdO/dy similar to the 
te rm vdu/dy responsible for the velocity streaks and lacks only the te rm dp/dx which 
anyway is known not to contr ibute to streak formation (see the passive scalar calculations 
of Kim & Moin (1989) and Kasagi, Tomita & Kuroda (1992)). We have calculated the 
spanwise period of streaks of smoke modelled as passive scalar, for different profiles of 
mean scalar concentrat ion in direct numerical simulation of a turbulent channel flow. 

j Available online at littp;//www.tam.uiuc.edu/faculty/moser/channel/ and 
http;//www.afm.ses.soton.ac.uk/~zhi/channeldata/Poiseuille/ respectively 

http://www.tam.uiuc.edu/faculty/moser/channel/
http://www.afm.ses.soton.ac.uk/~zhi/channeldata/Poiseuille/
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Several scalars were assumed to be present simultaneously in the flow and calculated in a 
single run. It tu rns out t ha t the streak spacing for different scalars differs by an order of 
magni tude depending on the profile of the mean concentration. The velocity and vorticity 
fields are independent of the scalar concentration, of course. In other words, exactly 
the same vortices can produce very different streaks. This disproves all theories which 
predict streak spacing by predicting vortex spacing and assuming them to be equal j . The 
only remaining theory is the application of optimal per turbat ions to predicting streak 
spacing (Butler & Farrell 1993). It has to be noted tha t this theory is presented in the 
Butler & Farrell (1993) paper in such a way tha t its ability to qualitatively explain our 
numerical result is far f rom obvious. In fact, only a generalised opt imal per turbat ion 
theory (section 2) makes it clear tha t optimal per turbat ions can explain the formation of 
streaks without an implication t ha t the vortex s tructure of the real fiow is similar to the 
vortex s t ructure of the optimal per turbat ion creating streaks. We will proceed now with 
an outline of the idea of optimal per turbat ions as applied to turbulent fiows by Butler & 
Farrell (1993), leaving other theories aside. 

1.3. Background to optimal perturbation theory 

The optimal per turba t ion theory is based on the linearised Navier-Stokes equations, 
while turbulent flow is a non-linear phenomenon. However, application of linear theories 
to the description of s t ructures observed in nonlinear phenomena can make sense. For 
example, a horizontal fluid layer at rest heated from below looses it stability if heating 
is sufficiently strong. Small per turbat ions grow exponentially in accordance with linear 
theory until their ampl i tude becomes so large tha t non-linear effects become significant. 
Naturally, the s t ructures in the non-linear fiow, tha t is convective rolls or cells, are not 
governed by linearised equations. Nevertheless, it often happens t ha t the shape and 
dimensions of these nonlinear s t ructures are close to the shape and dimensions of the 
per turbat ions having the fastest growth rate according to the linearised theory. Therefore, 
it is quite reasonable to take the mean (and, therefore, not containing any structures) 
velocity distr ibution in the turbulent flow and to t ry to determine what kind of s t ructures 
will grow the fastest f rom small per turbat ions of this velocity distribution governed by 
linearised equations. It is also possible to take the laminar velocity profile but since we are 
interested in the developed turbulent flow the mean turbulent profile is a be t te r choice. 

This simple idea meets, however, with a certain difficulty. In the case of the plane 
channel flow it tu rns out t ha t within a linear theory all per turbat ions decay, even at 
such Reynolds numbers when the flow is turbulent and streaks are well developed. The 
optimal per turba t ion theory, developed initially for studying the stability of s teady flows 
(see the review by Trefethen, Trefethen, Reddy & Driscoll (1993)) helps to overcome 
this difliculty. Subst i tu t ing u = U + u', u' 1 into the Navier-Stokes and continuity 
equations 

^ - f ti • Vt i = - V j 3 + V u = 0 (1.1) 

and neglecting quadrat ic te rms gives the linearised Navier-Stokes equations for u ' 

^ + U-Wu'+ u'-VU ^-Vp'+ Vtt' = 0. (1.2) 

Assuming u ' = e''*u{x) gives an eigenproblem 

au + U-\7u + u.yU = -Vp+^V'^u, Vu = 0. 
Ke 

$ Note that among others this disproves our own theory (Nikitin &: Chernyshenko 1997), too. 
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FIGURE 3. Transient growth 

This eigenproblem has infinite number of solutions, bu t all of them decay, t ha t is the 
real par t of a is always negative. However, in spite of this, the solution of linearised 
Navier-Stokes equations can exhibit a transient growth. For example, let us assume tha t 
for two eigensolutions ai < a2 < 0 and that u' = ui + U2 at t = 0. Then u' = + 

—>• 0 as T GO. It can happen, however, t ha t UI % —U2- Then u ' % — 
If (Ti ^ (72 then at i > 0 the difference between the exponentials is not equal to zero 
because the exponentials decay with different rate. Therefore, u ' may grow. Figure 3 
shows how an initially small vector equal to the sum of two almost opposite vectors 
grows initially when one of the summands decays faster than the other. Eventually the 
sum will tend to zero anyway, of course. 

From figure 3 it is clear t ha t such transient growth is possible only if vectors u i and 
U2 are non-orthogonal. To speak about orthogonality of the eigensolutions one needs a 
dot, or scalar product . Eigensolutions are functions, and their scalar product is usually 
defined as 

(UI,U2) = J U1U2 dx, 

where the integral is taken over the entire flow field, suitably normalised if necessary. 
In the general case the eigenfunctions of the linearised Navier-Stokes operator are non-
orthogonal. The scalar product also makes it possible to measure u': the norm ||ix'|| = 

is just the square root of the kinetic energy of the per turbat ion. The optimal 
per turbat ion is the per turba t ion whose energy grows by a maximum factor prior to decay. 
The exact formulat ion of the optimal per turbat ion problem is: find the initial condition 

~ ""o &nd the corresponding u' t ha t | |uo| | = 1 and the in^x| |w' | l is the greatest 

possible. There exists quite extensive li terature on the subject , see papers by Butler & 
Farrell (1992), Trefethen et al. (1993) and Criminale, Jackson & Lasseigne (1995) and 
references therein. 

The solution of this problem shows tha t in practically interesting cases the energy of the 
initial per turba t ion can grow by a factor of several hundreds or even more. Naturally, this 
is very impor tant for the transi t ion to turbulence. As far as the streaks are concerned, the 
following result was obtained. Butler & Farrell (1993) assumed U to be the mean velocity 
in turbulent flow in a plane channel. They calculated the optimal per turba t ions for the 
Reynolds number based on the dynamic velocity and the channel half-width Re = 180 
(this corresponds to the Reynolds number based on the maximal velocity and the channel 
width Rcmax ~ 6480). The s t ructure of the optimal per turbat ion involved strong streaks. 
The per turbat ion energy grew significantly (by a factor of 235), but the streak spacing 
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was much greater (Z+ = 540) than in reahty (at the wall l'^ % 100). The t ime needed 
for the energy to a t t a in the maximum value turned out to be much greater tha t the 
characteristic t ime scale of small-scale turbulent fluctuations. Then they suggested an 
assumption t ha t in reahty the per turbat ion exists only over a limited t ime equal to the 
so-called eddy turnover t ime tg = which is the rat io of the characterist ic turbulent 
velocity, defined as = (uiui) , t o the dissipation rate, e = ( v u i ^ u i j ) . After this t ime the 
per turbat ion is assumed to be destroyed by turbulent fluctuations. Here and throughout 
the paper angular brackets (.) denote averaging. The eddy turnover t ime depends on 
the distance to the wall, and Butler & Farrell (1993) proposed to take its value at the 
center of the streak. Wi th this correction the streak spacing was found to be close to the 
experiment. Further discussion is continued in the concluding section. 

1.4. The structure of the paper 
Section 2 describes the generalised optimal per turbat ion theory developed in the present 
study. This theory makes it possible to calculate streak spacing as a funct ion of the 
distance to the wall and without limiting the life t ime of the per turba t ion . Also, the gen-
eralised optimal per turba t ion emphasises the fact tha t there is no reason to believe t ha t 
longitudinal vortices characteristic of optimal per turbat ion solutions can be observed 
in reality. Section 3 describes numerical calculations performed specifically in order to 
demonstra te t ha t s treak spacing may vary considerably (by an order of magni tude) with 
vortices in the flow being fixed. This calculations provided material for extensive com-
parisons with the theory. Section 3 also demonstrates tha t streaks may appear even when 
there are no organised vortices in the flow, by calculating the scalar concentrat ion for 
the case when the velocity distribution of the carrier phase is a sum of a mean velocity 
profile and a potential per turbat ion . Discussion and conclusion section addresses the im-
plications of the obtained results in the wider field of turbulence theory. The method of 
calculating the generalised optimal per turbat ions is described in the Appendix. 

Certain readers may be interested in understanding the results of the present s tudy 
without going through the more mathemat ical par ts of the paper . For this reason the 
paper is s t ructured so t ha t the more complicated par ts are isolated within certain subsec-
tions. To avoid these subsections, the reader may now proceed through the subsection 2.1, 
have a look at the comparison in figures 4 and 6 and then go to subsection 2.5. Similarly, 
in section 3 subsection 3.2 can be skipped. Full s trength of the obtained results can of 
course be perceived only by reading the entire paper . 

2. General ised opt imal perturbat ions 

2.1. The idea. 

The above argument leading to limiting the evolution t ime of the opt imal per turba t ion 
by the eddy turnover t ime is far f rom perfect. Waleffe & Kim (1997) point out t ha t 
this simply t ransforms the length-scale selection problem into the time-scale selection 
problem. Anyway, an initial value problem is not directly relevant for a developed tur-
bulent flow. Rather , one can argue tha t the linearised Navier-Stokes equations form 
an impor tant par t of the full nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations, so t ha t the s t ructures 
favoured by the linearised Navier-Stokes equations can be expected to be observed in 
the solution of the full Navier-Stokes equations. The optimal per turba t ion is then just 
a simple (and certainly not the only; consider for example the pseudo-spectra approach 
(Trefethen et al. 1993) or forced response studies (Jovanovic & Bamieh 2001)) way to 
determine which s t ructures are favoured by the linearised Navier-Stokes equations. Since 
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developed turbulent flow exists for a very long time, limiting the evolution t ime of the 
optimal per turba t ion cannot be justified. 

On the other hand, there is another explanation why, without eddy-turnover-t ime 
adjus tment , the s t andard optimal per turbat ion theory does not predict the correct streak 
spacing. It is well known tha t streaks are an essentially near-wall feature. The streak 
spacing increases and streak s t rength decreases with the distance f rom the wall. The 
energy norm used by Butler and Farrell is equivalent to some kind of averaging across 
the channel. A solution with very strong streaks localised near the walls and very weak 
in other par t s of the flow domain can have quite a small energy norm as compared to a 
solution of modera te ampli tude bu t occupying a considerable par t of the flow domain. 
Therefore, this norm favours large-scale solutions and may ignore solutions with strongest 
streaks. To improve on this, we suggest the use of a different norm, which would emphasise 
the flow parameters a t a given distance from the wall. For example, such a norm used in 
the present s tudy is jus t the mean energy density of the longitudinal velocity component 
at a given value of the wall-normal coordinate y. 

fX=a,z=b 
u\\l = lim 

2 j'x=a,z=o 
— / u'^{x,y,z) dxdz. (2.1) 
0^0 Jx,z=0 

In this paper we consider a plane channel flow. The longitudinal, wall-normal, and span-
wise coordinates and per turba t ion velocity components are denoted x, y, z, and u, v, 
w respectively, so t ha t u = (u,u,w;). Importantly, in contrast to other theories, our ap-
proach gives the streak spacing not as a single value but as a function of the distance 
\y — 2/waiil to the wall which can be compared with the corresponding funct ion obtained 
experimentally or numerically. 

The norm (2.1) cannot be used for imposing the restriction on the possible initial 
distribution, since it does not limit the cross-flow component. It also does not limit 
the longitudinal velocity at other y. Hence, it would not limit the maximum growth. 
Therefore, another norm has to be used for this purpose. Accordingly, we formulate a 
generalised optimal per turba t ion problem: to find u'q at which the solution norm ||w'| |s 
reaches its maximum over a l H > 0 and over all possible u ' q such t ha t the initial condition 
norm ||wo||j = 1. 

If | | . | | i and l | . | | s coincide then the generalised optimal per turbat ion problem reduces 
to the optimal per turba t ion problem in its usual formulation. The norms ||.||* and ||. | |s 
should be tailored to the specific problem in question and can differ f rom those used in 
the present study. 

Since (1.2) is linear, the dependence of M' on U'q can be expressed as u' = A(t)uQ, where 
A{t) is a linear operator depending on t ime t. Finding the optimal per turba t ion can be 
done in two steps, first maximising | |u ' ( f ) | | s over U'Q with t fixed and then maximising 
the result over f > 0. Assuming tha t scalar products ( . , . ) , , ( . , . ) , can be defined such 
tha t | |u ' | | ? = {u',u')i, llw'lls = {u',u')s maximising over U'Q reduces to the variational 
problem whose funct ional is 

F = {A{t)u'Q,A{t)u'Q)s + A((uo,Uo)i - 1). (2.2) 

Here, A is the Lagrange multiplier for the fixed norm of initial conditions. 
If, in the numerical implementat ion, the velocity U'Q is represented (say, by Galerkin 

approximation or by a grid function) as a vector 7 of finite dimension, then one can 
introduce matrices Et and Eq such tha t { a { t ) u ' q , a { t ) u ' q ) s = and (ug,Uo)j = 
j * E o j . Here, * denotes transposit ion. Then the Euler-Lagrange equation for (2.2) is 

Etj + XEq'j = 0. (2.3) 
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This is a generahsed eigenproblem whose (necessary real) eigenvalues A are the ratios 
of the square of the norm ||.||g of the solution at t ime t to the square of the norm 
||.| |i of the initial condition. The notat ion here is chosen to coincide with notat ion in 
equation (22) in Butler & Farrell (1992) in order to emphasise the similarity. Because of 
this similarity, many opt imal per turbat ion codes can be easily modified for solving the 
generalised optimal per turba t ion problem. 

2.2. Plane channel. 

To test this approach, generalised optimal per turbat ions were calculated for a channel 
flow with additional assumptions tha t the entire flow is independent of x and tha t u = 0 
at i = 0. This simplification is justified since the optimal per turba t ions for channel flows 
found so far possess these features. The cross-flow per turba t ion energy density averaged 
over the entire channel 

1 px,y,z=a,+l,b 

| |t(| |c = lim — / {v^ + w^) dx dy dz (2.4) 
a,b-^oo ao Jx,y,z=0-lfi 

was used as the initial condition norm ||. | | j. We assume tha t the channel walls are at y = 
±1. This choice of | |. | |i and | |. | |s is not the only one which is reasonable, of coursef. The 
mean velocity distr ibution of the turbulent flow was approximated with the Reynolds-
Tiederman profile used also by Butler & Farrell (1993). 

The Mathemat ica package was used for calculating explicitly eigensolutions of the lin-
earised Navier-Stokes equations and for prototyping the more efficient For t ran code. The 
code was validated by reproducing the results of Butler & Farrell (1993), and then, by 
small modification, it was adjus ted for solving the generalised problem. More detail is 
given in the Appendix. In figure 4 the spanwise period of the global generalised optimal 
as a function of the distance to the wall is compared with twice the value of the spanwise 
distance to the minimum of the two-point longitudinal velocity correlation, as obtained 
from direct numerical simulation by Hu & Sandham (20016) (see also Hu, Morfey & Sand-
ham 2003)). Both quanti t ies represent the streak spacing Z+. Here and throughout the 
paper the Reynolds number is based on the friction velocity and the channel half-width. 
For ?/+ < 50 the streak spacing curves predicted by generalised optimal per turba t ion for 
the two values of the Reynolds number Re overlap while, in contrast , direct numerical 
simulation results for Re = 180 and Re = 360 coincide only quite close to the wall. This 
may happen because in direct numerical simulation results there are no streaks away 
from the walls while the present s tudy is limited to 'streaky' per turbat ions independent 
of X. Therefore, far f rom the wall only a qualitative comparison makes sense. It is inter-
esting to note t ha t bo th the theoretical and numerical curves have similar inflections near 
the center of the channel. Further comparisons are also characterised by such qualitative 
similarity even where there is no quanti ta t ive agreement. The generalised optimal per tur -
bation gives the correct order of magni tude for the streak spacing and correct qualitative 
behaviour as a funct ion to the distance to the wall. For comparison, the optimal per-
turbat ion without eddy-turnover-t ime adjustment gives Z+ = 540 independent of for 
Re = 180 (Butler & Farrell 1993). Even with the eddy-turnover-time ad jus tment ordinary 
optimal per turba t ions give constant streak spacing. One more advantage of generalised 
optimal per turba t ion is t ha t the calculations are more straightforward t han when the 
eddy turnover t ime is to be found for the optimal per turbat ion using experimental or 
numerical da ta . 

f Strictly speaking these norms apply to different functional spaces due to the difference 
between the zero elements of these spaces. However, this subtle detail is of no importance in the 
context of the present study. 
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F I G U R E 4 . Streak spacing as a function of the distance to the wall. Curves Eire the wavelength 
of the generalised optimal perturbation with ||.||s = and ||.||{ = points are twice the 
value of the spanwise distance to the minimum of the two-point longitudinal velocity correlation 
as obtained in direct numerical simulation by Hu & Sandham (20016). 

To analyse the selectivity of the generalised optimal perturbat ion theory, let us consider 
the solution of the variational problem (2.2) in the special case when, as in the present 
study, ||.||s = ||.||y and the perturbations are independent of a;. Then from the continuity 
equation it follows tha t a cross-flow stream function ij) can be introduced so tha t v' = 
-dip/dz, w' = dip/dy. Let ip = y)e^^^. Without loss of generality tpjs can be assumed 
to be real-valued. Then v' = —ipip/se''^^ = iv/se'^^ and w' = 
where v/s and wp are also real-valued. Since with d/dx = 0 the equation for u' involves 
v' but not w' it is natural to take u' = with real-valued u^. Then the three 
functions upit,y), V0{t,y), and 'Wp{t,y) determine the solution which we will denote u^. 

The solution of the linearised Navier-Stokes equations is a superposition of solutions 
of the type up . Solutions with different ^ are orthogonal with respect to a scalar product 
corresponding to (2.1). Therefore, solutions for each /? can be studied separately. Similarly 
to\\ .\\y and IMlc we introduce = |ug(t,!/)|^ and WupWl -^^ = /+j^('L>^-t-iy|) dy re-
spectively. Naturally, the continuity equation imposes a relation between v/s and wp which 
can be used to obtain an equivalent alternative formulation. The variational problem now 
consists in maximising up{t,y) for given t, P and y by varying the initial (at t = 0) dis-
tribution of Vi3{y) and wpiy) but keeping ||it/3o||c,ic = 1- With u p = AiD(t,^)M^o 
and scalar products (. ,.)C,ID, defined such tha t ||W/3|IC,iri = iu0,Ufs)c,iD, 

~ the variational problem consists in maximising 

F p = { A i D { t ) U i 3 0 , y ^ l D { t ) U i 3 o ) y , l D + A ( t , y , / ? ) ( ( U / 3 0 , ' " , 3 o ) c , l Z ) - ! ) • ( 2 . 5 ) 

Here, as in (2.2), X{t,y,l3) is the Lagrange multiplier. Similar to (2.2) and (2.3) the 
Euler-Lagrange equation for (2.5) may be reduced to 

+ ^Eo,isJ = 0. (2.6) 

Solving the variational problem with the functional (2.5) gives X{t,y,l3). The solution 
to the generalised optimal perturbat ion problem is then obtained by maximising X{t, y, j3) 
over all P and all t > 0. The value of P gives then the most probable streak spacing 
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FIGURE 5. Contours of constant \/A drawn at every 10% of its maximum value; Re = 360, 
J/"*" = 20, X-max = 437. 

= 2ir Re //? a t this dis tance to the wall. T h e results in figure 4 were obta ined in this 
way. 

T h e selectivity of t he generalised opt imal pe r tu rba t ion mechanism depends on how 
sharp is the m a x i m u m of X{t, y, /?). Figure 5 shows the isolines of \/\{t,y,(5) a t j/+ = 20 
for Re = 360. (Note t h a t since the walls are a t y = ± 1 and Re is based on the dynamic 
velocity, ?/+ = Re l y ± l | . ) T h e global opt imal corresponds to the m a x i m u m A(f, y, /?) value, 
which is equal to 437 and which is a t ta ined at = 130 and = 125. (The specific 
values are given only for o ther researchers to be able to verify our numerical results. 
These values depend on the distance to the wall = 20 which is chosen arbi t rar i ly for 
i l lustration purposes only.) Assuming t h a t A is analogous to the probabi l i ty density of 
/+ one can conclude t h a t t he average streak spacing should be greater t h a n the most 
probable s t reak spacing, and t h a t t he s t reak spacing variance can be large, as it is indeed 
observed in exper iments by Smi th & Metzler (1983). 

2.3. Relation to a Green function. 

Due to the l inearity of t he problem maximising is equivalent to maximising lugj. Since 
u/j i t^y) is a linear funct ional of t he initial distr ibution it can be represented 
via the Green funct ion G{t,l3,y,T]) = {Gv{t,P,y,T]),Gw{t,P,y,ri)) as 

r+l 

Since this is an L2 scalar p roduc t of {Gv,Gw) and {v0,wp), up{t,y) is maximised when 
these vectors are parallel , t h a t is when (f/3o()?), w^o(^)) = const • {Gv{t, P,y,rj),Gw{t, I3,y,ri)). 

The constant can be found f rom the requirement t h a t t he initial condit ion should have 
a unit initial condit ion norm: ||M;3O||c,ID — ^̂ 2/ = 1- Hence, t he solution 

to the variat ional problem with funct ional (2.5) is 

{V0o{r]),wpo{v)) = G{t,P,y,r]) 

\J J-I (Gt,(0,/?,y,77)2 +Gt„(0,/3,y,r?)2) drj 

,y,P) is the square of the L2 no rm of thi 

r + l 

and the Lagrange mul t ipher A(i, y, is the square of the L2 no rm of t h e Green funct ion: 

f + i 
(2.8) 
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Therefore, with ||. | |y,ir) and ||. | |c,iD used solving eigenproblem (2.6) gives the Green func-
tion and, vice-versa, the Green function can be used as the solution to the eigenproblem. 
Notice tha t since any initial condition which is orthogonal to the Green function results 
in zero up{t,y), there is only one non-zero eigenvalue. This can be used for developing 
an efficient numerical solver for the eigenproblem in question. 

2.4. Improving the initial norm 

In a turbulent flow the mean energy of the cross-flow motion strongly depends on the 
distance to the wall. Therefore, initial conditions with energy distr ibution close to exper-
imentally observed should be considered as more probable, and the initial norm is the 
natural tool for taking this into account. This can be done by using the norm 

\\Ui3\\c',lD 

instead of 1 | . 1 | c , i d - Here, {v^){y) and {w^){y) are the normal Reynolds stresses which 
can be taken f rom experiment or direct numerical simulation. Intuitively, as compared 
to ||(i;^o, wgo)||c,iz) — 1, the restriction ||(w/3o,w'y3o)||c'.i£i = 1 allows greater values of v^o 
and Wiso where (v^) and (w^) are large and requires smaller values o iv^o and wpo where 
(t>^) and (w^) are small. In addition, it has a neat form with initial optimal per turba t ion 
energy weighted with the turbulent energy of the real flow. 

An alternative argument in favour of | | . | |c ' , in can be obtained by considering a sta-
tistical ensemble of r andom initial conditions {vpo{y),wpo{y)) with zero means, which 
correspond to solutions u^it, y). As it is na tura l for a linearised problem, the mean value 
of U0{t,y) is also zero. Then, using (2.7) gives the following expression for the variance 
of U0{t,y): 

V-1 7 - 1 

4-2G„(t, 77i)Gu,(t, ̂ ,3/, %)(Ogo(%)u'go(%)> (2.9) 

+Gw{t, p, y, 7]i)Gw(t, P, y, ?72)(w^o(%)w/3o(%)>) dr]i 

Here one can notice the similarity with the analysis of Jovanovic & Bamieh (2001), and, 
indeed, the link between transient growth and response to external excitations is well 
known (Trefethen et al. 1993). 

If we assume (rather crudely) tha t the characteristic correlation lengths are small and 
independent of y and t h a t the cross-correlation {vpowpo) is negligible then the variance 
reduces to 

r+l 

= consty (G^(f,;9,y,77)({;^o(7;)) + G^(f,;8,y,?7)(ti)^o(77))) j??. (2.10) 

On the other hand, as it is easy to verify with simple algebraic t ransformations, with 

IMIC',I£) used instead of i|.||c,I£I equation (2.8) becomes 

Assuming fur ther t ha t ((•O^g), (tDgq)) = const((w^), (w^)) one can conclude t ha t X{t,y,/3) 

and the variance {u0{t,y)'^) are maximised at the same t and /?. 
These two empirical arguments in favour of ||.||c',i£) justify an a t t emp t to use it. Notice 

also tha t (%%) and (w^) here are functions of y only and they do not contain explicit 
information on the spanwise length scale. 
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FIGURE 6. Streak spacing as a function of the distance to the wall. 

Figure 6 shows the comparison of the generalised optimal per turba t ion results obtained 
using the two initial norms. The normal Reynolds stresses (t^) and (w^) were taken from 
the direct numerical simulation results of Hu & Sandham (20016). The Smith & Metzler 
(1983) measurements were performed in a boundary layer, with the Reynolds number 
Reg based on the momentum thickness and the upst ream velocity. If the dynamic veloc-
ity were used their Reynolds number would be roughly about 100, and if in addit ion the 
boundary layer thickness were used instead of the momentum thickness then it would 
be roughly about 1000. For channel flow the Reynolds number is based on the dynamic 
velocity and the channel half-width. When ||.||C',ID is used the agreement in magni tude 
with direct numerical simulation of Hu & Sandham (20016) and experiment of Smith 
& Metzler (1983) is somewhat bet ter . Note tha t the optimal per turbat ion agrees bet ter 
with the most probable value of the streak spacing, as it can be expected. Qualitatively 
the generalised opt imal per turba t ion results and the numerical results differ in tha t in 
the range of figure 6 the generalised optimal per turbat ion results for the two values of 
the Reynolds number almost overlap while numerical results depend on R e . However, as 
far as dependence on the wall distance is concerned, the generalised optimal per turba t ion 
reproduces both the independence of of in the near vicinity of the wall and the 
increase in /+ with fur ther away from the wall. Overall the comparison seems to be 
favourable for generalised optimal per turbat ion theory. Calculating generalised optimal 
per turbat ion with sufficient accuracy for small values of y'^ and large Re is computat ion-
ally intensive. For this reason, the generalised optimal per turbat ion curves for Re — 180 
star t at = 1. For Re = 360 the curves s tar t at i/+ = 2.5 for ||.|1C',ID case and a t 
y+ = 5 for 11.lie,ID case. 

2.5. Generalised optimal perturbation for longitudinal vortices 

Generalised optimal per turba t ion with a norm tailored so as to distinguish streaks shows 
tha t there exist such initial conditions of unit magni tude t ha t the corresponding solu-
tion of the linearised Navier-Stokes equations will exhibit streaks of much greater than 
unit magnitude. This gives a reason to expect tha t streaks of this spacing will indeed 
be observed in a real flow. Thus found, the generalised optimal per turba t ion has the 
s t ructure similar to figure 2, t ha t is apar t from streaks it involves also longitudinal vor-
tices. However, and very importantly, the magni tude of these vortices is not large. By 
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the very idea of generahsed optimal per turbat ion, in order to determine what kind of 
longitudinal vortices will be observed in the real flow the solution norm should be tai-
lored so as to distinguish longitudinal vortices. The simplest such norm is just the kinetic 
energy of the cross-flow motion, with additional assumption of the flow being indepen-
dent of longitudinal coordinate needed in order to emphasise the longitudinal vortices. 
However, an a t t emp t to find the corresponding generalised optimal per turba t ion imme-
diately reveals the well-known fact tha t longitudinal vortices have no transient growth. 
The reason for this is t ha t all ^^-independent eigensolutions of the linearised problem 
are orthogonal with respect to the cross-flow energy norm. Technically, one can find the 
longitudinal-vortex-tailored generalised optimal per turbat ion bu t it is jus t the slowest-
decaying vortex. Hence, there is no reason to believe tha t such vortices will be observed in 
the real flow. Of course the longitudinal vortices of the generahsed optimal per turbat ion 
based on the streak-tailored solution norm ||.||y decay even faster. Since the magni tude of 
longitudinal vortices is not large they will not dominate the flow. This means t ha t opti-
mal per turbat ion theory predicts streaks but does not predict longitudinal vortices. This 
is equally t rue for optimal per turbat ions of Butler and Farrell. The generalised optimal 
per turbat ion approach jus t makes this fact very obvious. 

Within the linearised Navier-Stokes equations framework, the preferential longitudinal 
vortex spacing is the spacing between the slowest-decaying vortices. Such vortices have 
a period of approximately 2w/1.2 times the channel half-width independently of the 
Reynolds number (see for example Waleffe & Kim 1997), which is much larger then the 
characteristic spanwise scale in the near-wall region of a real flow. Naturally, since these 
vortices are only decaying, the nonlinear effects may well prevail in real flow as far as 
vortices are concerned. 

If the restriction d/dx = 0 is not imposed one can expect the possibility of transient 
growth even with respect to the norm tailored to vortices. I t would be very interesting 
to calculate the vortical s t ructures using generalised optimal per turba t ion approach with 
the norm tailored to non-longitudinal, t ha t is general, vortices, and compare the result 
with experimental and numerical observations. In doing this the solution norm should 
be chosen with certain care in order t ha t strong streaks would not obscure other possible 
organised structures. Anyway, whatever vortical structures can be revealed by such other 
generalised optimal per turba t ion solutions they need not be directly related to streaks. 
Numerical calculations of the following section aim to establish to wha t degree the streaks 
are linked to the vortical s t ructures of the real flow and to provide fur ther material for 
comparisons with the generalised optimal per turbat ion theory. 

3. Pass ive scalar streaks. 

3.1. Scalar streaks in turbulent flow. 

According to the optimal per turba t ion theory the streak spacing depends on the mean 
velocity profile, since it enters the formulation of the optimal per turba t ion problem. 
Therefore, if it can be demonstra ted tha t variation of the mean profile strongly affects 
the streak spacing even when the vortical s t ructure is held fixed then t ha t will be a 
strong argument in favour of the optimal per turbat ion theory. However, the change of 
mean velocity profile will invariably affect the vortex s t ructure of the flow. Instead it is 
possible to consider a passive scalar. If the mean proflle of scalar is similar to the mean 
profile of the longitudinal velocity then figure 2 implies t ha t the same lift-up mechanism 
will create streaks of scalar with the same spacing as the spacing of velocity streaks and 
longitudinal vortices. Streaks of scalar were found in direct numerical simulations by Kim 
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& Moin (1989), but in their calculations the mean scalar profiles were similar to the mean 
velocity profile, and the scalar streaks spacing was close to the velocity streak spacing. 
Kasagi, Tomita & Kuroda (1992) also report close correlation between fluctuations of 
streamwise velocity and temperature. 

We assume tha t the Schmidt number for each scalar is equal to unity. Then passive 
scalar 9i is governed by the equation 

- ^ + u-VOi = Si{y) + ( 3 . 1 ) 

where Si{y) is the source term for the passive scalar. Prescribing different Si{y) one 
can obtain different mean profiles for Oi. Calculations with different mean scalar profiles 
can be performed simultaneously, and each solution will correspond to exactly the same 
vortex structure. This allows to isolate the influence of the shape of the mean profile on 
the streak spacing. 

We have modified the pseudo-spectral channel code of Sandham & Howard (1998) 
in order to solve an arbitrary number of passive-scalar equations. All calculations were 
performed at Re = 360 in a computational box of the size Lx x Ly x = 6 x 2 x 3 
using 64 X 64 X 160 modes (Chebyshev in wall-normal and complex-valued Fourier in 
homogeneous directions). 

Streaks are not exactly regular, and different definitions of streak spacing are possi-
ble. The velocity auto-correlation function i?„„(A) = {u{t,x,y, z)u{t,x,y, z + A)) has a 
maximum at A = 0 and reaches a minimum at a certain value Amm- Streak spacing can 
be defined as 2Amin- Similarly, the auto-correlation function for the passive scalar can be 
used for determining the scalar streak spacing. Note tha t both R u u i ^ ) and A^m depend 
on y but are independent of t, x, and z. 

3.2. Linear combinations of the passive scalar solutions 

Since the equations for the scalar are linear, a linear combination of several solutions is 

a solution. Then, if 

0 = ' ^ A i 9 i (3.2) 
i=l 

then 

JZge(A)= g (3.3) 

Note tha t the mean profile of the scalar is 

i=n i=n 

Q = (0) = '^Ai{6i) = y^AjQj. 
i=l i=l 

Therefore, by solving simultaneously several passive-scalar equations with different source 
terms and calculating the cross-correlations (A) it is then quite easy to calculate 
the auto-correlation function and, hence, the streak spacing, for any linear combination 
determined by the vector of coefficients A,. To check this concept, one of the calculated 
scalars was a linear combination of the rest, so tha t its auto-correlation function was 
calculated both directly and by the method described above, and the results coincided. 
We also compared the streak spacing as calculated from the auto-correlation function with 
the streak spacing as it, although rather approximately, was obtained from visualisation, 
and again found tha t our linear-combination approach works. 

Technically, it was easier to modify the code in such a way tha t instead of prescribing 
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the source terms 5 , it was possible to prescribe directly the mean scalar profiles Qi{y) = 
(di). Solutions for seven scalar mean profiles were calculated simultaneously, with one, as 
mentioned, being a linear combination of others for validation purposes. Therefore, the 
results were obtained for six independent basic profiles. For completeness, the best choice 
of the basic profiles would be a sufficiently large number of, say, Chebyshev polynomials, 
so tha t practically any mean profile could be represented as a linear combination of them. 
However, the required computer resources would be too large. We compromised by taking 
three profiles of the shape more or less close to what seemed to be of possible interest 
and three other profiles as trigonometric functions, to allow for fur ther adjustments. The 
profiles were defined via their derivatives with respect to y, because these derivatives are 
needed for optimal perturbat ion theory. Introducing two auxiliary functions, 

g(!/,Ae) = 0.5(1 + ( ^ : ^ R a ( l + - 2 / ) ( l - e(-(i-lwl)R=/3n)2)0.B _ Q g 

{g{y,Re) corresponds to the Reynolds-Tiederman profile, as in Waleffe et al. (1993)), 
and 

the derivatives of the basic mean profiles are 

©i = - y X -Re/(l + 5(y)), 

02 = % , 0.20,0.150), 

0 3 = % , 0.10,0.075), 

64 = sin(l X 7r(l + 2/)/2), 

©5 = sin(3 X 7r(H-i / ) /2) , 

0g = sin(5 X 7r(l + y)/2). 

Cross-correlations were calculated for solutions corresponding to these six profiles. Re-
sults of the calculations showed the existence of scalar streaks and moderate variation in 
their spacing. 

For checking to which extent the streak spacing can be varied by varying the mean 
scalar profile, the following method was used. Ideally, one can try to find such a vector 
( A l , . . . , Ag) tha t the autocorrelation function (3.3) has a minimum at or as close as 
possible to a desired value of A = AQ. Then, varying this value would vary the streak 
spacing. Such a problem, however, is too difficult. Instead, we first normalise the auto-
correlation function (3.3) of the linear combination (3.2) by imposing a restriction tha t 
it is equal to unity at A = 0 : 

i=6,j=6 

-Ree(O) = ^ AiAjRe.ej{0) = 1. (3.4) 
i=l,j=l 

Then we require this normalised auto-correlation function to be as small as possible at 
A = AQ. We expect tha t this function will then have a minimum not too far away from 
that value, so tha t the streak spacing can be controlled by AQ . This idea, while working 
in many cases, for certain values of AQ resulted in an ill-conditioned problem. The reason 
for this is simple. Imagine tha t the basic profiles are not linearly independent. Then, if 

= 0 then adding vector A ° multiplied by an arbitrary constant C to the 
solution A of our minimisation problem will change nothing. Therefore, the solution 
is not unique and the problem is ill-posed. Notice tha t C may be very large so that 
the sum C A ° + A may be large, too. In practice in our case the basic profiles are not 
linearly dependent but , on one hand they are not orthogonal, and on the other hand. 
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ID 2Ao r Al Al As A4 As Ae 

A 16.87 0.1 -0.9452 0.03027 0.3191 0.003794 -0.03407 -0.05132 
B 101.2 0.1 -0.9841 0.1426 0.04708 -0.0007388 -0.08993 -0.03150 
C 270.0 0.01 -0.3198 -0.1153 0.7649 -0.1601 0.5173 0.07813 
D 320.6 0.001 0.1415 -0.07865 -0.07077 0.3237 -0.8607 -0.3522 
E 438.8 0.1 -0.07543 -0.8645 0.4305 0.02091 -0.1787 0.1709 
F 776.2 0.0025 -0.03643 -0.03295 0.002782 -0.2214 0.9641 0.1380 
G 1063 0.001 -0.006337 -0.02004 0.005644 -0.1841 0.9090 -0.3733 

r a n d o m numerical errors are present . Together , it somet imes leads t o very large vectors 
A determined most ly by t h e numerical errors, wi th er ra t ic behaviour of t h e resul t ing 
auto-correla t ion func t ion . T h e obvious solution t o this problem is t o use some kind of 
Tikhonov regular isa t ion (Tikhonov et al. 1990). Specifically, we require t h e normal ised 
auto-correla t ion func t ion t o be as small as possible a t a given A = Aq b u t t h e vector A 
to be not large. 

This leads t o a minimisa t ion problem for the funct ional 

i—6,j=6 / i=6,j=6 \ 

(Re^g.(Ao) + rSij) — jj, | ^ AiAjRg.g.(0) — 1 j ->• min, 
i=i,j=i \j=i,i=i / 

were r is t h e regular isa t ion pa rame te r , which should be reasonably small , 5ij is t h e Kro-
necker delta, and is t h e Lagrange multiplier for the restr ict ion (3.4). This , in t u rn , can 
in a s t anda rd way be reduced t o a l inear eigenvalue problem. Th i s m e t h o d was used to 
obta in passive-scalar solutions with quite large and quite small s t reak spacing. Natural ly , 
for linear combinat ions ob ta ined in this way, t h e min imum of t h e auto-corre la t ion func-
t ion does not exact ly coincide wi th Aq, b u t in pract ice Aq and A ^ m t u r n out to be close 
within a reasonable range of AQ . 

T h e tab le gives t h e values of t h e pa ramete r s used and the obta ined eigenvectors. Of six 
eigensolutions we always choose the one giving t h e smallest value of Rgg{Ao). T h e cross-
correlat ions depend on t h e dis tance to the wall. T h e results in t h e t ab le were obta ined 
with Rgg being calculated a t t h e dis tance j/+ = 19.6 f rom t h e wall. Here ID is t h e profile 
identifier. T h e Ai values in th is t ab le determine t h e profiles uniquely. 

3.3. Passive scalar results 

Figure 7 summar ises t h e resul ts for each profile. 
T h e calculat ions were per fo rmed in a box of the size 6 x 2 x 3, in o ther words, the 

solutions are double-per iodic with per iod 6 in the main flow direct ion and wi th per iod 
3 in the t ransverse direct ion, wi th dis tance between the walls equal t o 2. T h e Reynolds 
number was Re — 360. T h e mean pressure gradient was —1, and , correspondingly, the 
mean wall shear s tress was equal to unity. Accordingly, one wall uni t was equal to 1/360. 
Wall uni ts are used in f igure 7 since s t reak spacing is normal ly expressed in wall uni ts . 
T h e improved initial condit ion no rm was used. 

Each row corresponds t o t h e mean scalar profile shown in the last column, wi th the 
mean scalar 0 p lo t t ed along the abscissa axis. T h e first column shows t h e s t reak spacing 

as t h e func t ion of t h e d is tance ?/+ to the wall, as ob ta ined f r o m direct numerical 
s imulation (DNS), f r o m generalised opt imal pe r tu rba t ion theory ( G O P ) and f r o m opt imal 
pe r tu rba t ion theory wi th eddy turnover t ime ( O P E T T ) of But ler and Farrell . In direct 
numerical s imulat ion the s t reak spacing was defined as twice the d is tance t o the min imum 
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FIGURE 7. Instantaneous visualisations and relations between the streak spacing wall 
distance y'^, autocorrelation R, and mean scalar 6 for profiles A-G. 
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of the autocorrelat ion function. The autocorrelation function Egg (A) is plot ted along the 
abscissa axis in the second column of pictures, for three values of the wall distance. The 
scale of the ordinate axis is such t ha t the smallest value of Rge on the curve is level with 
the corresponding DNS point on the left of it. For example, in the first row this level is 
jus t below 100 for the solid curve with j/+ = 5.6. The th i rd column of pictures shows 
instantaneous visualisation of streaks. The flow is f rom left to right, and the picture plane 
is parallel to the channel walls. The black areas correspond to regions in = 5.6 plane 
where the instantaneous values of 9 were below the threshold values which were adjusted 
so tha t visually the area of dark region was approximately the same in all pictures. For 
profiles A-G the thresholds values were respectively 15 ,16,4 .5 ,5 ,3 .6 ,0 .7 , and 1.5 per cent 
of the scalar minimal instantaneous value in tha t plane. 

For Profiles A and B (two top rows in the figure) the agreement between direct nu-
merical simulation results and the predictions of the generalised optimal per turba t ion 
theory is quite good. Note t ha t while for bo th profiles the streak spacing increases 
with the distance f rom the wall, cPl'^/dy'^^ is greater for profile A than for profile B. 
Generalised optimal per turba t ion results exhibit the same behaviour. In contrast , the 
optimal per turba t ion theory with eddy turnover t ime predicts the same streak spacing 
for all 2/+. The visualisation shows streaky structures in both A and B cases. It should 
be noted tha t as the distance to the wall increases, streaks become less apparent (less 
elongated). The visualisation for greater ?/+ are not shown here since this behaviour is 
well known for velocity streaks (Smith & Metzler (1983)). 

In contrast to A and B, for profiles C and D the streak spacing decreases as 
increases. This behaviour also is reproduced by generalised optimal per turba t ion , but 
the quanti ta t ive agreement is less good. Note the shape of the auto-correlation curves: in 
these cases it is difficult to determine the location of the minimum of the auto-correlation 
function. The direct numerical simulation da t a shown were obtained by time-averaging. 
The averaging t ime Tav was repeatedly increased until the variation of auto-correlation 
function with Tav fell to within about 3% in the worst case. However, where the lowest 
par t of the auto-correlation curve is almost flat, even a small variation in i?e^(A) can 
result in large variation of the location of the minimum. To il lustrate the uncertainty 
caused by this effect, each plot in the first column shows in fact the direct numerical 
simulation results for two values of Tav, but in cases A, B, E, and G they overlap, and 
in case F they are quite close. In cases C and D, however, the uncertainty in direct 
numerical simulation results is of the same order of magni tude as the deviation of these 
results from generalised optimal per turbat ion predictions. In case E the minimum of 
the auto-correlation funct ion is quite clear, and the agreement between direct numerical 
simulation and generalised optimal per turbat ion is again quite good. 

In cases F and D the agreement is affected by the finite size of the computat ional 
box. The maximum streak spacing which could be obtained in our direct numerical 
simulation is equal to the box size tha t is 1080 wall units. In both cases generalised 
optimal per turba t ion theory predicts streak spacing greater t han this value, and, of 
course, if the possible per turbat ions were limited to wavelengths not greater t han the box 
size then generalised optimal per turbat ion would give just the box size as the optimal 
per turbat ion. Nevertheless, in case F the direct numerical simulation result is below 1080. 
It should be noted of course t ha t the insufficient box size affects the results not only by 
limiting the maximum possible wavelength but also by distort ing the spect rum in the 
vicinity of the box size, which can explain the discrepancy. However, there is also another 
possibility. The streak visualisations clearly shows tha t as the streak spacing increases 
from profile A to profile G the streaks become less and less discernible. On the other 
hand, the generalised optimal per turbat ion considered here are limited to per turbat ions 
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FIGURE 8 . Overall comparison of predicted vs calculated streak spacing 

independent of x, t h a t is elongated streaks. Therefore, there is a possibility t ha t removing 
the limitation of d/dx = 0 for generalised optimal per turbat ions may fur ther improve 
the agreement. 

Overall quality of generalised optimal per turbat ion predictions as compared with op-
timal per turba t ion with eddy turnover t ime can be judged by figure 8. The abscissa of 
each plotted point is the mean of the two values of streak spacing obtained f rom direct 
numerical simulation for the same scalar profile while the ordinate is the value obtained 
theoretically or in a specific calculation. For the three cases when generalised optimal 
per turbat ion predicts spacing greater than the size of the computat ional domain this 
prediction was reduced to this size when plott ing in figure 8. It is interesting to note 
tha t results of opt imal per turbat ions with eddy turnover time, while being less accurate 
than generalised optimal per turbat ion , still correlate with the direct numerical simulation 
results. 

Another impor tan t point to be noticed from figure 8 is the behaviour of the direct 
numerical simulation results as such and in the first place large variation of streaks 
spacing. Even limited to profiles A,B, and C (the profiles resulting in clearly manifested 
streaks) the variation (from 85 to more than 300) of the streak spacing is well beyond what 
could be considered as compatible with the idea tha t these different streaks are caused 
by the same organised vortex structure. The only remaining possibility is t ha t the l ift-up 
mechanism itself possesses the scale-selecting properties, as is indeed suggested by the 
generalised optimal per turba t ion theory, while the vortex motion can be unst ructured. 
Calculations described in the following subsection were aimed at s trengthening this result. 

3.4. Scalar streaks in a flow with potential velocity fluctuations. 

In the equation (3.1) for the scalar concentration the velocity distr ibution u{t,x,y,z) 
was the velocity distr ibution from simultaneously running direct numerical simulation 
of turbulent flow in a channel. Therefore, the flow field contained all the organised vor-
tices existing in turbulent flows. In order to check if the presence of organised vortices 
is in any way needed for s treak generation, numerical calculations were performed with 
u = ( /(y)eg4-Vi^(t , X, y, z) with random (f>. In this case the vorticity in the flow is strictly 
spanwise, and the per turba t ions are potential, therefore, such a flow field can hardly be 
considered as containing any organised vortices. Mean scalar concentration was chosen 
to coincide with the mean velocity distribution, Q{y) — U{y), and the Reynolds num-
ber R e = 360. The per turba t ion velocity distribution was solenoidal, so t h a t cj) satisfied 
the Laplace equation. At the bo t tom wall the impermeability condition was imposed, 
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FIGURE 9. Scalar streaks in flow with potential velocity fluctuations 

d(j)/dy = 0. The potential was taken as 

fc=32,/=32 

^ = 0.0008ReaI ^ 
k=lyl=l 

where kx = 2%^/^% and k^ = 2irllLz with Lx = Q and = 3 as before. 

The coefficients Pkiit) and Qkiit) were generated as random numbers uniformly dis-
t r ibuted in the interval (—0.5,0.5) a t t ime intervals r = 0.05 and spline-interpolated in 
between. Figure 9 shows the scalar streaks at y"*" — 8.4 

Streaks are clearly seen and the streak spacing is not too far f rom tha t in figure 1, 
which shows the velocity streaks in turbulent flow with the same mean profile and a t the 
same Reynolds number . 

4. Discuss ion and conclus ions 

In the present s tudy the streak spacing was defined via the spanwise autocorrelat ion 
function. Alternative definitions are possible. For example, several observers can be asked 
to identify independently the streaks in flow visualisation. It tu rns out t ha t results ob-
tained by different observers are consistent (Smith & Metzler 1983). It is then possible to 
determine the probabili ty density distribution for streak spacing and calculate the mean 
and the most probable streak spacing. Streak spacings obtained in these three ways differ. 
A theory of such an approximate na ture as generalised optimal per turba t ion theory may 
be expected to deviate f rom experiments at least as far as the deviation between these 
three possible streak spacing. However, whatever the definition of streak spacing is used 
its qualitative dependence on various parameters should be expected to be the same. In 
view of this one has to conclude tha t the figures 6, 7, and 8 present a decisive evidence 
in favour of the generalised optimal per turbat ion theory. 

Naturally, there is no direct equivalence between optimal per turba t ions and turbulent 
flows. The relationship between them consists in the following. The full Navier-Stokes 
equations (1.1) governing the developed turbulent flow can be rewri t ten by collecting 
all the terms present in the linearised Navier-Stokes equations in the left hand side and 
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moving the rest to the right hand side. In order to make this right hand side smaller on 
average the linearisation should be performed about the mean velocity of turbulent flow 
rather than about the velocity of steady laminar flow. If terms in the right hand side are 
denoted F(t,x,y,z), the Navier-Stokes equations then take the form 

^ + U-Vu' + u' -VU+ \/p' - = F, V u ' = 0. (4.1) 

This is, in fact, the linearised Navier-Stokes equations with forcing F. 
If now one solves this equation with F taken from the Navier-Stokes solution (and 

with the appropriate initial conditions) then, of course, the Navier-Stokes solution will 
be reproduced and it will contain streaks. This does not give any new information. If, 
however, it is demonstrated tha t the same streaks will appear in the solution of (4.1) 
for almost arbitrary, within reasonable hmits, random forcing than it means tha t the 
mechanism of streak generation is in fact described by the left hand side of (4.1). Opti-
mal per turbat ion theory considers initial value problem for the linearised Navier-Stokes 
equations. The forced response problem (4.1) is reduced to the initial value problem if 
F{t, X, y, z) = S(t)(uQ(x, y, z)). Inversely, the solution to the random forcing problem can 
be obtained from the solution to the initial value problem by simple quadrature . More de-
tails on this relationship with respect to optimal perturbat ions can be found in Trefethen 
et al. (1993). This relationship means tha t the generalised optimal per turbat ions can be 
considered simply as an efficient way of investigating the properties of the left-hand side 
of (4.1) with respect to the specific flow feature determined by the choice of the solution 
norm of the generalised optimal per turbat ion. 

Tailoring the solution norm of the generalised optimal per turbat ion to longitudinal 
vortices gives immediately tha t the left hand side of (4.1), tha t is the linearised part of the 
Navier-Stokes equations, does not predict such vortices (see subsection 2.5). However, 
it does predict streaks. Therefore, organised vortices are not directly needed and are 
not directly responsible for streaks. This conclusion, following from generalised optimal 
perturbat ion theory, is convincingly supported by large variation of streak spacing for 
fixed vortex s t ructure obtained in subsection 3.3 and by the streak formation in a flow 
without any organised vortices, as in subsection 3.4. 

The physical mechanism of the selection of a certain streak spacing of an optimal 
per turbat ion can be described in the following way. An optimal per turbat ion consists 
of longitudinal vortices of a fixed initial energy and zero initial longitudinal velocity. 
The longitudinal vortices decay with time, while longitudinal velocity per turbat ion grow 
to quite large ampli tude before start ing to decay. This growth is caused by the wall-
normal velocity component of the optimal vortex, which lifts up the slowly moving fluid 
from the wall and advects the fast-moving fluids to the wall in al ternating stripes. For 
perturbat ions of quite small spanwise wavelength, viscosity causes faster decay of longi-
tudinal vortices and smooths out the non-uniformity in longitudinal velocity. Because of 
this, for very small wavelengths the streak amplitude is small. For very large spanwise 
wavelengths almost all kinetic energy of the longitudinal vortex is concentrated in the 
spanwise velocity component, while the lift-up effect is proportional to the wall-normal 
velocity component. Because of this, for very large wavelengths the streak ampli tude is 
also small and, hence, there is a maximum in between. It may seem tha t the reference to 
longitudinal vortices contradicts the conclusion tha t organised vortices are not involved 
in the streak scale selection. However, any chaotic cross-flow velocity fleld may be rep-
resented as a Fourier integral in the spanwise direction, t ha t is as a superposition of 
vortices, and the mechanism described just explains why there is a wavelength for which 
the corresponding par t of the Fourier decomposition is the most efficient in producing 
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streaks. Obviously, the possibility of representing a chaotic field as a superposit ion of 
non-chaotic modes does not mean t ha t the chaotic field has an inherent s t ructure . In 
a form directly applicable to turbulent flow and not only to per turba t ions governed by 
linearised Navier-Stokes equations used in the generalised optimal per turba t ion theory 
the streak scale selection mechanism can be formulated in the following way. Streaks 
appear due to wall-normal motions advecting the slowly-moving fluid away from the 
wall. The streak spacing is determined by the balance between viscous diffusion, which 
strengthens as the streak spacing decreases, and vanishing of the wall-normal component 
of per turbat ions as the streak spacing increases. 

Generalised optimal per turba t ion determines the s t ructure most favoured by the lin-
earised Navier-Stokes equations. Whether this s t ructure will dominate also the solution 
of the full nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations depends on its s t rength characterised by 
the absolute value of A. There is a certain difficulty in interpret ing specific values of A 
in the case of generalised optimal per turbat ion due to the difference between the ini-
tial norm and solution norm. A correlation between A and the degree to which streaks 
were pronounced in figure 7 was indeed observed but fur ther research in this direction is 
desirable. 

Technically, the generalised optimal per turbat ion theory is a small modification of the 
optimal per turbat ion theory of Butler & Farrell (1993) since the required calculations are 
very similar. However, as far as the mechanisms of turbulence are concerned, the differ-
ence is significant. While the mechanism of streak formation is the same Stuar t ' s lift-up 
mechanism in both theories, the mechanisms of selection of the streak spacing are differ-
ent. In Butler & Farrell (1993) theory the streak spacing is determined by the non-linear 
breakdown of streaks. The eddy turnover t ime which is needed for obtaining quanti ta-
tive results is also determined by nonlinear effects and has to be taken from experiment. 
In contrast, within generalised optimal per turbat ion theory the streak spacing selection 
mechanism is linear and relies on the selective properties of the lift-up mechanism alone. 

While streaks emerge f rom disorganised chaotic motion without organised vortices 
being involved, the chaotic motion itself is generated in a process which can involve 
organised vortices. Moreover, the streaks may tu rn out to be the source of the organised 
vortices. This is of course only a guess but some fur ther arguments can be put forward 
in favour of it. Organised vortices, if produced by, say, streaks instability, are likely to 
inherit the same spacing f rom streaks. Such vortex production by streaks is likely to 
require nonlinearity to play a role, since, as we can see from the generalised optimal 
per turbat ion theory, linear effects alone favour longitudinal vortices of much greater 
spacing (see subsection 2.5). If this is t rue then switching off the non-linear te rms should 
lead to an increase in vortex spacing, as it indeed was observed by Kim & Lim (2000) but 
should not affect strongly the streak spacing until much later t imes when the solution will 
approach the steady flow. However, Kim & Lim (2000) do not give da t a on longitudinal 
velocity. 

The presence of a variety of organised structures, including vortices, in near-wall tur-
bulent flows appears to be a well established fact. It is more complicated to prove by 
numerical or experimental observations the existence of a relationship between organ-
ised vortices and streaks. An observation tha t characteristic spacing between organised 
vortices is equal to the streak spacing could provide such a proof. However we have al-
ready mentioned tha t , for example, the wall-normal velocity has characterist ic spanwise 
wavelength only about half of the streak spacing. The process of vortex generation by 
streaks could of course explain observations of vortices correlating with streaks. How-
ever, identification of such vortices by an observer is subjective. Being under impression 
of the widely accepted relation between streaks and vortices (figure 2) and in view of 
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the soHd evidence of the existence of streaks (figure 1) an observer can wishfully pick up 
organised vortices where in fact there are none in a chaotic picture of the distribution 
of, say, vorticity or pressure, or of any other criteria used for the purpose. In view of the 
results of the present s tudy it seems reasonable to cautiously re-examine the available 
evidence of the existence of organised vortices associated with streaks, with more em-
phasis on objective techniques. It might well be instructive to apply the techniques used 
for discovering organised vortices to an unstructured reference velocity field similar to 
the mean flow plus random potential per turbat ions of subsection 3.4, may be with added 
coherent streaks. 

There are two possible concepts of the origin of s t ructure in developed turbulent flows. 
One obvious idea implies the existence of a closed cycle of regeneration of organised 
structures, in which, say, organised vortices produce streaks and streaks in t u r n produce 
vortices and so on. The cycle may include more types of s t ructures t han these two. In 
this concept none of the s t ructures is primary. Another, also quite obvious, possibility is 
tha t certain pr imary s t ructures appear directly from a chaotic uns t ruc tured background. 
They can produce other s tructures and so on until the last s t ruc ture in the chain is 
dissipated by viscosity or destroyed by the chaotic motion. The results of the present 
paper favour this second possibility and indicate tha t at least streaks are such a pr imary 
structure. Naturally, more complicated concepts, say, with several independent cycles 
and /o r chains are also possible. 

The generalised opt imal per turba t ion theory and the physical mechanism of streak 
generation from uns t ruc tured chaotic background revealed by this theory are the main 
results of the present study. 

This research was suppor ted in par t by the EPSRC grant GR/R27785 on 'Mechanism 
of longitudinal vortices in near-wall turbulent flow'. The authors would like to thank 
Dr. Z. W. Hu for providing the direct numerical simulation da ta for the plots in elec-
tronic form. This research and the presentation of the results benefited f rom discussions 
with Profs. N. D. Sandham, I. P. Castro, J . Kim, and many other researchers who cannot 
be listed here. M. F. Baig acknowledges the support via studentship from the School of 
Engineering Sciences of the University of Southampton. 

5. A p p e n d i x 

The specific results of the present study were obtained by the methodology which be-
came possible with development of computerised algebraic systems capable of exporting 
its formulae into a highly efficient algorithmic language. Technically, the entire generalised 
optimal per turba t ion s tudy was first performed with Mathemat ica system, s tar t ing from 
analytic t ransformat ions of the Navier-Stokes equations followed by numerical calcula-
tions and preliminary analysis of the results. Then, in order to achieve higher numerical 
accuracy and to allow systematic calculations of a number of cases within a reason-
able time, the Mathemat ica notebooks where used as a prototype for the For t ran code, 
with large par t s of the notebooks simply exported into Fortran. Physically, Mathemat ica 
notebooks are jus t computer files which can be interpreted by Mathemat ica . From the 
researcher viewpoint, Mathemat ica notebooks are hybrids between formula notes, inter-
active algebraic manipulat ion system, numerical code, and visualisation tool. A notebook 
can be worked with in a manner remotely similar to working with a scrap paper , but it 
can also be run as a code. Describing in a journal paper the research performed in this 
way presents certain difficulties. Mathemat ica allows to work with analytic expressions 
far too long to be printed. On the other hand, the Fortran code inherits these long ex-
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pressions and tends to be just a calculation by these formulae combined with the use of 
s tandard library subroutines corresponding to Mathemat ica commands, as for example 
the command/subrou t ine for calculating numerically definite integrals. Then the For-
t ran code does not contain much of a numerical method to talk about . Nevertheless, the 
method of obtaining the results presented in a journal paper should be reported at least 
to an extent sufRcient for independent reproduction of the results. This is the goal of this 
Appendix. We will limit ourselves to the calculation of the Green funct ion G, since the 
rest is fairly simple. 

5.1. General outline 

Substi tut ing u' = iup{t,y)e^^'',v' = w' = and p ' = ipp{t,y)e^l^' 

into the. hnearised Navier-Stokes equations (1.2) gives 

, TT'f \ 1 2 
a t + ^ - /) ) , (5.1) 

dwr-
- (5 3) 

dt 

The boundary conditions are = wp = 0 at y = ±1. 

The initial conditions are t = 0, = 0, Vi3 = u^o{y) and = w/3o{y). 
The problem is to find functions Gy{t, /3, y, r]) and Gw{t, (3, y, rj) such tha t (2.7) is valid, 

t ha t is such tha t 

^+1 

Introducing the s t ream function ippit^y) such tha t and wp = diljfs/dy 
reduces (5.2) and (5.3) to a single equation. 

Separating variables gives solutions of the form e~^''^/^^ fk{y). There is an infinite set 
of such solutions and corresponding values of A = A/i, fc = 1 , . . . , oo, satisfying all the 
boundary conditions. For each solution = —Pfk — ^k, wp = f j . = Wk-

Functions 

Emiz) = sin(7rm(2/ + l ) / 2 ) 

form a full or thonormal (in L2) basis so tha t for each fk iy) there are coefficients 

r + l 

Bkm = y ^ fk{y)U'iy)Emiy)dy 

such t ha t 

A(3/)[^'(y) = ^ B & m ; B ^ ( : / ) . 

Substi tut ing v = Vk into (5.1) one then obtains 

Uk = -PTk{t)Ek{y), 

where 
g—(fĉ  7r^/4+^^)t/Re _ g—Afci/Re 

Tfc (t) — Re • 
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As it is shown in the following subsection, suitably normalised vectors (%, form a 
full or thonormal basis in the sense t h a t 

{vkVi + WkWi) dy - 6ki, (5.4) /: 1-1 
where Ski is the Kronecker delta and t ha t if 

r+i 

then 

7ft = y {'"i3oVk + wpowk) dy (5.5) 

{vno^wpo) = ^ ^ k { v k , W k ) . (5.6) 

Therefore, 

= ^ I k U k = - P Y^-ykTk{t)Ekiy). (5.7) 
k k 

At this point it is possible just to look for 7^, k = 1,... which maximise with 
the restriction — 1- This would lead to an eigenvalue problem, the solution to 

which is equivalent to calculating the Green function (see subsection 2.3). Alternatively, 
substi tut ing (5.5) into (5.7) and comparing with (2.7) gives 

{Gv,G^) = -P'^BkmTm{t)Em{y)iVk,Wk). 
k,m 

The entire idea of this solution is quite s tandard, and the specific algebraic transfor-
mations leading to the above formulae can be performed on paper without computerised 
algebraic system, even though in our s tudy we used Mathemat ica throughout . However, 
calculating fk iy) and Bkm is more complicated. 

5.2. Eigenfunctions fk and coefficients Bkm 
The equation for fk can be obtained by simple substi tutions from Navier-Stokes equa-

tions. It has the form: 

/ ( " ) ( ! / ) - (%/) + (3/))- (5-8) 

The boundary conditions are / (—I) = / ' ( - I ) — / ( I ) = / ' ( - I ) = 0. This is a self-
adjoint positively determined eigenvalue problem. Therefore (Kamke 1983), its eigenfunc-
tions are orthogonal and form a full basis in a functional space with the scalar product 
defined as 

r+i 
(9, = y - k" W ) 

For functions satisfying the boundary conditions integration by par t s leads to 

r+l = y (!/))((!/-
This immediately gives (5.4-5.6). 

Equation (5.8) can be solved analytically using Mathematica. This gives the general 
solution as a sum of four independent solutions each multiplied by an arbi t rary coefficient. 
Then the requirement t ha t the solution should satisfy four boundary conditions gives a 
homogeneous system of four equations for these coefficients. The eigenvalues A& can then 
be found from the requirement tha t the determinant of this system is equal to zero. 
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This approach leads to very comphcated expressions, which are difficult to handle even 
with Mathemat ica . Another approach consists in finding a solution satisfying only three 
of the boundary conditions. Then the eigenvalues A* can be sought f rom the fourth 
boundary condition. This approach does not guarantee, however, t ha t all the eigenvalues 
will be found. Also, A* has to be determined numerically, and the solutions can tu rn into 
infinity at certain values of Xk thus making the numerical calculations difficult. After 
some experimenting it was found tha t satisfactory results can be obtained by considering 
two solutions of (5.8), fs{y) and /a(y) , satisfying the boundary conditions 

/ , ( - ! ) = / , ( ! ) , / ; ( - ! ) = / : ( l ) = 0, 

/ a ( - l ) = - / a ( l ) , / a ( - l ) = /a( l ) = 0, 

and having, with suitable normalisation, the form 

( - 1 + /? cos{zvk) + (l + sin(z/ft) 
fs = 

fa = 

(1 + 

( - 1 + Uk cos(ffc) - ( l + (3 sin(z i/) 

( l + e^^) + I/J.2 

where Vk = \/Afc -
Each of these functions gives eigenvalues as solutions to / s ( l ) = 0 and / a ( l ) = 0. 

To obtain difi^erent eigenvalues, iterative numerical procedure was s tar ted from different 
initial approximations. For f s the initial approximations were Uk = O.TTT, I.TTT, 2.77r, . . . 
and for fa the initial approximations were Vk = I.STT, 2.37r, S.STT, To check tha t the 
obtained system was full, several test functions were expanded into a series using the 
obtained basis, and the sum of the series was compared to the test funct ion itself. 

To exploit the full advantage of the Mathematica 's ability to perform algebraic manip-
ulations, the coefficients Bkm were calculated in the following way. We represent Bkm in 
the form 

Bkm = J {fk{y){U'{y) - yU'{l))Em{y)) dy + C/'(l) J fk{y)yEm{y) dy. 

The second integral here can be calculated analytically in a general form ( that is with 
Xk and 13 as symbols in fk and elsewhere). The result is just a huge explicit expression. The 
first integral is calculated by expanding fk{y) in Em{y) : fkiu) = TymfkmEmiy) again 
analytically in a general form, so t ha t fk{y) = fkmEmiv), expanding U'{y) - yU'{l) 
in Em{y) numerically so t ha t U'{y) - yU'{l) = UmEmiy), and calculating 

= J Ek{z)Ei{z)Em{z) dz 

again analytically. Then 

Bkm = 'y\fklUJllnm + U'{1) / fk{y)yEm{y) dy. 
l,n 

The advantage of this approach is tha t all the components here are calculated only 
once for all values of (3 and A& either because the calculations are symbolic or because (3 
and Xk are not involved in the numerical par t . Separating yU'{l) also greatly accelerates 
convergence. 

Export ing large expressions to For t ran may result in the loss of accuracy due to round-
ing errors. In the present s tudy this was checked by performing the calculations in Fortran 
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with single and double precision and compar ing t h e results. Round ing errors t u rned out 
to be large b u t t h a t was corrected simply by rear ranging t h e expressions involved. 
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